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Delors To Step Dewn as European Commission Chief 

410 2506112791 Parts AFP on Enelish 1102 GMI 
25 Jun 91 

[Text] The Hague. June 25 (AFP)}—European Commis- 
sion President Jacques Delors has said he plans to step 
down at the end of 1992 as planned and will not be 
seeking an extension of his mandate. press reports said 
here Tuesday 

Mr. Delors made the remark to Dutch journalists in 

Brussels on Monday. the reports said 

The VOLKSKRANT newspaper said one reason for Mr 

Delors’ decision was the fact that he was secking to 
become mayor of the French city of Bordeaux and in the 
longer term wanted time to prepare for the next French 

presidential election in 1995 

EC Presidency Letter Previews U pcoming Summit 

10 2506171491 Parts AFP in Enelish 1645 GM] 

25 Jun 9! 

[Text] Luxembourg. June 25 (AFP}—The Luxembourg 
presidency of the European Community (EC) said here 
Tuesday [25 June] that « wanted a leadership summit 
being held this coming weekend to give firm guidance on 
EC political and economic union 

Luxembourg Prime Minister Jacques Santer said in a 
pre-summit Ictter to Community leaders that thes need 

to accomplish more than a mere progress report if thes 
want to complicte union negotiations by the end of the 
year 

A copy of the letter was obtained by AGENCE 
FRANCE-PRESSE. In ut. Mr. Santer sand the summit 
would also give prominence to the Soviet Umon ahead 
of a meeting of the G-7 nations in London in mid-July 
which wall look at Soviet reform efforts 

He said it would also discuss negotiations for lberalising 
world trade under the General Agreement on Tariffs and 
Trade (GATT) in Geneva. The Uruguay Round of 
GATT talks collapsed in Brussels last December. mainly 

over the EC's controversial system of agricultural subsi- 
dies 

The Luxembourg prime minister, who will chair the E( 
summit on Friday and Saturday. said the Community 

leaders would concentrate on four controversial rssucs 

which have emerged from six months of talks on political 
union 

He listed efforts to weld common foreign and security 
policies, making the EC more democratic by giving more 
power to the European Parliament. transferring wealth 
to the poorer EC states, and giving the Community more 
authority on social affairs 

Britain, which 1s against extending the Community's role 
in any tederal-type system, has warned that the summit 
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should sterr away from “premature decisions” until the 

union negotiations near their end in December 

Mr. santer sand the EC leaders would also discuss 

progress toward a single currency for the Community 

Britain. again on the outside, has said 1 would postpone 

a decision for several years 

Also on the summit agenda are common policies on 
political asylum. the fight against organised crime. and 
the single market target of abolishing all internal EC 
barriers by 1993 

Uk’s Major Heads Off EC Summit Clash 

LD2806213291 London PRESS ASSOCIATION 

in Enelish 1802 GMT 25 Jun 9] 

[Report by James Hardy. lobby correspondent] 

{Teat] The prime minister tonight appeared to have 
cleared the final hurdle to avoid a damaging row at the 
weekend EC summit in Luxembourg. It now seems 
inconceivable that other members will attempt to force 

Britain into early decisions on the long-term economic 
political future of Europe. And following talks with Mr. 
Mayor at Downing Street. Luxembourg Prime Minister 
Jacques Santer gave a clear indication that there was 
room for compromise on plans to create a federal struc- 
ture for the EC. Mr. Santer. whose country holds the EC 
presidency. talked of the Luxembourg summit being 
used to “take stock” of discussions on closer economic 
and political ties rather than to make firm decisions 

Originally. Luxembourg had insisted that the summit 
should take positive steps towards economic and polit- 
ical umion—a move fiercely resisted by Downing Street 
But, in what seemed to be a significant U-turn following 
carher talks with French President Francois Mitterrand 
and German Chancellor Helmut Kohl, Mr. Santer 
appeared to accept that decisions should now be left to 

the Maastricht summit in December 

Mr. Mayor told reporters: “Many things will be dis- 
cussed, but not agreed during this weekend. Al the 
moment we have before us some drafts that are the 

product of the individual wishes of 12 individual nation 
states. There 1s a long way to go before we reach 
conclusions about what will actually stay on the treaty 

There will be many discussions in order to set the mght 
onentation for a finalisation of the treaty at Maastricht. 

There will be very broad discussions this weekend, very 

broad indeed.” He said the Luxembourg summit would 
allow EC leaders to “take stock of the tremendous 

progress made over the last sia months” and sort out 
difficulties arising from discussions at the inter- 
governmental conterence on closer economic and polit- 
cal tes 

Mr. Santer had been anxrous that his country should be 
seen to have helped further progress to European union 

before handing over the presidency to the Dutch in July 
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But. flanking Mr. Mayor outside No. 10. he acknow!l- 
edged that this weekend's mecting should be limited to a 
stock-taking exercise. “1 must say thal we are now in the 
right timetable to take any decisions in Maastricht in 
early December under the Netherlands presidency.” he 

sand. “Therefore we have to have now discussions about 
a concrete onentation for the next presidency so we can 
reach...agreement in Maastricht.” He was confident the 
Maastricht summit would achieve that aim. 

Asked about the inclusson of the word “federal™ by the 
Luxembourg officials who produced the drafi treaty to 
go before the summit, he signalled a clear readiness to 
compromise. “You have to give a definition of “federal” 
It ss quite different in my country than in the UK.” he 
said. 

The government insists the word must be withdrawn, or 
at the very least given a clear definition to show thal 
does not mean greater centralisation of political power in 
Brussels. 

Council Examines ‘Bloody’ Incidents in Baltics 

LD2506180191 Helsinki Suomen Viewsradi Network 

in Finnish 1500 GMT 25 Jun 91 

[Excerpt] [Announcer] Events carly thes year in Riga and 
Vilnius have rarsed the discussion of Baltic rssucs to the 
fore of the general session of the Council of Europe 
parhamentary summer mecting, which has begun in 
Helsinki. The chairman of the mecting. Anders Byoerck 
from Sweden, says he asked the organization to examine 
the events before taking possible measures. Matti 
Toermae reports: 

[ Toermac] Early this year Council of Europe representa- 
tives visited both the Baltic countries and Moscow to 
hear the different sides’ versions of the bloody incidents 
After that 1 was decided that the sides would be heard 
again at the summer session in Helsinki. The signifi- 
cance of the events 1s also underscored by the fact that 
the presidents of Estoma, Latvia, and Lithuania are 
coming to the event the day after tomorrow 

For its part, the Soviet Union, which has been given 
observer status in the Council of Europe, has announced 
that st regards the discussion of Baltic events as interfe:- 
ence mm its enternal affairs and has threatened not to 
participate in the hearings. Chairman of the meeting 
Anders Byoerck, however, believes thal a representative 
of the Soviet Union will arrive for the meeting, at least to 
present his country’s view of the events. 
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At the moment there are 25 member statics m the 
Council of Europe, which. according to thew aims, are 

irying to promote the unity of the contuncat by ensuring 

and reinforcing pluralistic democracy and human mghts 
On this basis, Anders Byoerck also sand that the organ:- 
zation has a iegal mght to conduct the Baltic hearings 
[passage omitted] 

Discusses CSCE, New Europe 

LD2S806220891 Helunks Suomen Viewsradio Network 

m Finnish 1500 GUT OS Jun 91 

[Excerpts] In addition to the Baltic situation, the Euro- 
pean security and cooperation process, CSCE. has been a 

central theme at the current meeting mm Helsinks of the 
Council of Europe. Some 400 parhamentarnans are 
taking part in the summer session being held in Parha- 
ment House. This 1s the first tome a mecting of the 
Council of Europe has been held in Finland, which 
joined the Council of Europe m May 1989. Juhani 
Lehtola reports 

[Lehtola}] On the first day of its session the Council of 
Europe began discussing the CSCE. This discussion at 
parhamentary level was timed nicely, just after the CSCE 
foreign ministers’ meeting in Berlin. Particularly under 
discussion today was the relationship of the Council of 

Europe to the successive CSCE mectings. During this 
week there will be a broad discussion of the Council of 
Europe's role in creating the new Europe 

The Council of Europe, an organization more than 40 
years old, comprises 25 member countries. It has 

remained in the shadow of the EC and the CSCE 
primarily because the Council was previously an exclu- 

sively West European body. Now its influcnce 1s growing 
because it also comprises the former socialist countries 

of Eastern Europe. Hungary and Czechoslovakia are 
already in ut, Poland 1s likely to become a member of the 

fall parhamentary clections. and Bulgaria and Yugo- 
slavia have applied for membership. Indeed, the Council 

of Europe 1s seen as a bridge for the East European 
countnes to Western micgration. [passage omitted] 

Today's CSCE discussion was open to the media. The 
European parhamentarians stressed the importance of 

the CSCE process as a solution to pan-European secu- 
nity. Last year’s Pars document 1s an important pillar mn 

this process of developmeat, whose aim 1s to strengthen 

the permanence of the CSCE apparatus. The representa- 

toves of the Council of Europe regard the Council as the 
right forum for new ideas, also needed by the CSCT 
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Mock Stresses Support for Reforms in SFRY 

il H0608 3691 Vienna ORF Television Network 

in German 1730 GMT 25 Jun 9! 

[Text] [News announcer Ursula Stenzel] As we have 
already mentioned, Ausina will not recognize Croatia 

and Slovenia as independent states ‘or the tume being 
since the preconditions under international law—in par- 
twcular the mdrsputable, sole supreme power im the 
republics—<dio not exist. Austria plans to observe further 
dev clopments in close coordinatvon with Italy and Hun- 
gary. In general, the Foreygn Ministry mm Vienna stresses 
the mght of the Yugoslav peoples to decide thei fate 
themselves. Cooperation with Croatia and Slovenia and 
the validity of the exssting agreements will not change. 11 
is said. An official statement of the Ausinan Foreign 
Ministry, which 1s expected to be issued late this 
evening. reportedly hopes for the continuation of 
peaceful dialogue within Yugoslavia. Foreign Minister 
Mock. too, affirmed the appeal to refrain from using 
force 

[Begin Mock recording] Force must not be used to secede 
from the federation. Force must not be used cither 
against the democratic decision not to stay in the feder- 
ation any longer. This 1s also what Secretary of State 
Baker stressed very clearly on the letter that he sent me 
on 22 June. Thes 0s one of the clearest points that can be 
found in all statements. 

We will not violate international law. International law 
has always been particularly mmportant for us. This has 
been reflected im the fact that we have continued to 
develop our diplomatic relations with the entire state 
correctly. At the same time, we have openly shown 

sympathetic feelings for the market economy and polit- 
ical reforms, for the imtroduction of democracy, a mul- 
tiparty system, and a state based on the rule of law. After 
all, thes has been announced by all bodies there [as 
heard]. even by the federal bodies, although unfortu- 
nately there has not been a democratization at the 

tederal level in Yugoslavia. [end recording] 

Comments on Independence Push 

10 2806224091 Vienna ORF Television Network 

in German 2025 GMT 25 Jun 91 

[Interview with Foreign Minister Alors Mock by Robert 
Hochner in Vienna—tve} 

| Text] [Hochner] Good evening, Mr. Mock 

|Mock] Good evening. 

|Hochner] Mr. Mock, before we talk about recognition of 
Slovenia and Croatia, | would like to ask you whether, in 
Austnia’s view, the crisis in Slovenia has been cxacer- 
bated after the declarations of independence by Slovenia 
and Croatia and by Macedonia’s independence efforts 
or do you view the step of the two republics toward 
independence as a way to solve the Yugoslav problem” 
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[Mock] We are certamnly facing a very scious situation 
Actually. thes 5 the forst tome om the past few years thal 

the solemn micntion has been declared m Europe that 
onc State 1s to be diveded unto several states. U Nematcly 

it has not been clear during the past few months what 
micrnal conflcts might Iead to a civil war. For thes 
reason, sence last fall we have been drawing the aticntion 

of our Western frends to thes dangerous situation. The 
danger has semply been underestimated. We have repeat- 

edly made cflorts to ensure dialogue between the ond 
vidual republics. and we submiticd proposals. tor 

cxsamplic. that the EC should dispatch mediators to 

maintain dialogue between the republics, because as long 
as people talk to cach other they do not shoot at cach 
other 

[Hochner] Y our proposal to sect up a council of experts. a 

commuttce of mediators, which was valued little by the 
United Mates at the begrnning, rs increasingly sc cn as 4 
surtable instrument by the United Sates, of 1 mterpret 
correctly the letter that US. Secretary of State Baker has 
nl to you 

[Mock] | have naturally welcomed thes development 

However, the question 1s whether we have not lost two 
valuable months. Stull, | beheve that the EC should take 
this step. and the EC should determine figures. who 
according to Baker, should also be constitutronal experts 
(One must not forget that Slovenia and ( roatia have aly 

Stated now that they want to continuc talks with th. 

central government to achreve a comprehensive agro: 
ment. However, as | pomnted out, a great deal of tome has 
been wasted But i 1s better to act late than never on thes 
connection 

[Hochner] Mr. Mock. as recently as om the sprong of thrs 
vear—I beheve owas on March—vyou spoke relatively 

clearly om favor of the quick recognition of Slovema and 
(Croatia, if they should declare thei independence. Thes 

led not only to a conflect within the Federal Crovern- 

ment, but also to massive US. crtcrsm. Why have we 
now adopted the line of the EC —a course of nonrecog- 

nithon—and of the United States’ Would u not have 

been possible for us to clearly react differently as a 

neighboring country and to welcome and recognize the 

two new republics” 

[Mock] Obvrously we are not domg that because no 
country has yet recognized the two republics, with the 
exception of Bulgana Wf you look at the statements | 

made recentl, you will see that they clearly differ in 

their substance from other Western statements. Let me 

explain what 1s actually happening. Two peoples have 

decided in a parhamentary vote and a referendum to 
choose ther own path. Thes means that the basi ques 

tron arises here how seriously we take democratic deci 

sons. It has often been forgotten that democratic cle 

tons have taken place m these republics and that a 
communist government continucs to exrst at the federal 

level, and that no democratization has taken place there 
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[Hochner] Thus. 11 1s all the more surprising thal Austria 
of all countnes, which owes its resurrection after World 
War Il to the fact that many states supported its cxrst- 
ence, 18 $0 hesitant and does not simply acknowledge the 
fact that these two states want independence. two statcs 
with democratic governments. This would be an add)- 
tonal argument in favor of Slovenia and (Croatia's 
recognitson. 

[Mock] Well, we have been accused of showing too much 
sympathy and not of hesitating too much. In thes respect 
our position differs from that of the other Western 
countries, despite the fact that we discuss these mmsucs 
with our Western frends. 

In addytron, formal recognition 1s not the most mmpor- 
tant theng. The most important thing 1s thal these states 
gain control of their economic and social developments 
As 1s known, recognition by another state docs not turn 
a country ito a state. Recognition 1s only of a declam- 
atory nature. 

Our position 1s characterized by two aspects: ()n the one 
hand, we clearly support democracy and freedom. and 
on the other we attach great significance to correct 
procedures—for which Austria 1s well known and which 
| have always valued very highly as foreign minister 
There are certain rules im international relations. om 
mternational law, which Austria has to observe as well 
In this tense situation we clearly showed sympathy for 
the emancipation of individual republics. and we 
showed sympathy for the reasonable search for things 
that all republics have in common. and we clearly did 

everything im our power to prevent the use of force. On 
the other hand, however, we also observe the rules 
which means that we cannot ignore the fact that a central 
State cxrsts and that there 1s a government that actually 
governs, which means that state power 1s exercised. The 
Yugoslav People’s Army 1s still statroned in Slovenia In 
addition, one must not forget that we still have valid 
diplomatic relations with Belgrade. One must find the 
right way on this complicated situation 

|Hochner] Mr. Mock, one cannot cat sympathy. to 
simplify things. What can Austria do, while maintamning 
correct diplomatic relations with the central govern. 
ment, to help these two new emerging sates’ Can we 
strengthen our economic, cultural, and diplomatic tres” 
Will there be diplomatic relatrons with Slovenia and 
Croatia, besides diplomatic relations with the central 
government, for example” 

|Mock] | would lke to pomt out that sympathy 1s very 
valuable for these peoples. They know very well who is 

turning away and who provides support during this 
difficult pervod. You are mght as far as our practical 
relations are concerned. We will do everything possibic 
to maintaim the casting practical relations. We have 
concluded treaties with Yugoslavia. These treaties are 
valid for all republics. They affect coonomic relations 
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and passenger traffic, We will correctly fulfill these 
agreements, whech also means thal practical relations 

will develop further 

|[Hochner] Mr. Mock, tet me ask you a final question that 
mas reach far mmto the future. A Yugoslav weekly has 

accused Austra of pursuing goals im is policy toward 

Slovenia that are linked with the monarchy. because 

Slovenia will Cooperate im one way or another with 
Austria if ot should declare us independence. Have there 

been considerations concerning the coonomuc and polit- 
cal consequcnces of the establishment of two tiny repub- 

hos—a term whech I do not use in a disparaging way—al 
our southern border. which saturally want to jom 

Europe. which rs only possible through Austra” 

|Mock] | beheve that we can be proud of our history, but 
devclopments are future-onented and do not lead back 
to the past. Mr. Hochner, you mghtly clam that these 
cowntnes naturally want to become part of Europe. to 
yorn the Council of Europe and the EC. As far as tiny 
countnes are concerned—there are a number of coun- 
ines and states om Western Europe that are valuable 
members of the mternational community of states that 

have a respectable coonomi growth, a high level of 
social progress. Some of these states are much smalicr 
than Croatia and Slovenia. In view of these aspects, 
will be up to the Slovenes and Croats to achieve this 

standard 

|Hochner] Mr. Mock, thank you very much for your visit 
and the mterview 

Vranitzky on Croatia, Slovenia 

if 80677529) lteenna Ocsterreach bins Radio Network 

misrman 1000 GMT OS Jun ol 

Interview with Chancellor Franz Vranizky by Hans- 

( hristian Scherd. place and date not given—recorded] 

| Teat) Chancellor Vranitzky did not want to comment 

on the refusal of the EC to recognize mdependent 

Siovenma and Croatia tor the tome berg. He sand that 
there were no specific discussons with Austria on this 

issuc however, Austria’s attitude toward Slovenia and 

( roatia vs clear 

| Vranitzky| The opemon of the Austrian Crovernment is 

unchanged We are of the veew that the peoples who live 

im todas s Vugoslavea must be completely free to decide 

how they want to shape ther cocarstence om the future 
We have repeatedly appealed to them not to use force m 

bringing about these new orders if possible and to 
imsitute the new order on the hase of democratx 

regulations based on the CSCE documents. So far this 
has been done. arth very few cxceptrons, which are 
regercttalc but not particularly frequent 

Ihe] However, vou do rule out a recognition of 

Sinven and Croatia by Austra at the moment’ 

|Nranitzky} At thes moment certainly, because indepen- 

dence has not vet been declared. We have not received 
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ans office ootefication of something similar. Apart 
trom that. the pronceple 1s valed thal recognition under 

imicrnathonal law must be cilected m line with the 
‘ipulatons of mnmternational law. There are many wecll- 

known preconditsoms. Al the moment. these precond)- 

thonms do not carst. therefore. im reality we need not dcal 
with thes msuc 

Scher] In secw of thes. do you think of 1s correct that 
Scrence Monrster Buseck and three governors «will go to 
he independence celebrations in Lyubhana tomorros” 

|\ ranitzky| Look. local politicians establish certain con 

tacts at the local level, be 1 with newghboring countries as 
in the case of C arenthia and Siva, be of on the Province 

of Vienna. where a great number of Vugosiay citizens 
ve. i themk that these are gestures of frendly relatrons 

(Scher) What about Monister Buseck” 

|\rantzks| He well not attend 

Vranitzky answered the question of whether he gave 

Buseck an order not to go to Lyubyana om the negative He 
sand that he had asked Buseck today whether the scrcnce 

minster would go and Buseck had sand no Thus. th 
Siovene independence celebrations wcll probably hx 

attended by Crovernors Zk [Vienna]. Kramer [Siy ria] 

and Zernatto [C arynthia] 

/ernatto New Carinthian Governor, Haider Deputy 

1M OMT OST Ll pemma ORF leletest om Germar 

P109GMT1 OS Jun 9 

[Test] At the Landtag meeting today Carmthian Aus 
tran People’s Party [OeVP] Charman Zernatio was 

clected new governor with the votes of the CleV P and the 

AUSTRIA ‘ 

Social Democrat Party of Austra [SPUte}), He rocernved 

24 of the % sotecs cast. one vote was mvald 

in hes gowermment sMatement he announced that he well 

reesiabissh the has politecal comsensus m the country 

He came oul against any “verhal radwalness 

Easovermor Jocrg Handcr. who had been ousied by a 
vote of no confidence. was clected second deputy pov 

crnor with the votes of the Freedom Party of Austra 

The SPOle deputics left the hall om protest before the vote 

The (icNV P deputies cast mvaled votes 

Re-sits of Burgenland | andtag ft lections Given 

it OSG] lew ORF J eletent om trove 

OL” GMT 24 Jun 9! 

| Text)}Provisional Final Reselts of Borgenland | andtag 

b hections 
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(ereem Alermatrs Tabet . is 

Turnout 199! 85.03 percent 
Vahd votes 1991) 171.470) 

Vald votes 198° 17S. 6h 

Seats on regronal parhament 

Socsal Democratn Party of Austra I” i 
Ausinan Poople’s Party 15 416) 

freedom Party of Austria 444) 



Hogg. Iran's \Velayati Hold Hostage Talks 

LDIS06 210291 London PRESS ASSOCTtiION 

m Enmeleoh (875 GMT OS Jun 91 

[Test] Talks on Bretrsh host7gcs held om Lebanon took 
place at Heathrow Ampor today between Foreign (Office 

Miruster Douglas Hogg and Iran Foregn Minister ‘Ab 
Akbar V clavate 

Mr Velayat: «as spending two hours at the airport on 
bes way to Creveva. The Foreign Office refused to go mito 
detars, other than to say that Irag and other rsucs om the 
region were drscussed 

Iran has been asked to use ots wnflucnce with the pro- 

lraman Hizhallah group who are believed to be holdung 
the hostages 

Mayor Insists Kurds Safeguarded Before Pullout 

LD S06 165 O91 London PRESS ASSOCTATION 

wm bnelh 1610GMUT OS Jun 91 

{Excerpts} The preme moniter today mmarsted that Bretesh 
troags will mot leave northern brag wntel strict comditroms 

are met to safeguard the Kurds. Mir Mayor, who firs 
proposed enclaves fer refugees two months ago. made hrs 
Commons qucsiven tome pledge after concern among 

Luropean (rel? allies about al) So wethdrawal from the 
rogron [passage omuticd] 

“Tam happy to give vou thal avewrance ~ “lt was never 

Our ntentren to hoop a perm snent lroep presence on the 

groend. but betore we or the other alles withdraw we 

will need to have several thengs om piace 

Mir Mayor tested these as “Tirstly an effective UN force 

on the grownd. scoondly clear warnings te Irag that any 

renewed reopressson will meet the sevcrest response 

thirdly a comteneeng deterrent militar presence om the 

regron to hack ep those wannengs and the marmicnance of 

sanction: against Iraq [passage omeiticd] 

(ult athes have been moving out of the rogron, bet 

cohen troops are how warteng for mmeiracthum as 

luropeans weree a force be kept there for tie moment 
[passage ommettcd] 

ht was tater made clear that the Brith deployment m 

northern Irag was running down The troops mvolved on 
the operatron of gettone the Kurds down from the moun 
tannwde had compicted thew work and had crther lett by 

mow of were leaveng Some defence trooms would be 
remarnwng and Firvian was gingerong up the | nited 

Natons to speed up the arrival of ots own personne! mn 

the acca Brvtann would comwder taking part m a raped 

deployment force of such a wnt were decuded upon 

UNITED KINGDOM 
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IF P's Buthelezi Holds Talks With Major, Hurd 
WB ln06063 291 Johannestere SAP Ain bnelish 

DIR 2 GMT OS Jun 9! 

[Text] London June 25 SAPA—Inkatha Freedom Party 
Pressdent [IF P|] Mangosutha Buthelez: met Britesh Pre- 
muct John Mayor tor the first Gime at Downing Street mm 
London on Tuesday [25 June} evenmg. m a half-hour 
mecting to make acquamtances 

Mr. Buthelez:. en rowte home from a vrset to the U anted 
States, was a regular caller at Number 10 when Mis 

Margaret Thatcher was preme monster Before the 
mecting. he sand he was lookeng forward to mecteng her 
successor as he had marntamned het amis-sanctions poli y 

towards South Africa 

Mr. Mayor had also plaved a key role mm the European 
( ormmunity 's Apr decrssen to lift the teomarnder of rs 

1986 sanctions agareet Sowth Afmca, and Mr Butheles 
sand he wished to cxpress bes appreciatron for thes 

In a brect comment afier the mocting. a spokewman at 

Downeng Street sand Mr Mayor had mm the drscuwsons 
wchoomed the positive owtoeme of last weekond’s peacc 

meeting between the Natronal Party the African 

Natronal Congress. and the TEP 

“He encouraged all partecs mvolved to move torward 
together on thes msuc and capress hrs support for mult) 

party talks on the futere of South Afraa’ 

Mr Butheless did net speak to the media outonk 

Number 10. leavong vemedsately tor the anrpeort 

Larher on Tuesday. Mr Buthetes: also called on the 
Britesh foreign secretary, Mr Douglas Hurd. tor a halt 
howr meeting on latest developments in Sowth Afrie 

Dn 45961 London PRESS ASSOC TATION 

m Poel M058 GWT OS Jun 9 

[By defense correspondent Charles Miller] 

{Teat] The Menestry of Defence has canceticd plans to 

dev chop and build a new generation much ar submarine 
it was diuclowed today Radial costcuttong plans have 
forced the ministry to drop long-standing proposals to 
brong the SSN.O0 hunter-hiller nto service at the tern of 
the century The new dewgn would have sepniticantly 
enhanced the Royal Navy's capatulitves agaunst enemy 

submarines 

Detar of the decrwon to cancel the propect well be 

disclosed on the Defence Whete Paper to be published 
catly neat month lasticad of prewung abcad with the new 
SSN.) dewgn, the Mol) well order oi ep-rated verswons 
of the current Trafalgar boats from the med. 1991s 
Although the Navy « disappomted at the decron to 

“wrap SSN.20. there 1s widespread relict that the power 

ment romans committed to a new nuctear hunter-bellect 

feet 
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lnder the Uplhons tor ( hangs Getceme (we he 

submarine fiect will be gradually cut from 2° to 1: 
boats—!! nucicar and four conventional. For the scat 

decade the nucicar fect will be based on the current 

seven Trafalgars and si. older Swrfisurcs Major upprack 
programmes are planned The Sarftsurcs will be phased 
Owl at the turn of the century and replaced ty Batch - 

T ratalgars to be baelt hs VSEL at Barros 

A detence source sand: “We will make the new bouts 
capabic as powible with the moncy a aslatlc — The arm 

1% to use the well-proven Tratalgar bull and fu a com 
pictely new range of weapons. sonars and scosors It ms 

LIED KINGDOM 

expected that the advanced Pressursrsed Water Reactor 

hing developed for muctcar-armed Trident submarines 
will pomes the Trafalgars 

( aptann Rechard Sharpe. editor of Jane's Fightong Shops 

sand “Ties os @ poor man’s compromesce. There would be 
hege mere om gorng for an emproved Trafaigs: of you 
vore ordermmg of next week. Bul ordering ut “ive years 
‘out! how 9s post a means of delaying the com. The last 
‘a\.(gar was ordered m January 1986. which means 

th ll be a 10-year gap between orders with all the 
mypinad oes of technological changes ~ 
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Ceenscher Urges Wea Te Give More Aid to USSR 

1 DlS06165891 Hambure DP 1 im German 160° GMI 
"Ss Jun ¥i 

[teat] Potsaam (DPA)—Foreign Minister Hans- 
Dhetrich Genscher, Free Democratic Party [FDP]. called 
tor more coonomec and for the Sovect Umon. The mch 

madusinal states should not yust wt back now and do 

nothing. the FDP poltecsian sad at a Gorman-Sovoect 

memoral concert m the Potsdam Erlocserhorche 
[( hurch of the Redemption). The peoples of Eurape 

lynked together by fate. include the peoples of the Sovect 
l mon 

In tront of several hundred gucsts Genscher emphasized 
the future segneficance of German-Sovict relations. Thes 
mcludes berg a good host to Sovect soldiers. The sol- 

deers showld leave Germany as frends and remam 
treends of the Federal Republi im thew homeland. too 

The memorial concert took place to mark the Sth 

anmiversary of the outbreak of war between Crormany 
and the Sovect Umeon. The event jountly organized by the 
(rerman Socecty for Foreign Policy and the German 
Sovect Youth Phitharmonik was under the patronage of 

Federal Presedent Rechard von Weizsaccker 

Irade With USSR Continues To Shrink 

it Sn 22907 Prankturt/Vain FRANAFURIER 

140 MEINE om Gorman 2S Jon Yi p i> 

KB 
Shromk] 

report. “Trade With the USSR Contrnues To 

{Teat] Born, 24 June—The mtermm trade balance with 

the USSR before thes week's sesson of the Crerman- 
Sovect Eoonomec Commreson mm Bonn shows that hus. 

mess between the USSR and its western Crerman trade 

partners contenucs to decrease Orders placed arth enter 
prraes on the mew laendey continue to be scant It rs ste 

encettiamn whether the promucd |) tulhon Crorman 

marks [DM] worth of orders will be recenved by the eral 
m the vear The deliwery of ships whech have hoon 

completed cannot be guaraniced yet Even the financeng 
of an order tor tran cars, the biggest such order wo tar 

worth more than DMI tulhon, docs not soem to be 

completely guaranteed 

Sowroes from the capert coonem, and the Eoomormes 

Ministry have stated that the disastrous financial situa 
tron and enclear responsbelities in the 1 SSR are the 
mann reason for the mystability mm coonomn relatrons In 

an eptervees woth FRANKAPFURTER ALLOE MEINE 
Karl-Hermann Fink, manager of the German coonemy + 
Last ( ommetice, noted that a bow.! for Crenman-See ret 
toresgen trade cannot be cxapected unless the adminrstra 
tive and orgamizatronal structures m the USSR are 
clariteed and the respomsbulitics betwecen the wmeonm and 

the republics are clearly defined The changes m thy 
tL SSR are also reflected m the fact that the Soviet 
delegatoon comets of new members The dcelegatron nm 

PRES v5 99-005 
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headed by Deputy Preece Munster Viadimur Velchko 
and no longer by Ivanow Sitaryan. who ms leading the 
ncgotiations and who was mvited to Bonn by Economics 
Munester Jecrgen Mocliemann one month ago The East 
( ommuttee has made ot clear that 1 would lhe represen- 

tatrwes of the mam republics to pariniupate m the 
upoomeng mectings of the commrsson. Fink sand that 
sime fundamental understanding between the unwon and 
the republocs has been achieved, thes 1 not an ensull to 

the central government 

Fink stated that the strategy of the East ‘ ommutice and 
the coonomy « strongly guided by the mdependent 
cconomec activities of the repubiecs. In the future. coop- 
cratron must be organized on three bevcls—the union. 
the republecs. and certam coonomec arcas. Fink noted 
that after Russa, the Ukrame, and Belorussa. the cen- 
tral Assan republic of Kazakhstan, whech «6 mich m raw 
materials and energy. « the fourth most mmportant 
repeblec as far 2¢ cconomec relations with Germany are 

concerned. Although 1 1s currently difficult, om particular 
jor medrum-sized enterpriscs, i ms Mecessary to look into 
the future and maimtam one's presence on the Sovect 

market Fink mentioned the Assan competitors. who are 
hecomung «ncreasingly active there. the South Koreans 
even more than the Japanese 

Al the moment transactions are only posuhle agarnst 
advance payment and m compensain« for raw mate- 
rials. Sovet debts toward Western trade partners are 

currently estemated at some DM) billbon. At last week's 
sesmon of the German-Sovect Bank Commutice there 
were no wens of hope for carly repayment Special 
condrvens withen the framework of Lie Hermes caport 

cred mmsurance a6 a central mermnent for preserving 

traditronal buseness relations between the USSR and the 

new laender only prove to be effectove mm pant According 
to a lest presented by the Sovect side, there ms an urgent 
demand for many products The difficulty for con 
cluding deals rs the insufficrent financing plan for orders 
Meanwhile, a debate has been triggered mm Bonn hy the 
Christian Democratic Umon (CDU] Econom ( ounce! 
and the Chancellor's Office ahout whether for a trans 
thon pervad ot mm possible to provide special rehet om the 
form o: a clearmng system when orders are placed It has 
heen proposed to establish a swing modelicd on the 
system of the former mner4ticrman trade However 
both the Federal Government and ccoonomn cxperts 

have vonoed them reservatrons mm comnmection with such a 

loan system 

A rchatle possrtulity for guarantcemng sufficrent funds 1. 
the long run 1s to develop, produce, and transport more 
energy mm the USSR. Al the moment, the production of 
energy « decreawng A German offer of beip m devel 
oping energy has been submitted bui so far has remained 
whanswered. The mam reason for thes 1 that the enon 
and the republics have not reached an agreement as to 
who would be entitled to these resources and the 
resultong foregn exchange 
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Highlights of CSCE Meeting in Berlin Viewed 

1f SS060S8 1591 Frankfurt/Main FRANKFURTER 

ILLGEMEINE in German 24 Jun 91 pl 

[Werner Adam edntornal: “A Process 1s Taking Shape” ] 

[Text] Hoping to further strengthen its political and 

military influence and to weaken Atlantic ties, the Soviet 
Union persistently advocated with increasing success the 

convening of what was finally sealed as the CSCE in the 
Helsinki Final Act. which was initially marveled at or 
not taken seriously by some and viewed with unvase by 

others. Measured against Moscow’s original intentions. 
things have been nearly completely reversed after 16 

years. The Eastern military alliance no longer exists 
whereas the Western alliance seems stronger than ever 

before and has the effect of a magnet on the young 

democracies of castern Central Europe that have been 

freed from communist chains. In addition, U.S. commit- 
ment 1s not only sought in the construction of a new 
European security order but also to overcome the dra- 

matic economic situation in the Soviet Union, which 1s 
Showing signs of disintegration 

This situation makes clear the fundamental changes that 
the CSCE has undergone since its founding and that 1 
helped bring about. Today the conference, which now 

comprises all European states and the North American 
democracies. represents the only anchorage in Europe 

for the Soviet Union. Since no member country can 
profit from rsolating the Eurasian empire of many peo- 

ples, 11 1s logical to give the work of the CSCE, which has 

$0 tar only been described as a process, a more stable 

framework 

Proposals in thes connection, submitted by the European 
and particularly by the German side. met with little 

enthusiasm in the United States at the beginning because 

America feared a certain watering down of the security 
Structures shaped by NATO). However, since it 1s not 
possible for the alliance, out of political consideration 

for a Soviet Unron that has run into difficulties, to 

simply extend its collective defense guarantees to the 

East and to incorporate the former Warsaw Pact states, 

Washington has become more open to efforts aimed at 
institutionalizing the CSCE. The insight 1s beginning to 
prevail that if the West cannot provide the desired 

military protection to the unstable former East Bloc 

countries, 1 should at least satisfy their security needs by 

integrating them into more rehable all-European struc- 
tures 

U.S. Secretary of State Saker adopted this view more 

clearly than ever before at the first meeting of the newly 

created council of CSCE foreign ministers in Berlin 
Nespite carher reservations, the United States now sup- 
orts an expansion of the conflict prevention center in 

Vienna, which, in addition to building military confi- 
dence, will in the future deal with the settlement of 
political conflicts as well. Washington will also control 
the development and functioning of democratic institu- 
tions in Europe through a CSCE branch in Warsaw and 

GERMANY 9 

pleads for the establishment of indusinal and trade 

chambers—under CSCE auspices—in the states that are 
moving toward a market cconomy aficr decades of 
command economy. It goes without saying that. for 
economic and geographic reasons. the United States 
accords the EC a special role in this connection. In the 
military sphere, NATO wall be reserved as the security 

alhance between North America and Europe. even 

though the Soviet Union will continue to advocate a 

“comprehensive security system.” which, in its view, 
requires the dissolution of the military organization of 

the Atlantic alliance 

In spite of these divergences. a certain new thinking 1s 

discernible on both sides. It 1s based on the insight that 
Europe. where considerable progress has been achieved 
in the sphere of disarmament. 1s facing fewer military 
risks after the fundamental changes that took place 
during the past one and one-half years but more eco- 

nomic and social dangers that may result from ethnic- 

national conflicts. The cooperative treatment of such 
dangers was adopted by the CSCE Foreign Ministers 
Council as its task and confirmed by the United States 
with the invitation to the Soviet Union to join the 

“Euro-Atlantic community.” 

A significant step in this direction 1s the agreement on a 
crisis Management which 1s no longer strictly based on 

the principle of unanimity. As a matter of fact, member 

countries that have been found guilty of unruly behavior 

can sull refer to another principle. the principle of 

noninterference. but since Europe 1s no longer divided 
into blocs such countries would come under heavy 
pressure to explain and justify their behavior. In the 
past, this was hardly the case. However. the CSCE has 
meanwhile developed from a forum for East-West dis- 

putes into a European institution from whose influence 

the member states find 1 increasingly difficull to escape 
and which seems more suitable than any other organiza- 
tion for providing the framework for a new order on the 
old continent 

East European States Join in CDU Meeting 

12806108791 Duesseldorf HANDELSBLATI 
in German 2S Jun 91 p 6 

[“phe™ report: “Reforms in the East To Be Implemented 

Radically” ] 

[Text] Bonn—The Central and East European states that 
belonged to the CEMA area in the past wi'l not postpone 
the economic reforms or implement them only partially 

Much more. the reform steps are to be implemented 
more quickly and radically to keep the “social costs” that 

are to be paid for the process of transition from a 

planned cconomy to a social market economy as low as 

possible 

This was stressed by leading politicians from the CSFR, 
Hungary. and Poland at the annual mecting of the 
Economics Council of the Christian Democratic Union 
[DU] in Bonn 
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Bela Kadar. Hungarian minister of international eco- 
nomic relations, stressed at the meeting that 80 percent 

of the market economy reforms have already been imple- 
mented in his country. It 1s the goal of his government to 
pass the last. still necessary, reform steps within the next 
12 months. 

Support for the Soviet Union Requested 

Kadar emphatically called for foreign investments, 
stressed the gcostrategically favorable location of his 
country, and pointed to the phase of economic upswing 

which 1s expected for the end of 1992. Political stability 
in Hungary 1s ensured, Kadar said. “Hungary 1s not the 
Soviet Union or Yugoslavia.” 

Dariusz Ledworowski, Poland's foreign economic coop- 
eration minister, and Kadar emphatically called for 

supporting the economic reforms in the Soviet Union. 
This 1s of great importance not only for the stability of 
the East European countries but for all countries in the 
world. “If there 1s chaos in the Soviet Union, the fruits of 
the reforms in Eastern Europe are lost.” the two politi- 
cians warned. 

CSFR Economic Minister Viadimir Diouhy came out in 
favor of not giving the Soviet Union an advantage in 
granting loans. The same conditions must be valid for all 
East European states. 

Murmann Confirmed as Chairman 

However, in his view, the rssuc 1s not only granting loans 
to the reform states of the former East Bloc but also 
exchanging managers and economists. The East Euro- 
pean States are aware of the fact that they must use their 
own resources more intensively than before. 

However, the reform process cannot be managed 
without help from the West. In this, the opening up of 
the markets for products from the former East Bloc 

States 1s of particular importance The association agree- 

ment with the EC, which would abolish all restrictions 

on imports of goods into the EC, could contribute to this 

At the meeting of the CDU Economic Council Dieter 
Murmann was confirmed in his office as chairman of the 
Economic Council. Hans Christoph von Rohr (Kloeck- 
ner) and Eberhard Weiershacuser (Schroeder, Muench- 
meyer, Hergst and Company Bank) were clected as 
Murmann’s deputies 

RAF Announces Possible New Hunger Strike 

102506120091 Cologne Deutschlandtunk Network 

in German 1100 GMT 25 Jun 91 

[Text] Less than three month« following the assassina- 
tion of Trust Agency President Detlev Rohwedder. the 
terrorist Red Army Faction [RAF] has sent a two-page 
letter that was received by the Bonn office of the French 
news agency, AFP, today. In the letter, the terrorists 
speak about a possible new hunger strike of the RAF 
prisoners 
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By a similar action two years ago. the imprisoned RAF 

terrorists had tried to force the authorities to put them 

together in some prisons. Officials of the Bonn police 
have said that the letier 1s authentic. 

Stasi Reportedly Used RAF Members as Spies 

102506104891 Hambure DER SPIEGEL in German 
24 Jun 91 pp 92-95 

{Unattributed report: “Listeners Under the Plum Tree™] 

[Text] In the Stasi vacation facility “Angelenhof.” :dyl- 
ically situated in a forest near the 2.100-inhabitant 
village of Briesen in Brandenburg. the unequal partners 
negotiated with toughness and secrecy. 

Outside the vacation facility was rsolated from villagers 
and hikers in the forest by fences and guards. Inside. 
furnished with GDR standard furniture, radio, and 
television set, the interlocutors quarreled and agreed on 
the theory and practice of terrorism. 

The dispute, which took several weeks, was held by 
German underground experts from cast and west in 
September and October 1980: On the one side officers of 

the GDR Ministry of State Security (MfS), Main Depart- 
ment [HA] XXII (Anti-Terror Department), on the other 
side active fighters of the West German “Red Army 
Faction” (RAF) 

“This was already a purposeful discussion and a 
checking of positions of what 1s possible and what ts 
impossible.” remembers Helmut Voigt. 48. who was a 
heutenant colonel and department head in the HA XXII 

until the revolution 

So far unknown details about the strange alliance 
between Stasi and RAF have now been revealed by Vorgt 
in front of the cameras of SPIEGEL TV: Vergt 1s wanted 
by the Federal Prosecutor's Office (reward 10,000 
German marks) and has gone underground abroad. 
According to Vovgt, the Stasi, under Minister Erich 
Mi:chike, made sure of that: 

—RAF members were able to quictly develop a strategy 
paper under the eves of the MfS, which was published 
in mid-1982 and revealed a new tactic of the under- 
ground fighters: 

—RAF terrorists were used as spires against the West 
German “muilitary-industnial complex”. 

—active RAF cadres received shooting and explosives 
training with approval from above and terrorists, who 
wanted to leave the RAF, were given asylum in the 
GDR for y cars: 

—members of the RAF leadership could not leave the 
GDR during the weeks before the Bundestag clections 
on § October 1980, thus the SED [Socialist Unity 
Party of Germany] wanted to prevent Chancellor 
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Helmut Schmidt's (Social Democratic Party of Ger- 
many) reclection from being endangered by terrorist 
attacks. 

When RAF activists Adelheid Schulz, Helmut Pohl, 
Henning Beer. and Inge Viett went to the SED state in 
September 1980. they wanted “to stay in the GDR only 
for a short time.” according to Voigt. However, they 
were involved in week-long debates about strategy by the 
Stasi because of the forthcoming Bundestag elections. 

A parallel to the Stasi's involvement in favor of Schmidt 

happened eight years before, when Willy Brandt was 

chancellor. In 1972 Social Democrat Brandt had to face 

a constructive vote of no-confidence in the Bonn Bund- 
estag. then Christian Democratic Union [CDU] Chief 
Rainer Barzel was already considered the certain victor 

and new chancellor. thanks to defected Free Democrats. 

At the order from above. the Stasi, which wanted to save 
Brandt's social-liberal coalition, declared the so-called 
“Brandt protection weeks” among its own ranks. 
according to what former MfS officers told DER SPIE- 
GEL: The communist intelligence service temporarily 
suspended its activities against the social democratic 
chancellor. At the same time. the Stasi secretly did 

everything to win votes for Brandt from Barzel’s camp— 
with partial success at least 

Two former Stasi officers claim now that Julius Steimer, 

CDU back-bencher and Barzel’s opponent. was bought 

by East Berlin for 50,000 marks and voted for Brandt. 
The money was passed on to Steiner in a safe house of 
the MfS in East Berlin's Licbermannstrasse 

The campaign to support Schmidt. which had been 

unknown so far, was limited to the Stasi's keeping RAF 
cadres in the GDR by means of endless debates. These 

debates were similar to the ones during wage negotia- 
tions, where heated quarrels take place and one side 
vehemently distrusts the other 

Voigt: | remember an incident we kept mentioning as a 
yoke afterward: There were talks under the plum tree 
Every time we discussed certain political passages with 

them, where they had different views, they left the house 

There was a plum tree outside. In September the plums 
are ripe and they stood under the tree. discussed their 

positions, ate plums, and then we continued the discus- 

sion inside 

“Sometimes we had the impression that it was very 

important to be vigilant so that we were not cheated,” 
Vogt stressed. To prevent that, the state terrorists of the 
GDR. in a way that was typical of the Stasi, used the 

“possible technical means” against the fricadly enemies 

of the state from the West: They cavesdropped on the 

RAF members with bugs and microphones—even under 
the plum tree 

Otherwise relations between the Stasi and the RAF in the 

Struggle against tne enemies in the “imperialist West” 

were like relations among socialist brothers. As carly as 
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at the end of the seventies. Colonel General Bruno 

Beater. who died in 1982. established the first links with 

the RAF with the consent of SED leader Ennch Honecker. 
who now claims to have known nothing. and security 
chief Michlke. 

Beater’s successor, Lieutenant General Gerhard Netber. 
who had been promoted from Stasi bezirk leader in 
Frankfurt/Oder to Michike’s deputy. was in charge of the 
projects “Star I” and “Star II” until the peaceful revo- 
lution. These were the Stasi terms for active support for 
the RAF and for the integration of former RAF mem- 
bers. 

To render the RAF minor services, the Stasi occasionally 

used its Own spy apparatus. Thus the Stasi checked, for 
example. whether the names in the forged passports of 
the RAF cadres “were registered in the FRG investiga- 
tion documents.” “We did such things for them. This 
was not harmful for us.” Voigt pointed out. 

“There were various kinds of minor services.” Vong’ 
remembered: 

“To simply do something. we bought them a ticket every 
now and then or gave them clothes as presents. or similar 
things. This was done because mere words were not 
enough. Deeds were also needed.” 

In addition to such gestures, the RAF also received 
massive support. Between 1980 and 1982 the Honecker- 

lead state accepted a total of 10 internationally wanted 
terrorists who wanted to abandon the RAF. gave them 
new identities, and provided them with jobs and apart- 
menis. 

Politically much more important was the massive sup- 

port for the terrorists who were still active. Thus it was 
possible for the internationally wanted RAF leaders Inge 
Viett, Adelheid Schultz, Helmut Pohl, and Christian 
Klar to leave and enter the Stasi state as they wished and 
to feel safe and protected thanks to the Ministry for State 
Security. 

In addition, the active cadres received traming in ter- 
rorism in the GDR and participated in practical exer- 

crises for the underground struggle: They were trained in 
handling explosives and in shooting with Eastern and 
Western devices. 

The traming camp of the Ministry for State Security 
“Forester’s Lodge on the Tide” (Codename: “Object 
74°), which was also located in a secret place in the forest 
near Briesen, the Stasi drilled nearly the entire leader- 
ship of the RAF at the beginning of the eighties. At the 
“Forester’s Lodge.” the terrorists crammed theory, prac- 
ticed sports in the morning, and boozed in the evening. 

The shooting exercises and the handling of explosives 
were carried out on nearby training areas of the army. 
The RAF members wore uniforms of the National Peo- 
ple’s Army during the exercises. The climax of the 

training was instructions how to use the Soviet RPG 7 
Panzerfaust, with which shots were fired at a tank and an 
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old Mercedes limousine. To simulate attacks as close to 
real life as possible, four dummies and a living shepherd 
dog were placed in the Mercedes. In the event of a direct 
hit. the car was destroyed. “A shepherd dog who was tied 
to the car was hit by the gas jet of the shell and was 
dying.” one of the participants in the macabre exercise 
reported. 

Vogt recalled that “an uneasy feeling™ lingered on 
among the participants. The RAF members, who killed 

ruthlessly otherwise, “were not happy that shots were 

fired at living animals.” “In any case. the problem with 
the dog triggered a feeling of unease.” Voigt stated. 

The question as to when cxactly the shooting exercises 

and the traning with the explosives took place in Bran- 
denburg 1s now of great significance for the responsible 
Stasi officers and the Federal Public Prosecutor's Office 
in Karlsruhe 

The investigators believe—particularly on the basis of 
Statements by Inge Viett—that the military exercises 
took place as early as the spring of 1981. in preparation 
for two RAF attacks: On 31 August 1981 terrorists 
carned out a bomb attack on the U.S. air bases in 
Ramstein in Rhineland-Palatinate, in which 20 people 
were killed. On 15 September 1981 RAF members fired 
Shots at the car of U.S. General Frederick Kroesen in 
Heidelberg with a panzerfaust. Kroesen was slightly 
injured 

in connection with what happened in Briesen and with 

the 1981 attacks, the Federal Public Prosecutor's Office 
issued arrest warrants for Michlke, Neiber, Voigt, and 
another four officers from the Ministry for State Security 
on 18 March this year. They are facing charges of aiding 
and abetting attempted murder and of bringing about a 
bomb explosion. With the exception of Vougt, all of them 
are in detention 

Voigt and three of the arrested Stasi officers claim that 
the shooting exercises and the trang with explosives 
did not take place before spring 1982, after the attack on 
Kroesen and the Ramstein attack. “The reason for the 
exercises was that we wanted to analyze the attacks to 
draw specific conclusions for the protection of the 
leading representatives of the former GDR.” Voigt 
pointed out 

Vogt cited as further evidence a “strategic paper of the 

RAF of May” which was drafted in Briesen in 1982 and 
became known a little later. “The third fact” 1s the joint 
evaluation of the RAF training by the Stasi and the 
terrorists on | April 1982 at the Munuistry for State 
Security, Vougt claims 

During this memorable mecting at the Stasi headquar- 
ters in East Berlin, one of the officers had to leave the 
session early. He had to take care of Henning Beer, who 
had just abandoned the RAF “to settle in the GDR for 

good.” (Vogt) 
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Vorgt does “not see that | acted culpably.” he told 
SPIEGEL television nctwork. He 1s allegedly willing to 
give himsclt up “to the German authorities, if the arrest 
warrant against me 1s quashed” 

If Voug: really succeeds in “shaking ~ the evidence on 
which the arrest warrant 1s based. or if he 1s able to 

disprove ut. the “arrest warrant will certainly be 

quashed.” Hans-Jucrgen Foerster, spokesman of the 

Federal Public Prosecutor's Office. has stated 

Waigel Qualifies Remarks on Tax Increases 

102506101691 Hambure DIE WELT in German 

2S Jun Yi pl 

[Report by “HH/JHRAK™ “Waigel Leaves Tax Increases 

Open” | 

[Excerpts] Following the statements of leading politi- 
cians 24 June. the issue of tax increases 1s still contra- 

dictory. Whereas Finance Ministey Theo Waigel ruled 
oul tax increases on remarks made ver the weekend, he 

said in a ZDEF [Second German Television] interview 
yesterday that he docs not rule out tax increases to 
finance the move of the parhament and government to 
Berlin. He said he did not even know the plans for the 

move and was unable to say “what precisely ut wall cost 

and whether or not tax increases are required for 1.” 

Nonctheless, Wage! “does not see a reason to discuss tax 

increases in this connection.” Following a mecting of the 
CSU [Christian Social Union] Presidium in Munich, the 
party chairman stressed once again that he did “not 

consider a tax debate sensible at this point. The Federal 

Government cannot take over all expenses.” Wairgel 
emphatically stressed that talking about a “tax hie 

number two” was not warranted. He said that as long as 
we do not know what the move will cost, 1 1 impossible 

to make a finance plan. and as long as there 1s no specific 

concept detailing the size and time frame of the move, 1 

iS Impossible to present a general financial estimate 

According to Government Spokesman Vogel, “For the 
tume being.” the Federal Government does not plan to 
increase taxcs to finance the move. Like Wangel, he said 
that the costs and financing can only be discussed if 
plans have taken shape 

According to Vogel, Chancellor Kohl has announced that 

the Bundestag decision will be swiftly implemented. He 

said, however, that the Federal Government will not 

allow itself to be put under the pressure of time. Vogel 
said that according to Kohl, 10 to 12 vears for the entire 

move are “indispensable.” All plans and decisions must 

guarantee the highest degree of solidarity with the Bonn 

region, the people living there, and above all the Bund- 

estag and government employees. [passage omitted] 
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Meanwhile. st has become known that following a formal 

cabinet decision, Foreygn Monister Hans-Dietrich Gen- 
scheer wall be one of the first government members to 

move to Berlin and set up a second office there. [passage 
omitted] 

FRG Agent Reportedly Managed SED F aterprise 

If OS06081391 Berlin NEUE ZEVT in German 
SI Jun Vi pd 

[>NZ/ADN report: “Agent of the Office for the Protec- 

tion of the Constitution Managed GDR Enterprise” | 

[Text] Mainz—The Office for the Protection of the 
( onstitution was able to unfiltrate several agents into the 

management of companies of the Socialist Unity Party 
of Germany [SED] in the seventies. According to infor- 

mation trom ZDE [Second German Television], an agent 
ot the Cologne Federal Office tor the Protection of the 
( onstitutron managed an SED cover firm in East Berlin 
tor 10 years. Since the carly seventies at the latest, West 
Gserman secret services and the Federal Government 

must have been briefed on the SED group of firms. 
which was managed by Alexander Schalck-Crolodkowski 
since the mid-seventies 

GDR Army Equipment To Aid Chernobyl Victims 

LD2206122991 Hambure DPA in German 0942 GM 

22 Jun Yl 

| Text] Bonn/Kiev (DPA)}—As part of the German Cher- 
noby! and. the Ukraine wall receive trucks, equipment, 

and first and material worth over 20 million marks [DM] 
from the reserves of the former National People’s Army 

of the GDR. Bernd Wilz, defense spokesman trom the 

Chrstian Democratic Unron/Chrstian Socal Union 

parhamentary group, today. during his visit to Kiev, 
conveyed a relevant promise from the Bundeswehr. The 

material wall support Ukrammian aid organizations 

According to Wilz, deliverres wall start as carly as on the 

neat few days 

* Helmut Schmidt: Genuine U nification at Risk 

VIG OO94A Hambure DIE, ZEIT in German 

1” May Yip 3 

{Article by Helmut Schmidt: “If We Germans Fail To 

Craft Lasting Good Fortune From the Windfall of Uni- 

fication, Then We Court Our Own Damnation, What Is 

Needed for the Bonding of the Germans—An Enght 

Point Program’ | 

[Text] “We are always being admonished to just listen 
We are constantly being told that we can't do anything 

and that we have done everything wrong. We are the only 
ones who have something to learn, because all our 

capernence 1s good for nothing. It 1s obviously not worth 

listening when we say something too. Bul we can't cope 

with thes permanent know-it-all attitude as if we were 

underage failures” 
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Those are all words from the most recent Ictier by a 

bishop in the former GDR whom I have known for 

years. He adds: “We as a church wall certainly not 
reinforce the bitterness, but we also can't dismiss it as 

pessimism and alarmism. We wall try to give people 

courage...” 

But who can really have courage when even the chan- 
cellor himsclf today still proclaams his economic ilu- 
sions in Halle and Erfurt? When he wants everything to 
have taken a favorable turn as carly as 1994” On the 

other hand, who will give the people in the old GDR 

courage mn the coming winter of 1991-92—when instcad 
of the 9.5 million people who used to have a job there, 
only a minority are sull able to carn a living and the 
majority are relegated to all manner of subsistence from 
public funds. unemployment pay, short-term work com- 

pensation, waiting loops, and public works jobs until 

retirement 

The psychological cflects will have a deep impact, the 

dashing of hopes that were so carelessly awakened in 

1990 wall trigger a lack of political orventation. And in 
the western part of the fatherland many wall be tempted 

to accuse people in the cast of not being ready for hard 
work, and for that reason one should put a stop to the big 

sums which are being diverted from the real income in 
the west and transferred to the cast 

I get many sad Icticrs. In one ut says: “The Stasi regime 
was contemptble, but also contemptible are the west- 

erners who are now attacking us and cramming their 
system down our throats without asking us. But in the 
west we hear that the ecasterners are lazy. The situation 1s 

hopeless. It has turned gray, despondent and resigned. 

Even so. we are deeply grateful that in 1989-90 we 
Germans caught hold of a narrow opening in the history 

of humanity.” 

The opening of the wall in November 1989 and the 
unification of the two German nations within less than 
12 months were in fact a tremendous windfall. Gor- 

bachev made a virtue out of the musery of the Soviet 
Iinion in 1990. Even today, he would no longer have a 
sufficient political basis for that. The internal collapse of 
State and economy in the Soviet Union for the time being 

seems to leave only two alternatives open: either chaos or 

dictatorship. Or both at the same time. The effects on 
Poland, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, on all of castern 

Europe could be very dangerous. We Germans could also 

court our own damnation if we fail to craft lasting good 

fortune from the unexpected windfall 

But the happiness of our regained national unity requires 

great Circumspection, human tact, and great willingness 
to sacrifice. We must not endanger our happiness either 
by being overbearing toward our neighbors or arrogant 

toward the people in the new laender, or through faint- 

heartedness, emotional and spiritual dullness, or through 

lack of political, economic, and social leadership. For 
one thing 1s certain, at least’ Even if German unity had 

cost three times as much as it appears meht now—and it 
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is by no means expensive Only in a material sense bul 

much more in an emotional and psychological sense— 
even then we would still not want to give up unity 

Errors were made in the unification and agreement 
system. which were negotiated under greal time pressure 

The worst error consisted in the government's giving the 
impression that German unity could easily be financed. 
almost out of pocket. At the same time we saw in late 

summer and fall 1990 that the Federal Government itself 
was fooled by the rosy picture that resulted from sheer 

economic inco..apetence. It remained blind to the neces- 

sity that western Germans had to make considcrable 

financial sacrifices, and blind as well to their readiness 
for solidarity and sacrifice. 

Unfortunately, no one in Bonn has dared appeal to the 

solidarity of the nation. Until late into spring 1991. 
neither the Federal Government nor the political class in 
Bonn took the complex problems seriously enough. Nev- 
ther did the industry associations, umions, the BDA 
[Confederation of German Employers Associations]. 
BDI [Federation of German Industries] and DIHT [Fed- 
eration of German Chambers of Industry and Com- 
merce], the crafismen’s associations, agricultural and 
bank associations, and their representatives force the 
Federal Government to take much more extensive, con- 
crete action. In the end the opposition pushed. and 
Hans-Jochen Vogel was the first to do so 

Even today some political diletiantes say that the present 
unemployment in the former GDR 1s the result of 40 
years of mismanagement. But in fact. in the summer of 
1990 when the Federal Government in one blow exposed 
all the products of the old GDR to full competition, 
had to anticipate the collapse of sales, trade, and employ- 
ment in the GDR. 

Since the summer of 1990 i has been clear that the 
eastern German companies and enterprises within a 
short time had to lose an overwhelming part of their 
markets and customers—not just the former customers 

in the Soviet Union and the CEMA countries but prima- 
rily their former purchasers in the GDR. Meanwhile. 

compared to the end of 1989, industrial production has 

dropped in excess of 50 percent, and it continucs to drop 
But the Federal Government 1s still umagining that the 
market economy will recoup these losses mn a very short 
time. 

The chancellor's pathetically naive equating of the intro- 
duction of the German Mark [DM] into the GDR with 
the DM currency reform of 1948 1s due to his ignorance 
of the fact that in the old FRG our domestic producers 
were extensively protected against foreign competition 
by a controlled currency system until well into the 1950's 

and that initially there was no great import pressure. On 

this important pot the indusines of Poland or Hungary 
or the CSFR are in a better position than the industries 

in the region of the former GDR. 

Please, let there be no misunderstanding: The rapid 
incorporation of the GDR into the DM currency region 
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and into the Common Market of the EC was politically 

correct. | am also sull convinced that within 10 years we 

will be able to reach the same productivity per working 

hour in the new lacnder as in the west, thal 1s to say a 
tripling of the productivity. So | am by no means 

PESSIMISTIC 

But since last summer I have known and since August 
1990 I have publicly scid everywhere on the GDR: This 

process will necessarily bring shocking layofts of 
workers. For that reason mt was and 1s unavoidably 

necessary for years to come to provide support with 

major infrastructure-invesiment programs tor housing 

construction and housing renovation, roadbuilding, rail- 

road modernization, telecommunicatlions, supply enter- 

prises, waste disposal, environmental protection, 

opening up and preparing new business arcas. so that 

new jobs are created and idled workers can be taken on 

elsewhere 

At the same time tt was—and still 1s'—important rapidly 

to create practicable legal and administrative conditions, 

so thal private cconomic investments and jobs are even 

possible. 

Not until the last few weeks did the Federal Government 

and the legislators remedy some of the oversights—very 

late and, unfortunately, once again too little 

One must understand this: When between DM100 bil- 

hon and DM1 30 bilhon in public funds are given to the 
new laender this year, more than three-fourths of that 

goes into pay for temporary jobs. unemployment com- 
pensation, and wages and salaries for public employees 

Only a very small portion goes for investments, by far the 
largest part 1s for consumption 

But entreprencurial as well as public investments are the 
overwhelmingly important factor on ransing national 

productivity. They are decisive even on the short term 

For these are the onl) investments which can perma- 

nently employ idied workers mn other ways and restore 

their courage and self-confidence. Public intrastructure 
investments are urgently needed as a precondition tor 

operational cost rationality in companies and for busi- 

ness investment. Anyone who wants to make signifi- 
cantly greater investments in the former GDR must 

execute a mayor course change on at beast cight arcas 

1. Radical Simplification of All Bureaucratic Processes 

Anything on which decisions can be made by the five 
land governments, by the Berlin Senate. by the cites and 

municipalities, must also be placed under their 

authority, and in their tenders they must mandate that 

the employers use castern workers, not columns of 
construction workers from the west. Bonn must simplify 

and shorten the overly comphcated administrative pro- 
cedures—trom the regional policy and planning law to 

construction permits and from the tender to the contract 

But so far there has only been theoretical talk of “accel- 

eration” in Bonn. And in the citees of the former GDR 
no one knows vet who vs actually allowed to implement 
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the reconstruction and modernization of the run-down 

housing—and how this 1s to be financed 

Thirty years ago. when we in northern Germany were hit 

by a serious flooding catastrophe. we did not search a 

long time for suttable regulations and prohibitions. 
because the lives of thousands were at msk. We acted 

The present situation in the GDR is a mech greater 
calasirophe—so we must act. And we must do so 

according 4: Stolpe’s and Bidenkopt's proposals. because 
they know better than those in Bonn what the adminis- 

trations in the new lacnder are capabic of 

If a major city cannot sel! a prece of land to an investor 
because the Federal Property Administration in Bad 

Homburg has competence. then there 1s a snag. The 
Trust Agency was a forerunner in decentralizing the 
powers of decision, and the Federal Ministry of Finance 

must follow. What can be decided on the spot mus! 
ultumately be decided on the spot 

Moeliemann would do himself a great service 1s he were 
to submit to the government a catalog of simplification 
amendments that covers ihe entire field (muted to five 
years, if necessary). Because mass unemployment ts a 
greater danger to our democracy by far than shortening 
admunistrative processes’ 

A large number of financially necessary administrative 
acts are horribly delayed because there us a lack of 

administrative officials who know their job. Appeals 
have to be made to western German officials to go over 
there temporarily. Promotion and other mcentives are 
needed. And the Basic Law permits the transfer of 
officials, of course. What our mayor banks have done can 
also be required of our officials 

‘ The Trust Agency Must Limit Itself to Supraregional 
ases... 

more than before and significantly expand the frame- 
work of the decssionmaking competence of its branches 
Through suitable appointments to boards of supervisors 
the Trust Agency has in man cases created efficient 

personnel conditions for restructuring enterprises. But 1 
can't restructure and subsidize 8.000 enterprises—its 

main function must remain privatization. In so doing the 
Trust Agency must not be fiscally urged to sell at the 
highest price obtainable. There must be priority on 
selling to those enterprises which themselves want to 
invest and create or assure yobs for the future 

Other than that, the multitude of the Trust Agency's 
branches—following the old SED bezirk division— 
continues to be a mistake. Six branches are enough, one 
in each land: then both their quality and their decrsion- 

making responsibility can be significantly enhanced 

3. Investments and Jobs Must Be Given Unconditional 
Priority... 

over any form of restitution of private ownership to 

the heirs of former owners. The most recently amended 
personal property law 1s still almost unreadable duc to its 
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complicated interlaced structure. The tremendously 

important Article 3a must not remain limited to the 
years 1991-9). and the Trust Agency simply can’t finish 
its work by the end of 1992. Communities. cities, 
laender, Trust Agency. and the Federal Government 

must by able to dispose in an unrestricted way over real 
estate and land. buildings and housing. 

We have enough time to arrange for the compensation of 
private property claims. The property theft 1s already 
decades in the past; there are al present no urgent 
economic or social reasons to undertake repayment or 

compensation in such a hurry. Unfortunately, even aficr 
the amendment there still remains a right of first refusal 
for those entitled to ownership. Today, 1.2 million 
restitution claims have been filed with the authorities—a 
fabulous economic development program for lawyers 

4. Preferential Tax Treatment, Subsidies and 
Surcharges... 

..for vestments in eastern Germany are surely not the 
best of all possible methods in the opinion of economic 
policy ideologues. But these methods are urgenily 
needed, and we must continue to expand them. Kar! 
Schiller’s suggestions must be taken scriously: immediate 
full tax writeoff for investments in the new laender. 
liberal carryover and carryback of losses, zero value- 
added tax with the simultaneous allowance of a (fict- 
cious) deduction of input tax. We have used all of these 
instruments in similar forms before and they don't 
constitute a revolution. They must be limited in time. 
however, so that the effect wall not be habut forming and 
carry over into other things. 

5. Employnient and Advanced Competency Associations 
Could Be Helpful... 

..1n regions where all of this 1s not expected to have a 
sufficiently long-term effect. They are an emergency 
solution, not a permanent solution. Offers of advanced 
training are currently not easily accepted, because people 
still can't smagine what professions might be in demand 
in the future. Hence, the greater benefits of advanced 
professional training can only occur when the success of 
the economic restructuring becomes visible. 

6. Making Far More Funds Available for Public 
Infrastructure Programs 

In every street, in every Community it 1s possible to sce 
with the naked eye how much work should actually be 
done. In fact, however, the construction volume in the 
new laender is decreasing in 1991; no Mecklenburger or 
Uckermaerker or Thuringian can understand n—I don't 
understand it either. 

7. It Doesn't Work Without Tax Increases 

Because of the many former investment obstacles. the 
greater part of the financial transfer still goes up in 
smoke as pure consumer financing. overwhelmingly 
nourished by public loans from the Federal Government 
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and the Trust Agency. Thies ts a superdeficit spending 
favoring the cconomy in western Germany (and in the 
Common Market), although we neither need nor could 
tolerate cconomuc shots im the arm here. An crror com- 

parable to Reagan's insane budget policy. Prices and 
wages will go up. the Federal Bank will counter with 
temporary high interest rates, and in the long-term 

financial markets as well a further rise in interest rates 
must be feared—nearly prohibitive for private housing 
construction. 

The public budgets—Federal Government. lacnder. 
municipal government, Trust Agency, investment funds. 
railway. post office—will have to arrange for a great deal 
of credit and loans 1 1991 in comparison with previous 

years, but that will hardly be balanced by multiplied 

savings and capital formation! When the federal budget 
for 1991 4s shortly to be determined, many cxapendiures 
will still not be included which will turn out to be 
necessary: the capansion of the infrastructure programs. 
the takeover of large old debts (in which that portion of 
the old debts should be forgiven which 1s owed to public 
authorities as creditors), redemption of the Trust 
Agency's restructuring guarantees (so far about 4) mil- 
hon marks), assumption by the Trust Agency of old 
environmental obligations, but above all the much 
greater cxpenses than were estimated so far because 

unemployment was assumed to be much too low. And 
over the neat few years German financial contributions 
to reconstruction in Poland, Hungary, and the CSFR will 
also be added. 

It wall stall be necessary to realize that in this decade the 
burden of taxes and surcharges on Germans will grow. 
The sooner we bring ourselves to do this, the easier the 
neat few years will be. Although increasing the value- 
added tax, tax on oil, and other mndire: 1 taxes 1s the most 
convenient way to do this, it 1s by no means the fairest 

method socially. Anyone who 1s serious about fairness 
must bring in a large part with the available instrument 
of a special levy on everyone's wage and income tax 
hability. The special levy burdens everyone with a per- 
centagewrse equal increase in his personal tax obligation, 
but the latter hability 1s socially differentiated according 
to the amount of income. A radical cutback of tax 
subsidies (and others) that have been carried along 
would be the very best contribution, of course. 

In all of this an aspect of constitutional policy must not 
be overlooked: The financial balance between the Fed- 
eral Government and the laender will in fact shift duc to 
the very extensive financing on the part of the Federal 
CGrovernment of the reconstruction in the new lacnder 

The more the laender and the Federal Council oppose 
cutbacks in their own financial means, the more they 
force the Federal Government to raise taxes unilaterally 
and thus bring about an unwanted undermining of our 
federative system 

8. The Wage Policy Must Also Make Its Contribution 

In this context there has been a great deal of critecism 
that castern German wages and salaries are to be brought 
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up to the western Ievel so quickly (by Apml 1994). 
something which has already been initiated by means of 

collective agreements. But this can certainly be justified, 
because otherwise there would be addsinenal emigration 
from cast to west (in the last 12 month: aione perhaps as 

many as 300.000 people’) and skilled workers taking up 
yobs in the other direction would be significantly hin- 

dered. But the rapid wage increase docs indeed result in 
rapid growth in production costs in the new lacnder, 

which certainly can't be counterbalanced everywhere by 

a rapid increase in productivity. Therefore. the danger of 

additional uncmploymeni can't be snored 

But if in addition the western Grerman wage level as a 
foundation for wages mm Saxony or Brandenburg were to 
grow every year by nearly seven percent, as 1s happening 

this spring. the wages there «ould rise by about 60 
percent by 1994. A general pump in productivity at this 

rate 1s excluded in the former GDR. however 

After more than 40 years of union membership, | have a 

certain night to state: Anyone who wants to fight uncm- 
ployment in the new lacnder, anyone who with good 

reason protests there against uncmployment. anyonc 
who would like to write a basic mght to work into the 
constitution, must restrain his western (scrman wage 

policy mn solidarity 

Whee the people of Leipzig cried “We are one people.” 

they could not know how to undertake reunsfication. Not 

even we in the west, who since 1948 have had 1 a little 
better every year and who even so could learn a lot, knew 

how. But our government promised the brothers and 
sisters that on a short tome they would have i just as good 

as we on the west, and nt promised the citizens of the west 

that 1t would not cost vers ach 

In thes connection | always think of a sculpture by Ernst 

Barlach) Two people meet. one bent. worred, but 
looking with hope up into the face of the other, upright 

and serious. «ho 1s hugging him—a picture of returning 
home after a long odyssey. When the brother who 
unjustly spent many decades in prison finally stands 

he fore our door, one asks him in, one shares fraternally 

with hiom—and doesn't ask about the costs. Freedom and 

brotherliness belong together, Since November 9, 1989 

there has heen no worse mistake than neglecting to 
appeal to our brotherliness and readiness to sacrifice 

Out of the 80 millon citizens of our nation, four-fifths 

live on the west. They live better financially and socially 

than ever before. Surcly thes large majority can help the 
other fifth of the Germans stand on their own two fect 

with financial and social security 

But this mayority must be called on to do so, and their 
solidarity must be organized. We were able to do this 

once before on the 1950's with equalization of burdens 

and incorporation of cxpelices, refugees, and people who 

had been bombed out. It 1s by no means too late already 

But it 1s already very late 
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The citszens of the new lacnder are seck and tired of the 
unctuous promuses. they also cannot undersiand the 

Satyr plays on some of the side stages on Munich or Bonn 
or Irsee. It rsnt so much a maticr of who 1s hoping to win 
the 1994 clectoons. It 1s very much a maticr of us as a 
nation passing the grcaicst test of strength which has 

even been pul to us jointly since 1945 

The GDR has come to an end. Everyone knows that. But 

everyone must still seriously recognize that the unified 

Cecrmany cannot simply be a continuation of the old 

FRG. The psychological and mental imtegration of the 
two parts of our nation with cach other, the psycholog- 

sal bonding. may take longer than just onc generation 
But it can go wrong. if the coonomec and social bonding 
docs not succeed on the present decade. What we nced 1s 

a powerful surge of civic spurt and brotherliness 

* Neo-Nazi Rise in Eastern Laender Examined 

VIGEOSOLA Hambure DER SPIEGEL in German 
bel 4§ No 2) Vay 9l pr "WANS 

[Unatinbuted article: “They're Hitting Out Faster™| 

[Text] The Dresden suburban settlement of Gorbitz, 
home for 40,000 people. 1s made up almost entirely of 

panel structures of the housing type WBS 70. The youth 
club Espe has its space in the midst of the wasteland of 
pancls 

(ince a week Lutz Kronenberger, 27. gathers together 
about a hundred young people from the surrounding 

housing blocks. The young man knows how to gct the 
suburban youths moving: he was formerly the FDI [Free 
Cserman Youth] secretary of a state-owned enterprise 

The meetings that the activist 1 now organizing are 
called “fellowship evenings.” The spirit that Kronen- 
berger 1s cultivating im his people on instruction, forest 
hikes, and military-sports exercises 1s the ideology of a 

new national socialism. The New Right 1s forming quite 
openly in the impoverished settlements of castern Ger- 

many. The “fellowship” in Dresden-Ciorbitz alone has 
4) members. Autonomous nght-wing groups with 
youths in combat sackets and jackboots, cach with hun- 

dreds of supporters, now cxrst not only in Dresden but 
also in Eberswalde, Arnstadt, und Guben ("Guben 
Home Front") 

In view of the “frustration at home” (Kronenberger) 
unemployment, and impoverishment in the castern CGer- 

many, a dangerous mixture of emotional socialism and 
boy -scout romanticism has devcloped among comrades 
such as Kronenberger and his lads. The feeling of berng 
detached from social advancement on the our father. 
land 1s allowing an increase in the potential for violence 
among young people onented toward the mght. espe- 

cially on the south of the former GDR 

“Some of them have bought all kinas of playthings trom 

the Soviets.” says a Dresden fellowship leader about 
purchases of weapons from members of the Red Army 
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“ht may be” Luty Kroncnberger prophesics with a 

concerned look, “that many people wall go crazy ~ 

Poloe caperts think that such assessments are not crag- 
ecrated. “The mbhibitions are lower than in the West.” 
says Bernd Wagner, 35. director of the State Protection 
Department of the Jom Land Criminal Poloe Office 
(GsL KA) of the five new lacnder. “They are quicker to 

Sinike out” 

How quickly the young Nazis in the cast go from words 

to action was seen drastically for the first time on the 
night of 7 April. Gangs of young castern Geerman neco- 
Nazis on FrankfurtOder moted against the beginning of 
visa-free travel from Poland with hatctul slogans: “Hu 
the Poles om the mouth" short-shorn adolescents bel- 
lowed and threw rocks at Polrsh tourrsts 

Young nght-wing extremists from the castern republic 
once pransed as antifascist no longer shrink even from 
murder 

(in Easter Sunday. several skinheads pushed the 28- 
year-old Mozambican Jorge Joao CGromonda: out of a 
moving streetcar in Dresden. The young African died a 
few days later trom! the serious head wounds that he 

suffered About SO cxatreme nght-wing youths disrupted 
a tuncral procession for the murdered person with cries 
of “Seg Heil” and “foreigners gct out™ The poliwe 
scvved from the racists knives, baschall bats, and gas 

pistols—the standard cquipment of young mght-wing 

gangs in the cast 

Attacks of radical nghtrst gangs against foreigners and 

dissenters om the former GDR are becoming more tre- 
quent. At Freedom Square mn Schwerin. skinheads beat 
up Vietnamese street vendors and threatened them with 

koives. In Croerlitz, 1S neo-Nazes attacked a Polish 

marred couple im thew car and beat them up so badly 

that they had to go to the hospital 

In Dresden. skinheads stormed the cates 100 and Bronas 

known as mecting points of the leftist scene They 

smashed the furniture at Cate 100 and the Bronas was 

set on fire, At Hoverswerda in Brandenburg. armed 
neo-Nazis enticed the Hamburg punk band Croldenc 
7itronen into an ambush and treated the members of the 
hand with rocks, clubs. and tear gas 

In Wittenberge. more than ¥) nght-wing radicals forced 

their way mto a rooming house of Nanmumans and 

pushed two young men out of the window The two 

Afrecans were very seriously injured 

The disorganized police mm castern Grermany. which are 
not prepared for street violence. are largely helpless 

against the excesses from the nght) In the castern 
Cserman lacnder, the Land Offices tor the Protectron of 

the Constitutvon, which 1 the western Crerman lacndet 

have permeated the neo-Nazi scene with a network of 

agents—are just being organized In view of the unre 

strained nots. Federal Minister of the Interror Woltgang 
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Schacuble has already warned against the msc of a 
“security sacuum™ i the new lacnder 

The potential that has developed im the cast. hardly 
registered in the chaos of the unification. must be putting 
securmty poly makers in a mood of alarm. Bernd 
Wagner. the GLKA capert on state protection, estimates 

the potential for violence onented toward the extreme 
nght at about 10.000 to 15.000 men in the five new 
tederal lacnder—considerably more taan in the old FRG 
with three times the population 

More than 1.500 extreme mght-wing delingucnis a.c 
known to the poloe im the five new lacnder. More than 
two dozen judicial inquines are under way against 

right-wing delinquents at the Dresden District Poliwe 
alone 

About 50.000 young people om castern Germany are 

susceptible to an “emotional nght-wing cxtremism.” 
according to the Lewpzig iegal and crominal sociologist 
Wolfgang Brucck, $5. An indication of the correctness of 
this hy pothesss in the first parliamentary clections for all 
of Germany on December 1990. seven percent of the men 

IS to 25 vears old (28.400 young citizens) in the former 
GDR voted tor the Republicans on the radical nght 

The drift of young former cruzens of the GDR to the far 
right threatens to become stronger if fears are realized 
that in many places in the fall not even one-third of the 
youths will get an apprenticeship and higher rent will 
further aggrayate the social situation 

“The mood on the castern part of Germany.” according 
to the GDR civil nghts advocate Jens Rewch from 
Alhance “YO. “vs somilar to that of the time of the 

economec criss on 1929" when Hitler's NSDAP 
[National Socialist German Workers Party} and SA 
[Brown Shorts} surprisingly recenved massive support in 
Germany The GDR. once defamed as the “castern 
vone. threatens to degencrate into a “brown” zone after 

the run of real socialism 

In addition to the growing unemployment and social 
vyprooting Of many casiern Grerman youths. an essential 

reason for the turn to the nght on the German cast hes on 
the recent past The antifascest svsiem of the SED 
|Socialest LU nety Party] was itself unden cratic and pro- 
moted a spurt of submission and mmpassive obedience 

The authoritanan surveiiiance state of the SED 
according to youth researcher Wolfgang Brucck. has. 
“hke in a hothouse.” produced extreme mghtest thinking 
and behas sor 

The “substantial separation of the population of the 
GDR trom other peoples. cultures. and ways of life” 
according to the Berlin extremism researcher Norbert 
Madloch. produced a “latent hostility toward forcign- 
ers on the old GDR. This hatred of foreigners 1s out of 
any proportion to the number of foreigners living in the 
former GDR. which as a percentage 1s only one-cighth as 

large as om the western part of Geermany. Al the end of 

1YRY there were only 191.190 foresgners living among 
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16.43 millon Germans in the tormer SED-state. whereas 

at the same tome there were 4.84 millon among 61.5 
milhon Westerners on the old FRG 

“The seed that our country 's pedagogucs havc sowed and 
are still sowing dasly has germunated.” sand the GDR 
Minister of Public Education Margot Honecker im Junc 
1989. a few months before the collapse of the SED 

regime. at the Ninth Pedagogy Congress of the GDR in 
East Berlin. She hardly suspected how mghi she wa 

Even before the revolution. sia percent of the young 
people om the GDR admitted a radical mghtrst attrtudc. 

as shown by surveys of the Leupzig Institute for Youth 
Kesearch kept secret by the SED. More than half of the 

young right-wing castern Grermans are shilled workers 

and come from the “working class” that the SED regime 
courted mn vain tor decades 

It 1s not unusual for the young right-wing radicals om the 
cast to come from families with parents on the SED and 
State Security Service [Stasi], In Augusi of last vear. for 
cxampic. in a house occupied for a time by neo-Nazi on 

Weithngstrasse in Berlin-Lictenberg. the East Berlin 
pournalist Torsten Harmsen from the BERLINER ZEI- 
TUNG discovered the sons of a former SED city district 
secretary and an ADN journalist. who had grown up at 
home with the regime's customary hypocrisy 

Radical right-wing groups of rowdies attracted attention 
even carher on the GDR—shinheads. for cx1amplc. who 
in October 1987 became known even mm the GDR media 
after attacking visitors of the Zron Church on East Berlin 
The Ministry for State Secursty [MES] was very familar 
with the mghi-wing scene. even though the SED propa- 
gandists always labeled neo-Nazism as a pure FRO. 
phenomenon 

Mieclke’s deputy. Li Gren Wolfgang Schwan. at the 
Stas: headquaraters on Normannenstrasse on East Berlin 

had a “working group of skinheads.” as internal Sia 
documents reveal. Even the Stas, which 1s not exactly 
squcamish, showed its dismay over the “brutal defensive 

behavior” of the mght-wing toughs m an “executive 
information” as carly as February 1988 

The hoohgans have survived then overseers. Young 
Nazis now hold their meetings even in the assembly hall 
of the former MES district admunistratron om Cottbus 
Where formerly SED functionaries swaggcred about the 
threat from capitalism. the young guard now issucs 

slogans that sometimes sound similar. only somewhat 

more primitive 

The speakers at a meeting in the former Cottbus MifS 

building blusiered against the “caprialists that are 
becoming fatter and fatter” —2S0 enthusiastic neo Nazis 
reyonced at the promise of the speaker “to fight for a truly 

(serman socualism” And someone im the last row 

chanted the macabre slogan of the cast. “Who should our 

leader be—Erich Micthe 
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Many young mght-wingers have been Ieadericss sence 

Mochac! Kuchnen, the top thinker of the neo-Nazi and 
author of numerous Nazi propeganda publications. dicd 
of AIDS on 25 April in a hospital in Kassel at the age of 
35. Much more than m the West. Kuchnen was the 
leading figure of the young mght-wing catremists 
between Rostock and Dresden 

From the tome of the opening of the borders of the GDR 
untsl shortly before his death. “the chief.” as Kuchnen 
had himself called by hes followers, was almost con- 
Stantly on the move im the casi—and not without suc- 

cess. Hes calculation: the “negative world of lheral 
capitalism will soon show rts ughest face once agar mm 
the former GDR” 

“Two-thirds of the movement.” says Kuchnen’s fcllow 
combatant Heinz (“Nero”) Rersz, $3. from Langen. are 
now organized in the neo-Nazi troop m “middie Crer- 
many.” 

As carly as a few weeks after the wall fell, in December 
1989. supporters of Kuchnen in Cottbus founded a 
“fellowship” with 20 members, which has now grown to 
about 200 men. In Dresden. the “chief marched 
through the city center on 20 October of last year with 
SOO) supporters shouting “Sieg Heil.” 

The course for the comrades im the cast was given im 
January 1990 in “Work Plan East” by the former licu- 
tenant. who was discharged from the Bundeswehr im 
1977 on account of neo-Nazi activities. In a secret paper 
Kuchnen ordered his followers in what was still the GDR 
to begin by establishing a legal protest party with a 
moderate program. 

Soon after that, in the spring of last year, young mght- 
wing radicals in Rostock, Schwerm, Cottbus. and 
Dresden founded the German Alternative, which mm a 
seemingly harmiess catalog of demands pushed for 
(rerman unity, the “prohibition of effortiess income.” 
and the “promotion of the diligent German middie 
class” 

Internally the “confessing national socialist” Kuchnen. 
who as a secondary school pupil at the beginning of the 
1970's sympathized for a few months with the KPD 
|Grerman Communist Party), which subscribed to Mao 
asserted that the populist program is only skillful 
camouflage. “Behind all public and legal activities.” 
according to the young Nazi, “there should be a group of 
cadres as hard as steel with a firm ideology ~ 

In sts enformation publication DIE NEUE FRONT. thes 
troop 1s already calling itself the “new SA.” which os 
expanding “throughout the Reich” and has also included 
“the middie German SA” since the beginning of 1990) 
Slogan: “Forward in the spirit of Ernst Rochm.” the 
chet of staff of the SA who was shoi to death in Junc 
1934 on Hatler's orders 

A somilar Nazi successor organization has already been 
working underground since 1973 as an “NSDAP foreign 
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and devclopment organization” [NSDAP-AQ)) The 
leader 0s the Geerman-Amencan Gary Rew (Ccthard”) 

Lawck. 3°. who cooperated closely wath Kuchnen 

In the last days of the SED republic. on 5 July 1990. the 
two Nazi successors met at Schoenctcld Airport m tas 

Berion. Kuchnen und Lawck msued a pount declaration m 
what was stell the termtiorn of the GDR. In thes 

implored that the “fight for the recovery of the castern 
regoons of the Grerman empire thal were stolen trom us 

[be comtinucd] and demanded “reunificatron with the 
(ocrman (stmark ( Sustria). and the legalizateon of the 

NSDAP 

The tone that would prevail mm the Fourth Reach was 

ushered mm by the NSDAP-AQO) paper KAMPERIL? 
which Lauckh’s people are now drsirvbuting im the 

(eerman cast as well the “Jewssh creatures.” wrote an 

anonymous neo-Nazi from Berle om the pamphict m 

July 1990 showld be shown “the way through the oven ~ 

After the death of Kuchnen, the brown comrades now 

have serious difficulties om organizing the huge potential 
that thew chect drcovered m the cast. North German 

nco-Nazrs grouped around Kuchnen’s former deputy 

Christian Worch, 35. are refusing to follow the Ausinan 
Coottined Kueswsel, 32. whom Kuchnen sclected as his 

successor even while on hes deathbed 

The rivals of Kuchnen’s followers om the cast include. in 
particular. the Free German Workers Party [FAP of 

Friedrich Busse. 62. from Munich, who has a creminal 
record for reoept of stolen goods and the unlawtul 
possession of weapons The nghtrsts under Busse have 

motlhzed sevcral hundred muiistant followers im the 

ex4GDR with a nostalgia for the Tewtons and a hatred of 
homosexuals for the SS sdeology of the Himmler type 

Just as in Dresden-rorbitz, autonomous mghtwing 

groups are forming im many places im the cast, groups 

that are fed up with sirct party drscopline and cadre 
poly and that adhere to an castern Crerman regional 

patnotnm People hke Kronenberger trom Crorbitz also 

think that they can devclop cnough brown sicam on thei 

own. “The rghtests on the west have nothing to say to us 
here.” he says. “after all, they have no sdca of life here ~ 

The Republicans of Franz Schoenhuber from Munich 
obviously do Schoenhuber’s party has about 3.900 
members om the five new laender, according to Paul 
Tomaschewsk:, manager of the Republicans at the fed- 
eral level Thousands of applications for admittance are 
piling up on the offices of the castern Grerman lacndet 

Al meetings of destitute “middle Crermans.” such as in 

Auc in Saxony. the eapenenced rhetorncian Schoenhuber 

publicly unvenghs against the “satiated west” very cflec- 
tively With slogans against Bonn’s “neocolomaliwm” 
and “Wess:-speculators” and warnings about the “poor. 
house of the republic” on the cast. Schoenhuber some- 

times sounds almost hhe hes hated enemy Ciregor Gis 

from the PDS |Party of Democratic Socsalism)}-—and not 
unintentionally 
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The Republcans on the c14GDR are atiracteng above all 
former peopic’s pole, who without craception belonged 

to the SED. “Even previous SED officsals of the lower 
levels” are m many cases more inclined to go with 
Schoenhuber than with Honeckcr, according to W entried 
Petrold, 48. deputy chairman of the Republicans m 
Sarvony 

Kuchnen’s buddy Hemz Rez 1s also very terested mm 
the “former comrades thal no onc cise wants ~ In bars on 
( otthus, former officers of the National People’s Army 
and stranded Stalunists often debate with young nco- 
Nazis about the nation and socualiam. “They are social. 
mts and so are we.” says Revsz respectfully 

The sca 1s not entirely new. “The extremes meet cach 
other.” saed the NSDAP propagandist Joseph Crochets as 
carly as 1925. who sought to attract turncoats from the 
left 

* Retraining Programs Showing Slight Growth 

VIGEOIVID Frankfurt/Main FRANAEURTIER 
LOGE MEINE im German 6 May 9/1 p i9 

[| \rtecle by enn “Qualification Offers Now Accepted 
More Willingly Number of Employment (Offices Risong 
Shghtly—The East German Labor Market as FE xcmpl:. 

fied by the Magdeburg Region’) 

| Text] Magdeburg. 5 May—()f the 403.000 employees on 
the Magdeburg Labor Office Bezirk. at present 35.000) 
are listed as unemployed, 87.000 work part-tome. and 
one-third of them do not work at all. No onc knows how 
many workers are already commuting every morning to 
the nearby cores of Braunschweig and Helmstedt) Mow 
of the unemployed and part-time workers come from 

agriculture, where almost one-fourth of the LIC) Lagr:- 
cultural producer cooperative) labor force 1s looking tor 
new work, and from the administration of the former 
Bevirk capital. With an unemployment rate of & 7 per 
cent, thes region of Saxony-Anhalt 1s below the average 
rate of the cast German lacnder But these figures are 
distorted. Major employers im the region are enterprises 
of the metal industry such as the former heavy 
machinery combine SKET Before the turnaround. onc. 
third of Magdeburg’s labor force was employed on the 
metal undustry, thes ratio so far has not shifted percep 
tibly 

However, the labor office cxpects a noticable mcreave 
m unemployment figures on W) June. when collective 
dismissals protectron mm the metal industry runs out As 
a precaution, vocational consultants are already goung to 
the enterprises to provide information on uncmploy 
ment payments, job procurement measures. and 
retraming opportunities if “large-scale dismissals arc in 
the offing. In the Magdeburg MAW fittings production 
enterprise, which has just been taken over by the 
Western enterprise, Babcock, 2.000 workers hav 
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rocenved davmrmesal noteces as of ond-vear The wtorma- 

bon mocting organized by the Magdeburg labor office om 
the enterprise was well recenved, report the organizers. In 

thes was. those affected arc to be md of the fear of the 

unaccustomed hrke to the labor office which, hhe many 

m the mew federal lacnder. = housed m a former Staw 

central headquarters 

But the labor office often must dampen the hope tor a 
ace woh coon for those who have overcome thew 

threshold tear especsally sence so tar no large mvestor 

has shown up on Magdeburg The sumber of yob recep 
ents 1 “only a drop m the bucket.” says Helga Schalze, 
department head for sob procurement, although m April 
more pols were fownd than ever before (2.000 pots) At 

present most new yobs are beeng created om admenestra- 
thon amd the service sector, As yet no wave of hiring can 

he seen on the comstrectson endustry. The job procure- 

ment manager sees the cawse om the fact that “west 

(serman construction enterprises are gaming a firm 
tlowtheld first and brong thew own people, bul not our 

kx al bownesses ~~ Recenth a “central yob offer recep. 

thon” foenter] was estabieshed om the labor office as a 

service to entroprencurs looking tor workers 

| ntel the castern CoOROm, CApenences an upswing. work 

procurement and qualificatron measures are to tumulate 

the labor market and cusheon drsmrwals. The Federal 
Labor (i thce has proveded 12 bilvon CGrerman marks thes 

year for that purpose The yout organization Aut- 

“hwung (st [Eastern peeing] provides an additronal 

> 5 bulhon Greerman marks for yob procurement. Duc to 
special regulatrons—untike old laender—qualification rs 

siso possible withen an ABM [work procurement mea- 
sures] offic Furthermore, as an exception, the labor 
office can also awwome ABM maternal costs up to ther 

full amownt That ms to remove the communities tight 

financial wtuvtion as an obstact 

In the caperence of the Magdeburg labor advisers 
extended education and retranneng possibilities are now 

utihzed more readily than a few months ago Meanwhile 
11.000 people have started extended education of 

retrarmeng on the regron. and 3.000 more were added mm 

April alone The range of offers 1s broad, the focus 6 on 

admnrstrative and serv nce sector pols, of which most are 

on the teacheng of computer shills and language know! 

cdge Retraneng « proveded for work m hanks and 
msurance companies as well as for construction and 

environmental techaecal occupations, which have grad 

wally deed out on the old GDR of never canted. Now the 
mcupatrons of [stone] pavers and tile setters are berng 

revived 

The Magdeburg Labor Office has the funds to quality a 
total of 27000 persons Contracts have been concluded 

with “OO educational estabinshments from cast and west 
m some cases. however, there os stella lack of teachers 

and premises Up te 14.000 persons can be placed by 

ABM offices, but only 2.500 places have been aysugned 
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so far Yet motrvateon for these occupatsonal oppertums- 

tees 6 On the mse. In recent weeks. labor offiwe 

spokesman Wolfgang Lenre has noted a change among 
those threatened by uncmployment Many had hoped to 

the last to be able to contenuc mm the enterprise. Sence the 

“pero part-tume workers” m the metal mdusiry were 

carning 90 percent of the last mecome. there had also 
been no financial reasons for retraining Rather. they had 
feared to be the first ones to be ict go of they had treed 
carly on for qualification 

Work procurment manager Schulze crotscuzes the enter- 
proses whech “up to then had been asleep” and had 
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hardly promoted retrameng of labor procurcmcnt mca- 
sures. Furthermore. the decrmon as to who and how 
many would have to be ict go rs often delayed to the last 
minute But the motinateon for beginning retrameng 1 
sll bewng hampered by the fact thal no onc can guar- 
antce employment for the tome aficrwards Many cast 
(sermans are unsure on whoch arca they should conmtinuc 
thew education, and they also doult the usctulncss of. 
for wmstance, a short-term computer course. They con- 
nue 10 persevere mm a “wart-and-<cc” aitetude So the 

Magdeburg labor consultants comuder an emportant 
task to wnform the publ of new occupatoms and 
together with the regronal press. to adverine the chance 

for qualification 
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Financial Disputes Being Settled With Iran 

LDOnoe08 2-0! Tehran IRN A on Eneloh O64 GUT 
MM Jun 9! 

[Test] Pars. 26 June, IRNA—tran’s Deputy Forcign 
Monester for Euro Amenca Mahmud Vacs arnved here 

Tuesday. bes scoond vise on a week, to finalize talks wath 
French Foregn Moenntry Derector General Francors 
Scheer on Tehran-Parrs financial desputes 

Both Iraman and French negotiators have declined to 
comment on the outcome of Va'ez:'s June 18th talks 

Vac and Scheer have been commermoned by ther 
respective govermments snce September 1989 to settle 

the disputes over the one bilhor, dollar loan Iran granted 
to France m 19°74 

France has so tar repand dirs 6 4) mullon of the princepal 
of the dem 

Presently talks are wader way on repayment of the rest of 
the loan and its overduc imtcrests as well as on ayscesing 
powsiic losses mmcurred to certam French companies 
whose contracts with Iran were annulled unilatcrally by 

Iran after the sectory of the 1979 Islamec Revolution 

Meanwhile, acoordeng to rchable sowrces. lraman For- 
eugn Moenester “Ab Akbar Velayat: eho os currentl, ve 

tong Sevtveriand os expected to arrive here Wednesday 
to sgn a final agreement with France on settling the 
Tehran-Parrs financial disputes 

Tehran-Pares negotiations are takeng place at a tome 
when a high-rankeng traman delegation headed by 
Heavy Industries Meniter Nezhad-Hoses man rs on Pars 

wnoe lat Monday on a sate vrei 

Mitterrand, Germany's hohl View | areopean Summit 

LDOS061 21981 Hamture DP 1 on German 1022671 
4 Jun v/ 

| Text] Pares (DP A}— hancellor Helmut Kohl and Pres- 
nient Francow Moetterrand agree “wethen the general 
outhnes” [on den grossen lmen] on the further reform 

process of the European Community After the two 

poltcsans had breakfast at Elyece Palace im Parvs 
Tuesday. (rerman sources reported that at the F¢ 

surmmt om Lesembourg those pounts on which agree- 
ment had been acheeved will be “ticked off ~ Resoluthons 
on coonemnx. monetary and politecal enon should be 

adopted m Maasiratt (Netherlands), at the end of the 
vear 

For the sill unresolved meucs, ehech were the “most 
difficult and hardest”. the heads of state and government 

should provide “gurdance” fonentecrungen] im Luvem- 
howrg The mecludes “evervihing that concerned the 
poles of commen sccurts and defense” and the msuc of 

what competency showld be given to the European 

Parhament (9 thes port there ms. despite different 
vice Ponts, Ho “split” [graben] betwcen Bonn and Paris 

bivece sources report 
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Muttcrrand and Kohl also drscumed devclopments on the 
Soviet l mon and discussed how future Cooperateon «th 
Moscow could be shaped. According to the Elysecs. the 
two affirmed the “omportance™ of the Sovect bead of 

state Mebhad Gorhaches's participation om the Western 
summer on London on med-July After hes moeeteng at the 
Elysee. Kohl alse met wath French bead of government 
Edith (Cresson 

Mitterrand, Majer Continue Talks on EC leswes 

LDO406192.291 Lomdom PRESS ASSOC TATION 

m Eaelok ISI0GMT 4 Jun 9! 

[Report by James Hardy lobby correspondent} 

[Excerpt] Prome Monster Johan Major won a sa-month 
breathing space today over the thorny meuc of a federal 
Europe French Pressdent Francon Mitterrand agreed on 
tace-to-tace talks not to force Brian's hand over the 
future coonomen and political shape of the European 
( ommunity—the question threatening to splet the Tory 

party Insicad of presseng ahead and sparkong a full-scale 
row at Friday's EC leaders summa om Luwembourg 
Presdemt Mitterrand accepted that the final decrmons 
should be left to the fofloweng mecting. duc to take place 
mm Maasirxtt. Holland. m December Theres lemeted sup 

port from the French powerful and enthussastin backers 
of a federal structure well give Mr. Mayor much needed 
tem ; to negotsate a deal and quell the rebethon bultiing 

m ths own ranks 

But rt was clear Bretean and France remans poles apart on 
most of the crucsal meues facing the Community Aficr 
several howrs of talke between the two heads of govern. 
ment om the (Channel port of Dunkirk. both acknow!.- 
cdged the differences of opimon on the speed and degree 
of politcal emon and the development of a single 

currency as well as on whether the EC should develop a 
common defence policy 

Mir. Major saed the drafi treaty for the future of the E4 

tabied by Luxembourg. current holders of the prew 
dency. could form the hase for further discussions He 
again stressed Britamn’s objection to the word “federal” 
berng included without full clarification of its meaning 
“What we cannot do at Luxembourg thes weekend 1s to 
take partial decrsons halfway through negotiations on 
subjects which can only be pudged as a whole at the end 
of the negotiateng process.” he sand. The tome for those 
decrsons would be om Maastricht and the Luxembourg 

talks should be to “take stock and give gundance ~ 

Mir Major contenucd to mnenst that federalrem had dit- 

ferent meanings om different countnes. “If there can be 
dowm about what federal union means, and may be 
mterpreted as leading to a great level of centralrsation 
hevond that which we would fird tolerable m the UK 
and | beheve many of our partners would find mmtoter. 

atic on the commun. then we should not leave such a 

phrase capable of mrsenterpretation im the treaty. he 

sand 
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Al their joint news conference. President Mutterrand 

openly admitted France wanted to move al some speed 

toward federal structure for the EC—a poimt which 

arouses strong feelings within the British Government 
“We have our preference and our preference would be a 
somewhat stronger structure, a federal type for cxrample. 
But 1 would be very premature to put that kind of 

problem to partners who have not even finished talking 

about political union and economic monctary union.” he 

said. Some people would like to move towards a federal 
Structure, others not. The discussion is an open onc, so 

one cannot prejyudge that particular question.” he said 

“The French are in favour of an ornentation of that kind. 
but we had not planned to spend the lithe time at our 

disposal to try to persuade our British frends on our 
views on that.” 

The French stance also won backing tonight trom the 
Netherlands, another country strongly supporting a ted- 

eral future for the EC. Dutch Foreign Minister Hans van 
den Brock, whose country takes over the rotating E¢ 
presidency on July |, sand Friday's summit should avoid 
gctting bogged down over the federal question. “If we 
cannot reach an agreemeni, one can defer that discussion 
because it 1s not an rssuc that calls for a real solution at 
the coming summit,” said van den Brock. “Why always 
single out the United Kingdom” We know where the 
sensitivities lic... others have significant sensiiivities on 
a lot of other rssues.~ 

Mr. Mayor, who arrived back at Downing Street tonight. 
also said officials had been asked to reconcile the con- 

cept of a common defence policy with the more practical 
problems of introducing one. The French favour detence 
being brought within the structure of the EC. a move 
favoured by France: Britain wants the emphasis to 

remain on NATO. Mr. Major had arrived in the Dunkirk 
town square some 20 minutes behind schedule to be 
grected by President Mitterrand to loud cheers from a 
iirge crowd. [passage omitted] 

Cresson Wants ‘Balanced’ Japanese Relations 

102506177089) Paris AFP in Enelish 1644 GM1 

2S Jun 91 

[Text] Paris, June 25 (AFP) — Prime Minister Edith 
Cresson told Japanese parhamentary speaker Yoshio 

Sakurauchi that France wanted a “balanced” basis tor 

future bilateral and EC-Japanese relations in a meeting 

here Tuesday [25 June], officials said 

Mrs. Cresson, who has come under fire in Tokyo for 

what are seen as anti-Japanese remarks, touched on the 
open European market in 1993. saying she was not 

against Japanese investments in France or clsewhere in 
Europe. But she said she did not want to see the Japanese 
disrupt certain more fragile sectors, the sources said 
without claborating. They said there was no opposition 

from the Japanese side on the issuc 

The prime minister has been critical of Tokyo's policies 

on automobile exports, and has cxpressed concern over 
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the European electronics industry. She and Mr. Sakurau- 
chi, who ts speaker of Japan's House of Representatives. 
the lower house of parliament, met for nearly an hour. 
Mrs. Cresson also met with a Japanese parliamentary 
delegaton at the National Assembly last week. 

Cresson Views German Relations, European Unity 

112506102191 Hamburg DIE WELT in German 
24 Jun 91 po 

[Interview with Prime Minister Edith Cresson by Jochen 
Hehn and Manfred Schell; place and date not given: 
“Eduh Cresson: We Do Not Have Much Time For 
Europe™] 

[ Teat] [DIE WELT] Berlin instead of Bonn—does that 
bring back bad memories for you, or do you consider this 
a very natural decision? 

[Cresson] That 1s a decision that the Germans had to 
make for themselves. It is very normal for a country to 
have a large capital city. Bonn was a city of low profile. 
Now the time of high profile has begun. Berlin, with its 
great and special history is, of course, better qualified for 
this role. It 1s true, Berlin was the capital of a Nazi state 
for a certain time: but to me it 1s a hestoric and cultural 
center. Let us not confuse two things. If I were a German, 
1 would probably have voted for Berlin. 

{DIE WELT] There are concerns that the Germans are 
dealing too much with themselves now, with the result 
that the speed of the European unification process 1s 
slowed. 

[Cresson] li 1s normal for a nation to deal with tself, and 
German unity 1s a difficult political, economic, and 
cultural task that requires much time. It can indeed not 
be ruled out that the Germans wall be so busy recon- 
structing the new laender that they forget the main goal, 
European unification. | personally believe that we do not 
have much time. Many Germans share this opimon. 
That also holds true for Chancellor Helmut Kohl, who 
will come to Paris on Tuesday [25 June]. The European 

situation 1s extremely complicated. The emergence of 
national and possibly even nationalist ideas has made 
European unification even more urgent. I think that the 
Crermans are able to push the reconstruction of their own 
country and that of Europe simultaneously. We, the 
French, are doing our best to support them in this 
respect. 

[DIE WELT] Wall there be two different speeds 
regarding, for instance, the membership of Sweden and 
Austria, on the one hand, and the Eastern European 
countries, on the other’ 

[Cresson] | think so. The membership of Sweden, Aus- 
tria, Switzerland, or Finland will probably be effected 
gradually. However, we should not forget that an carly 
membership of the Central and Eastern European coun- 
tries. which for many years had a different economic 
system and are still very backward, would be too large a 
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burden. We. the 12 members, have not even achieved 
what we had planned. Before new members are accepted, 

the economic and monetary union and the political 

unzon must be completed. That 1s also advisable because 
of financys! considerations. Imagine that the Community 
would have to help countries like Bulgaria and Romania 
as it 1s doing today with Greece or Portugal. 

{DIE WELT] What role ts the Soviet Union playing in 
your considerations” 

[Cresson] No one can really predict what will happen 

there. We must, of course, support the Sovict Union to 

the best of our ability. We can give financial aid: how- 
ever, that may not be very helpful. | am rather thinking 

about projects to improve the infrastructure, or political 

support for the Sovict leaders to allow them to cope with 
domestic problems better. 

{DIE WELT] Should the Europeans bear the burdens of 
thes task alone” 

[Cresson] The Americans have joined the European 
Bank of Reconstruction and Development, so they have 
an interest in cooperating im this task. Europe. how- 
ever—meaning the whole European Continent—1s pri- 
marily a matter of the Europeans. We have seen the 
Europeans practice abstinence during the Gulf war. We 
must not continue to keep out of the great problems of 
this world 

{DIE WELT] When can we expect a European central 
bank” 

[Cresson] France 1s mn favor of such a bank and has 
submitted many proposals. There have been many prob- 

lems, however, | beheve that things will make better 
headway now. A mechanism ts gradually developing. Of 

course, thal requires a similar cconomic policy im the 
member states. This 1s probably the arca where it 1s 

casiest to achieve agreement 

[DIE WELT] Really? The largest egos are on thes area 

|( resson] National egos can be found in all areas. Of 
cour, we must give up part of our sovereignty. No one 
likes to do so. That also holds true for the French 
bureaucracy, which, by the way, 1s very strong. It 1s 

difficult to make public opimon accept the renunciation 

of part of our sovereignty, however, i ts necessary 
France has the political will to do so—the will to do so 

cxrsts at the highest state level. The French are gradually 

beginning to understand. If every country had the same 
goodwill, the difficulties could be overcome soon 

{DIE WELT] Good will alone 1s probably not cnough 
An important port 1s a stable currency 

|( resson] France has pursued a sound cconomic policy 
for years and has brought inflation under control. Some 
countries are in default on thes respect. It 1s pmportant to 

start building an institution representing the cconomic 

and monctary umon, a central bank, and a system on the 
basis of which common decisions can be made. Of 
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course, there are different opinions on who should be 
responsible—the Commission or the European Parlia- 
ment. 

{DIE WELT] What do you think? 

[Cresson] If there are to be supranational institutions, 
the public must understand and accept that. For 
instance, the election system for the European Parlia- 
ment 1s not satisfactory. Nobody in our country knows 
who the French European deputies are. The Commission 
should also have a more democratic system. In my view, 
the best authority 1s the Council of Ministers, the repre- 
sentatives of which everybody knows. If a common 
economic and monetary policy mstitution ts set up, some 
of the mghts of the national and central banks would 
have to be ceded to it. France would be ready for this. 

{DIE WELT] When you entered office, you said that 11 1s 
the goal of your economic policy to catch up with 
Germany. All your predecessors made similar state- 
ments. Is this wishful thinking” 

[Cresson] That 1s not wishful thinking. European unifi- 
cation can only be completed if there 1s an cconomic 
balance between Germany and France because both 
nations are the pillars of European unity. An imbalance 
is bound to eventually lead to political difficulties. 
However, France will still have to make considerable 
efforts. That concerns professional and vocational! 
training and the development of industry. | am not 
speaking about the large industrial branches but about 
the small and medium-size companies. Unlike in Ger- 
many. the governments in France have not paid enough 
attention to these companies. The German banking 
sysiem, which 1s also highly decentralized, has always 
paid great attention to industrial development. That has 
not been the case in France. We have had some great 
technological successes, but that fact did not produce a 
mayor effect on the economy im general. What 1s more. 
these successful companies do not sell consumer goods 
but high technologies that are ordered by governments 
First, that 1s very expensive, and second, sometimes the 
customers do not pay. That means that we must increas- 
ingly promote smaller projects mm the future 

[DIE WELT] Can you push through your economic 
policy without major resistance within the government” 

| resson] Resistance in the government—no. However, 
there 1s resestance in the bureaucracy. Here something 
must be moved. For instance, the banks must see that 
they must pay more attention to medium-sized enter- 

prises. Where foreign banks set up branch offices, com- 
petition wall play a regulating role. We have many small 
companies that may not have much moncy or that have 

debts but have a good development potential 

[DIE WELT] Recent analyses have shown that France 
ranks 1Sth im its competitiveness, after Ircland and 

Norway 
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[Cresson] I do not know the critena of the study. Our 
competitiveness in the top areas 1s excellent. however. 

that does not benefit all of our industry. We are much 

rather dealing with the lacking technical or financial 
capacity un the medium-size areca. Nor are the relations 

between industry. universities, and research close 

enough. We have excellent top engineers. but we do not 
have excellent people at the lower levels. That 1s dif- 
ferent i> Germany. That means thal we must promote 

in-plant training more. The intellectuals do not like that: 
thes are very fond of our traditional. very clitest educa- 

tional system 

[DIE WELT] Promoting competitiveness not only 
includes education but also the areas of taxes. wages, and 
social services 

[Cresson] The wages are lower than in Germany. | do not 
think that competitiveness can be controlled by wages 

That 1s an argument of the developing countries. It can 
be achieved by good wages and by a high qualification of 
the workers. Regarding the social services. we have 

problems similar to those in other countries. We are 

expenencing an explosion of health costs. and we have 
not vet managed to bring them under control 

[DIE WELT] Is « correct that you have a strained 
relationship with your Finance and Economics Minister 

Beregovoy” You seem to tend to a dirigrst-protectionist 
policy. whereas Beregovoy 1s pursuing a market policy 

course 

[Cresson] | am not at all protectionist, on the contrary, | 
am in favor of abolishing borders. | only want Europe to 
keep its economic power. The situation has become very 

critical for Europe im the area of clectromics. Not even 
German industry 1s able to compete with the Japanese in 

data processing and clectronics. Jomntly, we must become 
so Strong that we can preserve our mndependence. 

including strategne independence. The policy for the 

promotion of an independent Europe cannot be equated 

with protectionism. Protectionism means closing the 
borders. First. we want to have more dynamism and. 

second, more cooperation between imdustrialists in 

Europe 

[DIE WELT] If that was an appeal addressed to Europe 
why not attack those who pursue such protectionism” 

[Cresson] | am opposed to protectionism. We all are 
opposed to i. Some countries have taken measures to 

support new industries. No private company can invest 

ina development that wall bear fruit in 20 years or later 

(only a state can afford that. The Eureka program ts 
making good headway. However. we must make even 
greater efforts. If we leave everything to the market 

forces, we will not get very far. Here 1s an example: Great 

Britain was leading in aviation. First, they took part in 
the Anane space travel program, but then they gave i 

up. | ask you: Should we really leave everything to the 

Japanese and the Americans’ | do not think Europe will 
be able to keep its position if it 1s not present mm space. ft 
iS NOt the private companies that invest mm space travel 
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[DIE WELT] You consider combating unemployment 
the most important task. In your view. how can the 
problem be resolved? 

[Cresson] That 1s the biggest problem in France and in 
Europe. Of course, many things have been tried to 
combat 1. | am not very convinced of devling with the 
problem socially. One of the measures was to employ 
young people in companies that did not have to pay 
social contributions 19 return. These attempts were not 
very successful. | think the problem 1s an cducational 
one. In addition, too much moncy has been wasted 
Moreover. people should consider a better work organ:- 

zatson. All these problems must be approached coura- 
gcously. 

[DIE WELT] You speak about a courageous approach. 
Are you considering abolishing the guaranteed minimum 
pay SMIC (Salaire minimum interprofessione!l de cross- 
sance). for instance” 

[Cresson] I know that the OECD suggests that. but 
experts are ofien wrong. The minimum wage ts an 
institution in France, and 1 1s very difficult to abolish an 
institution. Some 80 percent of the young people today 

receive less than the minimum wage. Some people have 
meanwhile even suggested a minimum wage for young 
people. The remaining 20 percent of the young people 
who are normal employees and already have a qualifica- 
tvon get more than the minimum wage. The minimum 
wage docs not make creating new jobs for young peopic 

more difficult, but m may have a negative effect on 
long-term unemployment. We introduced the SMIC 
because we had very conservative employers. Fortu- 
nately. their attstude has changed. The SMIC was also a 
demand of the trade umons. You know that it 1s very 
difficult to slaughter a sacred cow. 

[DIE WELT] There 1s a connection between youth 
unemployment and increasing violence im the ghetto 
cites. Why did the socialist government react by 
adopting an emergency program only now” After all, the 
problem 1s not new 

[Cresson] We have had programs for many years. but the 
problem 1s more pressing this year. Therefore, we have 
initiated some actions—sporting and cultural functions 
during the summer months and placing young people 
with families. We are also trying to find orginal solu- 
trons, however, 11 1s still too early to talk about them. In 

any case, the present system 1s unable to cope with the 

problem 

[DIE WELT] Does France keep to its asylum and imm- 
gration policy” 

[Cresson] Of course, France 1s an asylum country. We 
offer shelter to political refugees if they do not engage im 
political activities. We are unable to take mm cconomi 
refugees. Some of them have already been sent back 
across the border. The pressure of immigration from the 
Eastern European countries 1s increasing. We do not 
have the American system where everyone 1s taken in 
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bul does not enjoy social prowction, we have the Euro- 

pean system of social democratic solidarity. We must sec 

to it that the quality of life in our citees not decrease, and 
public order be preserved. That requires some sort of 
immigration policy. 

[DIE WELT] Many countnes have security policy prob- 
lems. 

[Cresson] Yes, we had a discussion when we ratified the 
Schengen Agreement. If we want to build Europe. the 
external borders must be secure. | am aware that the 

British have reservations, but we must find a solution 
somehow. 

[DIE WELT] Can we expect Greece to keep terrorists 
our’ 

[Cresson] No comment. Every country will have its own 
methods to protect self from terrorism. One of the 
issucs discussed in connection with the Schengen Agree- 
ment was the question of whether the search for a 

terrors! can be continued in another country. | am 
happy that we have succeeded in solving the problem. 

[DIE WELT] Why did you not get a grace penod of 100 
days’ It seems that the gentlemen in Parhament have 
ignored the feminine effect. 

[Cresson] I did not ask for 1, and even less so in the case 
of those who are unable to grant me such a period. They 
have to gct used to the new situation. 

[DIE WELT] What ts the new situation” 

[Cresson] That a woman 1s prime munister. People do 
not seem to like that here. 

[DIE WELT] All of Europe took notice. 

[Cresson] Oh, really? In France, the news did make some 
people sit up. Everybody knows the usual misogynic 
arguments. When I became agriculture minister, the 
news touched off a revolution among the farmers 

[DIE WELT] You criticized your predecessor, Rocard, 
repeatedly. Asked whether you saw yourself as a possible 

successor, you said: “It depends on the attitude, not on 

the person.” What 1s your attitude” 

[Cresson] No, I did not criticize Michel Rocard. | only 
sax! that it 1s not good for France that the prime minister 
1s somebody who wants to become president. A prime 

minister must be able to take blows. I am used to it. If 
you want to become president you must be very popular. 

That means that Rocard avoided measures that upset 
society too much. In such a case, hardly anything moves. 
The French society 1s very conservative, therefore, we 
had to gct things going for various reasons that you 
mentioned yourselves 

[DIE WELT] Is the impression correct that you have 
given up Rocard’s policy of consensus” 
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[Cresson] Not at all. Two days ago. a law on hospitals 
was passed. The Communists voted against 1. However. 
we got the necessary votes from some deputies of the 
Centrist party. In this respect, | pursue the same line as 

Rocard. 

[DIE WELT] Nonetheless, you depend on support from 
the Communists. Does that restrict your political 
leeway” 

[Cresson] Not at all. Rather, the attutude of some Com- 
munists has changed. Half the deputies of the French 
Communist Party are members of the reformist group. 
Renovateur. 

[DIE WELT] How did you manage to convince the 
Centrists” 

jCresson] Many Socialist deputies have told me: “How is 
that possible? You must have bought them.” First. | 
cannot afford to buy them. Second, I am convinced that 
a deputy who has worked on a law for more than a year 
and has submitted proposals for amendments, which 
were even accepted, will not refuse to give his vote. 

[DIE WELT] The smmuigration problems have made Le 
Pen’s ulitranghtist National Front very popular. Could 11 
be that the Socialists are not too unhappy about i 
because, as a result, ut rs more difficult for the nghtist 
bourgeois parties to get access to the majority” 

[Cresson] We wall never view the emergence of a fascist 
party with benevolence. Le Pen’s positions are terrible. | 
was very surprised to see Jacques Chirac adopt Le Pen’s 
diction. Granted, the Socialists profit by the split of the 

rightist parties; however, that docs not mean thai we 
tolerate ultranghtrst tendencies. We know how it begins. 
but we do not know how it ends. At any rate, | cannot 
accept i 

{DIE WELT] For state policy reasons” 

[Cresson] Le Pen splits French society 

{DIE WELT] We have gained the impression that Pres- 
ident Mitterrand ts striving for an aggravation of the 
political debate. Are you supposed to arouse a populace 
that has become weary of politics” 

[Cresson] It seems that people here are really waking up 

now. Sometimes it 1s necessary to give an impctus, even 

though it may be shocking 

[DIE WELT] Do you maintain 1993 as the election date” 

[Cresson] Yes. The election will not be moved up 

[DIE WELT] Your predecessor, Michel Rocard. said so, 
100, shortly before he resigned 

[Cresson] That 1s correct, but that 1s a different case. | 
would be surprised if there were to be a new prime 

minister prior to 1993. 
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[DIE WELT] Do you see yourself as somebody who 
carnes out and interprets President Mitterrand’s will’ 

[Cresson] No. The prime minister 1s the chief of govern- 
ment and 1s responsible for coordinating the actions of 
the government and for pushing these actions. 

[DIE WELT] Could you imagine that a woman. perhaps 

you personally. could become the successor to Mitter- 
rand” 

[Cresson] French society 1s still far from accepting a 
woman as president. Women are respected in public: 

however, in politics, it 1s more difficult. | have gained the 
impression that everybody knows that I cope with the 

real problems, and that I do so without any second 
thoughts. 

Prime Minister Interviewed on Industrial Revival 

P\M12806143291 Parts LE FIGARO MAGAZINE 
in French 22 Jun Yl pp 30-81 

[Interview with Prime Minaster Edith Cresson by Chris- 
tine Clerc: place and date not given] 

[Excerpts] [Clerc] You want to mobilize the French 
people to revive our industry, and you have started by 

Imposing an increase in social security contributions on 
them, an increase in VAT [value-added tax] on flowers 
and travel, and a review of the housing tax. That ts 
enough to discourage the most willing, especially enter- 
prise chicts' 

[Cresson] In 20 years there have been around 20 plans 

based on increases in contnbutions drawn up by my 

predecessors to merease health msurance revenue. | 

would like somebody to explain to me where clse we can 

gct the money. By increasing the CSG [expansion 
unknown]’ Rocard pledged not to do that. In addition, 
this reform was badly presented to public opinion. So | 
chose to increase contributions. It 1s certainly not some- 
thing to be proud of, but | intend to take measures to 
control spending. It 1s not natural that France should be 
the world’s leading consumer of medicines. It 1s not good 
for people's health and ut 1s an intolerable burden on our 

economy. We must curb thes crazy system. The Germans 

are doing so. My predecessors talked about doimg ut. | 
intend to do it. Do the representatives of health protes- 

sions who are generally mmtelhgent people really think 

they can continue mm this way’ | am being unfairly 
criticized with regard to VAT. You know that we are 
forced to increase it in some cases to honor the pledge of 

European harmonization. Those who are complaiming 
about flowers forget that thrs harmonization led us to 
reduce VAT on cars 

Let us turn to housing tax. The Socialist Party's demand 

tor a reform was legitimate, and | just regret that it took 

us two years to implement 1. In the new system which, | 

must tell you, will not bring the state a single cent more, 

the tax will be unchanged or reduced for 70 percent of 

taxpayers, in other words 11.7 milhon people, and just 
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3 percent will pay more. Furthermore, this increase will 

not be more than 300 francs [Fr] for those who earn less 
than Fri40,000 per annum. One million taxpayers will 
be exempt. 

So really. when people accuse me of increasing taxes, it 1s 
a joke! It 1s merely a revision of an archaic tax. I think 
that taxes should be related to earnings. | think it 1s fair 
and natural that this tax intended to fund local commu- 
nities Should be based on income and not on the size of 
house, as were taxes in the 19th century. When a 

husband dies, his widow earns half as much. Is 1 fair that 
she should pay the same tax or be forced to move? 
[passage Omitted] 

[Clerc] Can you modernize French society by forming an 
alliance with the Communists? 

[Cresson] For the time being. the Communists are sup- 
porting my action for industrial recovery. 

[Clerc] Ten years ago, Pierre Mauroy extolled industry in 
the same way. The result was the deindustnalization of 

France. Who was to blame? Was 1 the state” Was it the 

enterprise chiefs” 

[Cresson] The problem ts that we have an administration 
which ts very competent im intervening in declining 
sectors—for instance iron and stecl—it knows how to do 
that. However, what i 1s not very good at doing 1s 
assessing the risks and chances of new technologies. 

[Clerc] Why do you want to make that the state's job” Is 

that not the real cause of the failure of socialist industrial 
policy over the past 10 years” 

[Cresson] Do not forget that most of the big French 
successes—the telephone, the nuclear industry, space. 
the high-speed train—were financed and piloted by the 
state. Those leading industries are much too costly and 
not profitable enough to be private enterprises. The 
French are too casily taken in by words. Everybody else 
realized long ago that you could advocate a free market 
ideology and practice state imterventionism. The state 
intervenes heavily in acronautical and space research in 
the United States, and in Japan, the state supports and 
virtually controls big enterprises by buying equipment at 
cost price and sometimes cancelling VAT on new prod- 
ucts. 

The public-private debate 1s therefore a false debate. It 
has been polluted by partisan passions. It 1s time to make 
things clear—state intervention 1s vital provided it 1s 
competent and consistent. [passage omitted] 

{Clerc] You stress the role of small and medium-sized 
enterprises 

[Cresson] Yes. One of the keys to German prosperity 1s 

the small and medium-sized enterprises of which there 
are twice as many as in our country. In six months we 
intend to publish a number of measures to give them a 
boost—simplification of paper work, aid for research 
and the traning of engineers 
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[Clerc] Small employers are complaining that the min- 
imum wage 1s an obstacle to hiring people. Do you 
foresee a more flexible policy’ 

[Cresson] The minimum wage, like many things in 
France, 1s inviolable. It 1s not high: How can you live on 
less than Fr5.000 per month? The minimum wage. 
however, could contribute to the small employer's reluc- 
tance to hire people. Consequently, we must carefully 
assess what that means if our absolute objective 1s to 
combat unemployment. It 1s better for a young person to 
be badly paid at the beginning, but to have the chance of 
making progress than to be unemployed. After all, we all 
Started in unsatisfactory conditions. [passage omitied] 

Finance Minister Somewhat ‘Optimistic’ on Economy 

10 2506201191 Paris AFP in Enelish 1889 GMT 

25 Jun 91 

| Peat] Paris, June 25 (AFP) — French Finance Minister 
Pierre Beregovoy expressed caution on Tuesday [25 
June] on prospects for French economic recovery, saying 
he was “reasonably optimistic” 1 would occur in the fall. 
He said it 1s “too early” to predict firmly that the 
economy will rally “at the start of the second half of the 
year 

He told reporters that he now sees “signs of recovery. 
French industrial output rose by 3.2 per cent in April, 
houschold consumption of manufactured products was 
Stable in May, and the number of automobile orders was 
up by four per cent in May” from the same month last 
year. He added that “the low point in industrial activity 

has passed. and order books are filling up . . .[punctua- 
lion as received] 

“We have to struggle against pessimism” about France's 
near-lerm economic prospects 

‘Harki’ Youth Protest Continging Discrimination 

1 2806120391 Paris AFP in Enelish O755 GMT 

25 Jun Yl 

{Text} Narbonne, France, June 25 (AFP) - Unrest 
involving young immigrants in neighbourhoods around 
Paris spread this week to communities in southwestern 

and southern France, but the new protagonists were 
members of one of the country’s most neglected and 
unloved minorities 

At least 14 people were hurt in this southwestern city on 

Sunday as youths from the 450,000-strong “Harki” 
community protested the arrests of three of their 

number, clashing with mot police and hurling petrol 

bombs. And late on Monday groups of Hark: youths 
were manning a burning roadblock im a village near 
Aix-en-Provence, also protesting against the arrests. 

The Harkis are the families and descendants of the 
60.000 Algerians who fought on the French side in the 
bitter colomal war which ended with Algerian indepen- 
dence in 1962 
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Around 25,000 Hark: troops were among the estimated 
one million dead in the conflict. The survivors and their 
dependents were given moncy and resettled in southern 
France, where they are unloved both by all. 

The local people tend to confuse them with other North 

Africans, while their former compatnots despise them 
for having fought on the wrong side. Unlike many other 
second-gencration North Afnmcan immigrants. young 
Harkis speak no Arabic. “A lot of them have become real 

social-work cases.” sand Larbi Dali, the 32-year-old son 
of a Hark: fighter and the head of a national Harki 
association. 

Unemployment in some Hark: communities 1s reported 

to be as high as 90 per cent. Around Narbonne, many 
Harki men were formerly employed by the forestry 
services, but the yobs were not passed on to their children 
when they retired. a local official sand. “They want 

training and jobs and as they were born in France, they 
can no longer stand being confused with more recent 
North African immigrants.” Mr. Dali said. “The cops 
ask us for our residency permits, but we don't have 
any—we have French papers.” one young man said. 
“We're not Algerians, and we're not considered French.” 

In addition to their economic problems, the Harkis have 
suffered from being the forgotten fighters of the Algerian 
war. It was not until December 1989—twenty-seven 

years after the Evian Accords which formally ended the 
war—that their role was first officially recognised by 
France, with the issuing of a Commemorative stamp. 

The government official in charge of people repatriated 
to France after the war, Maurice Benassayag. then prom- 
ised to help integrate the community, but many Harkis 

feel this promise has not been kept. “Our fathers chose 
France as a country of asylum—they were deceived,” 
one young Hark: said during a recent protest. “We are 
the generation that has not forgotten that humiliation.” 

Dumas Appeals For Clemency for Kuwaiti Prisoners 

LD2106088691 Paris Radw brance International 

in French 0630 GMT 21 Jun 9! 

[Text] The French foreign minister 1s concerned about 
the fate of those sentenced to death in Kuwait: In a letter 
to his Kuwaiti counterpart, Roland Dumas asks that 

these condemned persons should not be executed. Exght 

further death sentences were handed down yesterday for 
collusion with the Iraqi enemy. In all that makes 29 
sentenced to death since 10 May 

Mayor Meets Hungarian Delegation, Budapest Mayor 

LD2S806002191 Budapest M11 in Enelish 100° GMT 
24 Jun 9! 

[Text] Paris, June 24 (MTI}—A Hungarian delegation 
headed by Budapest Mayor Gabor Demszky was 

received by the Mayor of Paris Jacques Chirac at the 

town hall of Parts midday on Monday 
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The Hungarian delegation arrived in Paris on Sunday 
evening. 

The sides held talks for 45 minutes, then Chirac gave a 
lunch in honour of the guests 

At the meeting. Chirac presented his Hungarian coun- 
terpart with a memorial Medal of Paris. It 1s only on very 
rare occasions that high-ranking gucsts visiting the town 
hall of Paris receive the medal 

Demszky presented Chirac with a work by Hungarian 
artsst Miklos Jovanovics 
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Al the talks, conducted in a friendly atmosphere, the 
sides discussed the possibilities for co-operation between 
the two capitals. They wish to establish co-operation in 

the fields of finance, administration, culture and educa- 
tion, Demszky informed MT1. 

Paris will also help Budapest in the field of health care by 
granting medical equipment. 

Chirac has accepted Demszky's mvitation to Budapest. 
The date of his visit ts to be decided later. 
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“Important Convergence’ on Europe's Future Seen 

LD2206121791 Lishon RDP Internacional 

in Portuguese 0910 GMT 22 Jun 91 

[Excerpts] The modernizing experiences of countries like 
Portugal and Ireland could help in the current recon- 
struction efforts in Eastern Europe. Irish President Mary 
Robinson said in Lisbon yesterday. Mary Robinson 1s in 
Portugal and ends her visit to Portugal today with a visit 
to Commbra. [passage omitted] 

References to trade relations between Portugal and Ire- 
land, as well as their common historic past, dominated 
the morning of the second day of the Insh president's 
official visit to Portugal. After the solemn session at the 
Lisbon Municipal Council, when Mary Robinson 
received the keys to the city from Jorge Sampaio. she 
went on to a lunch with the prime minister at the 
Necessidades Palace. 

Cavaco Silva made a point of highlighting his apprecia- 
tion at the gradual increase in contacts between Irclanc 
and our counry: 

[Begin Cavaco Silva recording] The trade cachanges 
between our two cconomics, while being still mudest, 
have registered high rates of growth in recent years. Since 
Portugal and Ircland are open cconomics, quite open to 
the outside, we hope that trade exchanges will develop in 
a balanced way. [passage omitted] 

It has been within the scope of the EC that Ircland and 
Portugal have sought to project their contribution to the 
course of the new Europe. There has been mmportant 
convergence on the viewpoints held on protecting initer- 
ests and the perception of issucs on the future of Europe 
[passage omitted] [end recording] 

Prime Minister Silva Returns From Visit to Egypt 

L.D2006193891 Lishon RDP Internacional 
in Portuguese 1932 GMT 19 Jun 

[Excerpts] [Announcer] Prime Minister Cavaco Silva 
returned today from an official visit to Egypt. This 
morning, on the final leg of his visit to Egypt. Cavaco 
Silva met President Husmi Mubarak. At the end of hes 
meeting with the Egyptian head of state, Cavaco Silva 
highlighted the difficulties facing a Middic East peace 
conference, he even thought that the difficulties were 
greatcr than those facing the Angolan peace process 
Portugal, which will be part of the EC trotka during the 
next 18 months, does not intend to take mnitiatives on the 
conflict without prior kr-wledge of Egypt's position, 
given the latter's key position among the Arab countries 
In thes contest, Portugal and Egypt will try to maimtain 
regular mrcetings on the conflict in the Middle Fast 
RDP's Pedro Cid has been following the prime muints- 
ters vesit. 

[Crd] After more than one hour with Egypt's President 
Mubarak, Portuguese Prime Minister Cavaco Silva sand 
this +s the time for a great effort to resolve through 
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dialogue a conflict that has lasted for a long ume. The 
conversation between the two statesmen in the Egyptuan 

capital today was devoted compictely to the situation in 

the Middle East. Cavaco Silva did not disclose details of 
the talks. He said that all cfforts must be through 
dsaloguc. and that the problems were extremely complc.. 
[passage omitted] 

[Announcer] It should be stressed that Cavaco Silva went 
to Egypt within the framework of preparations for Por- 
tugal’s EC presidency in 1992. Besides mecting Husn 
Mubarak and counterpart ‘Auf Sidqi. the Portuguese 
prime minister also met the secretary gencral of the Arab 
League, which 1s 1s based in Cairo. 

* Socialist Party's Alberto Martins Profiled 

YIESOS364 Lishon O JORNAL in Portucuese 

24 May YI py 

[Filipe Luss article: “Alberto Martins—A Romantic, but 
Not Hesitant™] 

| Text} Appearance 

His long hair, which reaches to hes suit collar, and hes 
casual beard give him, at age 46, the traditional wrev- 
erent student look he made famous in Commbra 
Weighing 67 kg and 1.76 meters tall, he regards himself 
as thin. Hrs jovial air and captivating smile, the girls say. 
make him seem younger. There continuc to be family 
arguments abut the beard, which he has had since he was 
18, not counting his compulsory military service. those 

who have known him for a long time say that the family 
does not like 1. But, no matier—they have become used 
to nt. Time spent practicing with the jumor Vitona de 
(Csummaracs team, gymnastics, and swimming account tor 

his agility, and prevent the paunch that often reflects 

politicians’ prosperity. Although he has great physical 

endurance today, he was once on the brink of death, with 
a serious lung problem, a time he remembers with a 
Slight cold sweat. 

Origins 

His mother had not known of Alberto’s arrest om 
(Commbra until someone told her, “Your son has been 
released, thank God" Released” But was he in jail” The 

poor woman did not want to beheve nt. That was in 1969, 
when he was president of the Coumbra Academic Asso- 

ciation, and the long night of his interrogation by the 
PIDE [International and State Defense Polwe] had 
ended. But hes parents, who were very conservative, 
knew little of the political activities of then student son 

Although they disapproved of his adventures and his 
political ideas, they supported him unconditionally from 

thes moment of tribulation onward 

His grandparents were from the Gurmaracs region, of 
which he, too, 1s 4 native, and they were of rural orgins 
His parents, who are still alive, belong to the small urban 
bourgcorsic. They were both employed by the medical- 
social services on that city i the province of Minho 
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Their son's travels around Portugal in a wagon when he 
was 16 was. for his parents, just one of the “insanitics™ 
they did not succeed in preventing. This was a 15-day 
adventure with a fnend. which even led to aa acquain- 
tance with some French girls, to a camp-out, and to the 
illusion of “peace and love.” The youngest of four 
siblings thus became the first out of the nest. Today his 
parents view their son’s political career sympathetically. 
and probably even vote for the PS [Socialist Party] 

Character 

The objects of daily life are veritable booby traps for 
Martins. He cannot make anything work. A simple can 
opener poses a sinister problem for him. Nor. of course. 
can he gct a videocassette to play, and. when he turns a 
doorknob, 1 1s likely to come off in his hand 

His great incompatibility with all kinds of equipment 
prevented him from hearing the signal on 25 April 1974 
At 2130 on the 24th, a frend who was a militia officer 
telephoned him to report that he was gorng to participate 

in a coup. “Listen to the programs “Depurs do Adeus 
and “Grandola Vila Morena’ on Radio Clube.” he told 
him. But Alberto Martins. who never listened to the 
radio, was unable to tune in the nght station, and he was 
left vastly frustrated that he was not a part of thes until he 
was awakened at 0600 by another frend After the 
planned birthday breakfast, they went into the streets to 
take over the PIDE busiding in Oporto 

Timid, cautious, calm, industnous, stubborn (he prefers 
the term “persistent” }—Alberto Martins was not always 
like this. He overcame the timidity at the Students 

Theater (TEUC) in Coumbra, and he overcomes it every 
day on the political platform. He threw caution to the 
winds from the rostrum in Commbra. He threw calm to 
the winds when he demanded the floor during the visit 
paid by Americo Tomas to the university 

Because his sign 1s Taurus (the bull), he 1s characterized 
by deliberation and assurance. Born im the Year of the 
Rooster (Chinese), one part of him 1s a fighter, and he 
enjoys public spectacles. Although he 1s no womanizer. 

he +s sand to have broken some hearts, but, because he 1s 
timid, he does not like to speak of thes. He us still capable 
of blushing. those who are close to him on a day-to-day 
basis say. and he prefers being seduced to attempting to 
win someone over 

In politics, he has always been active and umpassioned 

although he likes to maintain a certain low profile im the 
PS. This has not prevented him from being clearly on the 
rise. to the pomt that he is regarded. im terms of 
numerous functions, as a kind of number-two man to the 
secretary -general. He regards himself as an oppowtion 
figure “because he has no cxpenence in power.” but he 
has already controlled portions oF power during 
numerous phases of his political life, and this does not 
frighten him. On the contrary, during the recent drafting 
of the PS slates, he was accused of a kind of “I desire ut 
I can do ut. and | order 1” attstude. He 1s not happy with 
thes. He dishkes the interplay of interests. and he was 
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Carrying oul a task that he did not enjoy. In recent Gays 

he has repeated incessantly: “Let me hear no more about 

the slatcs’™ 

L ife-Sty le 

His home 1s in Oporto. but he has sctiled temporarily 

with his family in Lisbon. im a small apartment he 

purchased in the Luz sector. He has two children: Joao 
17, and Rute. who vs 3. He explains the great difference 
in thes ages by saying that “life 1s not lincar.” He rises at 
O7§). After a frugal breakfast. he goes to the Largo do 
Rato or to the Assembly. It 1s not uncommon tor him to 
work all night. and. mm thes preciectoral penod, he has 

been leaving the Largo do Rato at 0350) 

He loves to travel, but hes wagon and knapsack adven- 
tures are behind him. He prefers to have the arrange- 
ments made by an agency He has a vast enthussasm for 
the theater but does not atiend pertormances often He 

prefers reading. and his favorite authors are Fernando 
Pessoa (the Book of Disturhance drsturbed him) and 
Sophia de Melo Breyer. Other books that have made an 

impression on him are ( /ysecs, by James Jovee, and Waw 

Tempo no Canal (Bad Weather on the Canal), 

Vitormo Nemeso 

He spends his vacations un C amunha and likes to go to 
the Praia de Moledo (Moledo Beach) He also likes the 
country. and he always spends | 5 days m Vinhars. where 

his wile was born. Watering the garden at the end of the 

afternoon there gives him great pleasure 

Family 

He has two brothers and a sister, all older than he He 
speaks with fondness and some amusement of hes 

methodical parents. who had ther children at the rate of 

one every two vears. Only he went into politics, and the 

members of his family are independents now. although 
he thinks they vote for the PS for reasons “of blood ~ 

Amused, he relates with an ait of Complicity that hes son 
Joao 1s always telling the story of hes father’s tour of 
Portugal in a wagon. “And my grandparents were con- 
servative.” he never fails to add 

His brothers are dark, but he, with hghter shin, resembles 
hrs mother's side of the family Perhaps for thes reason he 

recalls his strong bond with his maternal grandfather. of 
whom he still speaks today with great tenderness 

His parents accepted hes politscal career It was more 

difficult before the events of 25 April 

Ambitions 

He “survived” the yovs of youth. Me played soccer (he 
was a halfback. and rather good at i), went camping. 
loafed around The Students Theater took hom out of 
the country. to France and Italy In Florence he was quite 

a success. bul he docs not lhe to boast of these thongs 
Somewhat reluctantly. he admits that the TEL Students 
when they visited the “Romeo and Juliet” bakoony. were 

accompanied by then own “Julets ~ 
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He talks about politucs with a scmous aw Hes first 

ambition. successtully achseved. pul his name im the 

history books as onc of the most mmportant youth beaders 

during the cvents of 1969. which brought down the 
government. He continucs to be active im the icf wing 
always the icft wing. but he never was a communi 

In the PS. he rose to the top. and hes talent as a purest and 
a member of Parhament 1s recognized by both, trends 
and adversarnes. inside as well as outside the party 

There are those who say he may become the leader of the 
group if Couterres leaves to serve mm another post. In an 

extremely short ume, he progressed from being a simpilc 
independent deputy to membership in the leading struc- 
ture of the secretanat. And he believes he os ready to 
carry oul any government task that may de allocated to 
him. on the event of a Socialest clectoral victors 

Methods 

He has. then. a horror of machines. including the tcle- 
phone. He says he 1s cxacteng. which 1s confirmed by 
those who work with hom He onsests that the business of 
politecs must be pursued on the basis of persuasion ~The 

future of polrtecal struggle hes with the mass media. and 
for thes reason, politics will cease to be a matter of 

argument and will become a gucstion of emotion” He 
Says that the essence of politics mvolves the tng head. 
lines. and not analytical drscussson 

Despite thes. there are those who regard him as long 
winded. not very trenchant. and unimagmative In 
rebuttal, he kes to recall the days on the rostrum m 

(oumbra and the period following 25 April He has even 
made hes mark in the Assembly He prefers to proceed 
with calm. but. if he “loses hes cool.” watch out’ Just ash 

his opponents on the Socral Democrat bench «who 

challenged hes participateon on the 1969 student crises 

He devours the newspapers and follows the news on the 
radvwo and television He has a talent for writeng. and has 
a weekly column in JORNAL DE NOTICIAS CIN) He 
has published articles on C) JORNAL. EXPRESS) and 
DIARK) IME LISBOA He writes differentl tor IN 

because he os seching “to reach the broad publx 

whereas. on the other unstances, he has been aware that 

he was writeng “for the mutates © 
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Desires 

His mother used to say that he would never have 
anything of his own of go far m life. that be was too 
unscliish. He 1s not attached to exuther moncy of matcral 
things. He has a nece car. but ot os hes wife who drives a 
lt ss only now that he 1s thinking of gcttong a hoense 

He lhhkes liveng in Portugal but be did not mind the 
penads of ume spent m Pars. He has a secret desire, 
which ts only a dream—to own a house high on the Sintra 

Mountains. from which he could sce the sca. But he has 
an cven more secret desire, although a more achievable 
one—he would lhe to write a novel 

His Madets 

First there was hes discovery of Karl Mara— 

enchantment Bul he acver followed om the footsicps of 

Lenn. The revolutsonares had thew cra. but. for him 

the future bes with democratx socialism In our century 

Helmut Schmedt s the politician with whom he most 

identifies 

But if he os asked about hes models. he ummediately 

abandons the realm of politns He prefers the film 
sector—( atherine Deneuve. the actress. Marcelo Mas- 
troanm. the actor, and Bergman. the director. Or Inter- 
ature—Pessoa, above all Or a crty—Venne. what a 

marvel’ 

Sv nepsis 

( ities porto, Crurmaracs. ( oombra 

Restaurants ave da ( ormda. Conventual Pap acorda 
Bar and nightclub—Paviihac ( hines 
lebacce—He does not smoke 
VW imnes— Douro and © olares 
\utemobile—t iat Tempra (but he does not drive) 

Whiskey —He docs not drink a 
( lwh— Academna 
Pets—He has none (he once had fish and a turtic) 
Television — News 

Radw |! 
Birthday —2> Apri! 
Shirt size 40) 

Shoe size 4) 
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Isracli Foreign Minister Pays Official Visit 

Meets F ernandez-Ordonez 

LDIS062 22391 Madnd IVE Internacional Telesison 
im Spanish IS80GMT OS Jun 91 

[Jose Hervas report on news conterence by Ierach For- 
emgn Aftaurs Monsster Daved Levi and Foresygn Minister 
Francisco Fernandez-(irdones sith unidentified 
reporters. place and datc not given] 

[Text] [Announcer Jesus Hermeda] Probably about now 
Israch Foreign Aftarrs Moenester David Levi. accompa- 
med by Spanish Minster of Foreign Affairs Francisco 
Fernandez Irdonez. 1s srseteng the historcal Sunagoga 
del Transsto 14 Toledo. The arm 1s somehow to make this 
visit a symbol of the new relatronship between Spain and 
Isracl. Settung aside symbols. protocol, and the visit. Levi 
would lke to see Spann make tts positon on the mmter- 

national conference on the Middle East more flexible mn 
the political field (A report on thes laticr aspect by Jose 
Her as 

|Hervas}] The conditions whech Israch 1s trying to umpose 
for convening a conference on peace in the Middle East 
are hardly acceptable to the mternational community 

The most contentious aspects are sill not resolved. 

among them the representation of the Palestinian 
people So. after a day of talks with hes counterpart 

Israch Foren Affaurs Monester David Levi, Fernandez- 
Ordonez did not feel too optumrstix about peace m the 

near future 

[Begin Fernande74 domes recording) Aficr so long in 
the ministry. we have had so many disappointments that 

| would not dare to make any predictions. fend 
recording | 

|Hervas} The Israch forengn munrster closed the door on 
any possiblity of the L neted Nations particopating mm the 

peace conference. and he described this body as the 
organization of the drsunsted nations [video shows Lev: 
addressing news conference] 

[Begin Levi recording om French] ht ws of drsunned 
nations fend recording] 

{Hervas] In hes moctings held hitherto in Spain, there has 
been no discussion of what role the PLO will play om thes 
conference. It 1s considered by Europe to be the legit- 
mate representative of the Palestiman people, 1 1s not 
accepted by Isracl Levi trusts mm a positive response 
from Syria to begin preparatory peace talks, although he 

has warned this country not to continue armung itself 
Regarding relations with Spam. Levi stressed that 1 1s 
now tome for our country to be reconciled with Isract, 
400 [as heard] years after the expulsion of the Jews 
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Baker Peace Plan Supported 

LDIS06220291 Madnd RNE-1 Radwo Network 
in Spanish 1900 GMT 25 Jun 91 

[Text] In Madnd today the minssters of foreign affairs of 
Spain and Isracl. Francesco Fernandez rdoncz and 

David Levi. both capressed their governments support 
for US. Secretary of State James Baker's Middle East 
peace plan. On the first day of Israch Foreign Minsster 
David Levi's officsal vest to Spain be caplained at a 
news conference that the peace conference that hes 
government 1s striveng for docs not need the presence of 
the Lnned Nations because thes negotiating process 
cannot have more relatives than a wedding Al his 
mecting with Fernandez4rdonez. the Israch foreign 
minister revicrated hes government's desire to shortly 
recerve visits from Kung Don Juan Carlos and Prime 
Minister Felipe Gonzalez. nevther of whach has a specific 
date 

Stresses Need for Conference 

142506194791 Jerusalem Gol Yisrael in Hebres 
1005 GMT OS Jun 91 

[Excerpt] Arc we again im store for drsagreemenis that 
will require explanations” After the prime minisicr won- 
dered vesterday why the United States was exerting such 

eflorts om trying to get Syria to porn the political process. 

Foren Minister David Levi today sand that if the Syrian 
response to Presedent Bush's letter was positive. Isract 
sa¥ no obstacles of reasons to prevent the immediate 

dealing with the technical aspects of the peace mecting. 
and sasd th at direct talks could begin at once. The forengn 
minisic, was speaking at a jornt news conference with 
host Spanish Foresgn Minister Fernandez rdonez. Our 
correspondent Arye Golan reports from Madnd 

{Begin recording} (Crolan] Foregn Munister David Lev: 
today capressed the hope that Damascus response will 
finally be sent, that ot wall be positive, and that there will 

be no further obstacies om the way of the peace conter- 

ence 

[Levi] If Syria's response 1s positive. we see No reason not 
to begin dealing with the technical aspects of the 
meeting. and direct talks can begin at once 

[Golan] At the same tome. however, Levi warned Syria 
about embarking on any military adventures agains 

Israel. Such an adventure would endanger Syria above 
all. Isract’s restraint during the Gulf War should not be 
taken for granted. Levi warned. Levi was asked by a 
French correspondent why Isracl still opposes the partic. 
ipatron of the United Nations in the conference It would 
have no end, the foresygn minister replhred:) What do they 
want. more observers than particypants” If the United 
Nations participates, why not the Chenese, the Japancse. 

or the Mongolans” Is this a carnival or a peace process” 
end recording] [passage omitted] 
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US.-Made F-18's Chosen To Modernize Air Force 

it “nese! Pars ARP in Enelish 09366M1 
™ Jun ¥l 

[Text] Bern, June 26 (AFP)}—Seuzeriand on Wednesday 
chose the US-made F-18 Hornet fighter aircraft over 
the French Murage 2000-5 to modernrse vs aur force. The 
governement wants to buy 34 Hornets at a cost of around 
+5 tilhom Swess francs (2.3 bilhon dollars), with the 
funding spread between the defence budgets of 1992 and 
1993 

Sertzeriand decoded m 1988 to renew ots an force fect 

and sand «t wanted F-18's. bul many MP's felt thal the 

COM, pul at the tome at 1.9 bilbon dollars, was excessive 

Asa result, the government re-csamined the project and 
was comdermg the powihility of buying % Mirage 
200-5 's, but on Wednesday asked the Defence Ministry 
to draw up by December a programme to acquire 4 

Hornets 

* Membership in IME, World Bank Discussed 

VIE NOS OR G meva JOURNAL DE GENEN 
mirnh 1” apr vip l- 

[Jose Be .sard article “Membership in the IMF Mutual 
Add Growp ° ondithons’—fist two paragraphs are 
JOURNAL DE GENEVE introduction] 

[Text] Non rovernmental Organizations [NGA)s] are 
not necessarily opposed to Swrss membership, but they 

have land out five demands and are threatening to launch 

a referendum 

In carly May. the Federal Council will publish its mes- 
sage to the Chambers on Sars membership im the 
Bretion Woods mmstitutions 1¢ the International Mon- 
etary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank (IBRD) But « 
may not be a sure thing’ Swetzerland’s NGi)'s are 

threatening to Llawnch a popular referendum unless ther 

demands are satestied. 4 lobbying battle may be om the 

offing 

Bern—A breet retrospective. The enstrtutrons of Bretton 
Woods (1 neted States) were created at the end of World 

War ll. and today 155 countries are members Only the 
USSR. Albans. C aha. North Korea and Switzerland are 

not members. In a general way. the IMF plays the role of 
“monetary guardrail!” tor the world coonomy. notably by 

helping Thord World countries solve them problems. The 
mission of the International Bank for Reconstruction 

and Development (IBRD). commonly called the World 

Bank. 1s to support its members’ coonomn growth im 
such a way as to statulize the world coonomy 

As carly as 1947. Swutzerland considered adhering to 
these mnstvtutvons For vanous reason. 1 was not until 
198) that the Federal Council made a decison im prin- 
cuple to do so. Eaght years went by. and mm June 1990 the 
Federal C owned! formally appled tor membership. Last 
March. Switzerland's subscription to the IMF was fixed 
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at 1.7 bilhbon SDR's [Specsal Drawing Rights]. or about 3 
billhon Swiss francs. That sutcrnption would give Swut- 
retiand the night to have a scat on the IMF board of 
directors, t would also require creation of a 24d scat (sce 
JOURNAL DE GENEVE of 17 May 1990 and 6 March 
199i) 

Secial Costs 

Sens NGOs —Senmsand Work Community. Lenten 

Acvon, Bread for Newhbors and Helvetas—are not 
fundamentally hostile to the Bretton Woods msirtutions. 

bul they sounded a warning jal a recent press confer- 
ence) “lf World Bank projects and IMF mmterventions 
are ReCesSary in the cowntrecs of the South, and if Swrss 

membership in those mstitutrons 1s to have a postive 

impact on development activity as a whole, then all 

parlcipants must commit themscives to conditions and 
gurdclines that do not require the poorest and weakest to 
make socially unacoeptable sacrifices.” they sard 

In particular. they accuse the World Bank of putting 
primary emphasis on promotion of the private sector 

“Its efforts to reach the poorest of the poor are not 
effective enough And those are the people vectimized by 
the high socual costs of IMF structural adyusiments,~ 

they ported out. “In additron, many large proyects have 

a fegative impact on the environment” 

tive Demands 

Although they are not opposed to memhership im the 

IBRD and the IMF. the Swess NG's land out five 

conditions 

First. Switzerland's policy within those mnstrtutrons must 

conform to Swiss development policy, and more espe- 
crally to the principles and arms of the 1976 federal law 
on development cooperation and international humans- 

tanan and. “That umples the reyection of proyects and 
programs moonsistent with that law.” sand Mario ( arcra, 
development policy coordmator, “and a commitment to 

democratization of votung nmghts or to structural adjust- 
ment programs in the developed world ~ 

Second. the principle of transparency must be guaran- 

teed “In additvon to the normal parhamentary over- 

sight. consultative mechanisms with the NGW)'s should 
be established, along with procedures for ensuring thei 
access to relevant information.” he explained 

Third. additonal financial resources showld be car- 
marked to finance adhewon to the instituthoms. “Mem- 

bership should not affect the budgetary outlays planned 
for development cooperation between now and 1994 
sand Maro ( arera. notung that Swiss public devclopment 
assistance 1s expected to rive from the current 0.4 

percent to more than 0.5 percent of GDP [gross domestic 
product] with the allocation of 700 millon Swiss francs 

to Therd World countries on the occawon of the 700th 

anniversary of the Sars Confederation 
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Fourth, amy subsequcnt mecrease in Sweuizeriand’s sub- 
«nmption to the IMF or to the caprtal of the World Bank 
should be decided by Parhamen: 

Fifth, Swess representation at the IMF should be pro- 
vided by the Department of Finance. representation at 
the World Bank by the Department of Foreign Affairs 

Referendum I hreat 

Before giveng thei \nal verdict on adhesson to the IMF 
and IBRD. the Swns NGO's are wasting to see the 
Federal Council's message (carly May) and the action 

taken by the Chambers Uune and September) “The 

federal authoritees’ response to the first three demands 
will be decisive, as we consider whether to launch a 

referendum.” Carera concluded 

* Strategic Military Exercise Planned for 1992 

VIENOS 204 Genewa JOURNAL DE GENEVE 

in French 13-14 Apr Yip” 

[Unatiributed ATS report: “New Military Exercese om 
1992") 

[Text] Bern (ATS)}—The Federal Council decided 
Wednesday to hold another strategic exercise on 1992. on 
accordance with the quadrenmal practiwe Thes tome 
instead of a “general defense exercise.” ot will be a 
“strategec Command trammng™ exercise (FCS 92) Con- 
federation Chancellor Walter Buser (who goes ito 
retirement at the end of Junc) will oversee the exercise 

This year's scenario will not involve a emulated “federal 
council” of the deployment of large numbers of troops 

SWITZERLAND “ 

sad the chancellor mm a communmguc. Also. FCS 9) wall 

take broadly into account all the recent changes on the 
micmational socnc 

Courses and strategsc analyses exerceses om the first week 
of November 199) well focus on an “caceptional but not 
warhke sstuaton” Partxipants. m addition tw top 
civthan department personncl. will inctude officials rep- 
resenting gencral defense. territional and armed forces 
command supplies procurement. and the cantons 

Two days will be devoted to detained dicuwon of 
Strategx problems and the preparation of solutvoms The 
results will be analyzed wmmediatels. Newt will come a 
24-hour General Staff exercise on the same topics 

(iver the neat few months, Mr Buser will prepare a 

dctasicd plan. which s to be submueticd to the Federal 
Cowncid m carly 1992. Mr. Buser’s principal collaborator 
will be the chect of staff for operatronal traning. Mayor 
General Lours Goenger 

Binder \ isit 

Corps Commandant Rolf Binder left Sertizeriand 
Wednesday for a four<day visit to Sweden at the mvita- 
thon of Mayor General Ake Sagren. according to a Fed- 
eral Military Department (DME) communique 

Talks between the two men will focus on questions 
having to do with command. moti atron, and tranneng of 
professional military cadres. the communiguc sand 

Corps Commander Binder, bead of metruction tor the 

Swrss Army. well also vest the Infantry Moilstary ( offege 
at Kvarn and the trameng center of the Royal Hussars 
regiment at Karishorg 
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Denmark 

* SDP Increasingly Isolated, Quarreisome 

* Center Parties Irked 

VIE NOOO) 4 Copenhagen BERLINGSAE SONDAG 

im Danish § May 91 p 4 

[OMe Dali artucte: “Center Partees Critecizing Social Dem- 
octatec Party] 

[Text] “I have encountered an wresolute Social Demo- 
cratec Party [SDP] without leadership.” Flemming 
Kofot Svendsen (Christian People’s Party) says on the 
Kurd dispute. New government move on its way to help 
the Kurds. The Social Democratic Party charges the 
government with pol:tiecal swindic 

( retecrsm 1s stell hasleng down on the Social Democrats 
after the party's resection of the proposal to have wnrts 
from the Armed Forces and the Civil Defense youn om the 
rehet cfiorts for the Kurdish refugees 

And i not only the government that « unable to 

understand the Social Democratic veto. The three small 
center parties, the ( exter Democrats (CD). the Radical 
Leberal Party and the Christian People’s Party. were 
ready to support the government's most recent move 

“It appears as of the Socual Democratic Party docs not 
have the courage and will to make a rghit decrson. I have 
encountered an iresoiute Social Democrat Party 
without leadershup. It has been a strange experience The 
party has appeared frustrated and unabic to take action” 

says Kotod-swendsen (Christian People’s Party) 

Erhard Jakoteen (Center Democrats). says that. m a 
number of areas. the Socsal Democratic Party 1s reaching 
closer agreement with the Center Democrats, but not 
when i comes to the question of defense 

“I am afrad that reflects the fact that the Social 
Democratic Party os under too strong influence from the 
Socialist Internatronale, which stands to the left of the 
Danish Social Democrats Allowing themsecives to be 
bound by decrwons taken by the Socialist Internationale 
will not further the possiblities of the Social Democrats 
to form a government im Denmark —at least not with our 
support.” says Erhard Jakobsen 

Al the mecting of the executive commitice of the Liberal 
Party. held at Chrestiansborg vesterday. Foreign Min- 
mter U fle Etiemann-Jensen (Liberal Party) sand that “on 
the comeng week. the government «ill present new 
proposals on the Folketong for a special Danish contribe- 
tron to the Kurdish refugees ~ 

He added that. after the Social Democrat Party's 

reyectron of the move. 1 well only be a question of the 

second bewt solutvon The plan « now only to send 
crvehan rehet workers 
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“ht os destrust and bad well between the government and 
the Socsal Democratax Party thal are now preventing 
Denmark from domg its best mm thes maticr—as m so 
many others. And here both partes will probably have to 

share the blame.” says U fie Elicmann-Jensen 

Al the same tome. he charged the Socal Democrat 
Party with drstorteng the facts by sayeng that there 1s no 
need for the multary. onl: for “food, Mankets. and 
tients ~ 

“ht was cxactly all these thongs that the government 
wanted to send bul accompanied by personnel from the 

Armed Forces and the Civil Defense. who would be able 
to sce to ot that the thongs reached thew destination.” 
Ellemann-Jensen said 

The defense policy spokesman of the Social Democratic 

Party. Hans Hackkerup. says that “the government has 

heen trying to cxplon the collapse m the ncgotiations 
politecally ty sayeng that the Socsal Democrats are to be 
blamed for the deaths of thousands of refugees. ~ 

He ports owt that. ncarly a months ago. the Social 
Democrats made a move for humanitarian asd to the 

Kurds 

“ht  foolsh of the government to have fallen mm love 
with the sdea of sending military personnel. Our point of 

departure 1s how to best render assrstance. and there are 

Danish and mmternational relet organizations in the arca 
They are clearly om need of money.” says Hans Hack- 

kerup 

He refers. among other thongs. to the fact that the Unned 
Nations High Commissioner on Refugees. Sadako 
(gata. last Friday. criticized the countries of the world 
for making too small contributvons to the rehet efforts 
among the Kurds 

* Party MIP Group Frustrated 

VIE N0O02R Copenhagen BERLINGSAE SONDAG 
im Dantwh 1” Way Yip? 

[Solveg Rodsgaard artcle “While They Are Wart 

im | 

[Text] The Socsal Democratic Party. The government 
power rs long mm coming How many comprises have to 
be reached with the government, and how docs onc get 
hold of the center parties” 

Who wants to port to Svend Auken as prime minster” 

That will be the most emportant question for the Social 
Democrats when they have to lay down the strategy to 
bring the Socsal Democrat Party back mto power 

However. five months after the formation of the ( onser- 
vative. Leberal coalition and four months be > al 

Schluter’s nene-year anniversary as prime me, ihe 

Social Democrats have to face the grim facts: It well be 
the small center partees and the Socialest People’s Party 

that. of the oocawon should arise. will have to help Swend 
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Auken take over the post of prime minister. However, 
the very small nonsocialist parties are looking for Social 
Democratic “responsibility” and cooperativeness, and 
within the Radical Liberal Party, there 1s an obvious lack 
of desire to point to Svend Auken as prime minister. Last 
week's turbulence im connection with the interrupted 
negotiations between the government and the Social 
Democratic Party on the question of sickness benefits 
showed quite clearly the strained relations between a 

number of Radical Liberals and the chairman of the 
Social Democratic Party. 

Another grim fact 1s that the Social Democratic Party 
will have to face the prospect that 1 will probably be a 
long time before the next fight will take place between 
Poul Schluter and Svend Auken for the post of prime 
minister. 

Se Conservative-Liberal government holds on to its 
power. And a vote of no confidence in the government, 
supported by the Social Democratic Party and the 
‘Socialist People’s Party as well as cither the Radical 
Liberals, the Center Democrats or the Christian People’s 

Party, 1s inconceivable at present. The first serious 
political hurdle will take place next December when the 
budget for 1992 will have to be adopted. However, if the 
Social Democratic Party votes against the adoption of 
the budget, the currently ignored Progressive Party will 
help the government so that 1 will get its budget through 
parliament. The government will thus have extended its 
life anew. 

Unless the conclusions of the court examining the Tamil 
case become such a lability to Prime Minister Poul 
Schluter that the government may be overturned. How- 
ever, the court investigating the case will only complete 
its work after the new year. 

The Social Democratic Party and the Center 
Democrats, the Radical Liberal Party and the Christian 
People's Party 

The leading Social Democrats know all this. And they 
will have to take it into account when considering their 
political strategy. That 1s why they still spend their time 

on confidence-inspiring measures between the Social 
Democratic Party and the Center Democrats, the Chris- 
tian People’s Party and the Radical Liberals. 

The occasionally strained relations between the Social 
Democratic Party on the one hand and the small parties 
on the other are seen at various levels. Suddenly there are 

problems between the Social Democratic Party and the 
Center Democrats on foreign and security policy issues. 

Then between the Social Democratic Party and the 
Radical Liberals in the economic policy area and on a 

specific issue—the Oresund Bridge—in the environ- 
mental policy area. On some issues, the Social Demo- 
cratic Party and the Center Democrats, on the other 
hand, play together against the Radical Liberals, for 
example in the social policy area. On other issucs—the 

carbon dioxide excise tax—it is the Social Democratic 
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Party, the Socialist People’s Party and the Radical Lib- 
erals that form the majority against the government. 

The relations between the Social Democratic Party and 

the Center Democrats are probably the ones that peri- 

odically work the best. The problem merely 1s that 
reports from CD leader Mimi Jakobsen on the Center 
Democrats’ placement in relation to the Social Demo- 

cratic Party off and on makes ut difficult for the Center 

Democrats to explain themselves. After which leading 
Center Democrats have to come out with statements 
stressing that the Center Democrats are a nonsocialist 
party, and that the Center Democrats do now wish to 
point to a Social Democratic minority government, but 
want a broad government. 

To a number of Radical Liberals, Svend Auken 1s the 
main problem. The personal conflict between, for 
example, Niels Helveg Petersen and Lone Dybkjar on 

the one hand and Svend Auken on the other 1s well- 

known. The conflict 1s primarily due to a Radical Liberal 
view that Svend Auken 1s unreliable. It 1s the opmon 

within the Social Democratic Party that it will take a 

long time before the Radical Liberals will drop Poul 
Schluter. 

Frustrations 

The Social Democratic responsbility—or the question 
how far the Social Democratic Party will have to go to 
enter into a compromise with the government- -is a 

sensitive issue within the Social Democratic Party. The 

compromise of the spring has created increasing ner- 
vousness among many Social Democrats that they may 

be smothered too much in compromises with the nonso- 
cialist government. For this reason, there were many 

who were not dissatisfied with the fact that things came 
to a head in the negotiations on sickness benefits last 
week. It 1s first and foremost the Social Democrats— 
Jens Risgaard Knudsen, Karl Hyjortnas and Kay 
Poulsen—who warn against a compromise that might 
cement the foundation of the Conservative, Liberal 
coalition, but others, too, raise their voices in warning 

when certain fields are discussed 

The frustrations that the gain of fifteen seats last 
December did not cause the party to come into power are 
great within the Folketing group. More than halt of the 
present Folketing group were not members of the 
Folketing when the Social Democratic Party was in 
power. But thirty-three of the members still remember 
what it was like to be a member of the Folketing when 
Denmark had a Social Democratic prime minister, and 
among these thirty-three members are, indeed, also 
fifteen former ministers. Most of them are still anxious 
to acquire power and influence even if, beyond Svend 
Auken and Ritt Byerregaard, it will probably only 
Mogens Lykketoft and possibly Byorn Westh who as 
former ministers will obtain seats in a coming Social 
Democratic government. Ole Espersen, Ivar Norgaard, 
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Dorte Bennedsen, Erling Olsen and other former munis- 
ters are not expected to become ministers when Svend 
Auken will compose his Irst of ministers. 

The Party Chairman 

Svend Auken has now been the Social Denn.rauc 
Party's party chairman for three and a half years and, 
during that period, has been running a close partner race 
with the party's group chairman Ruit Byerregaard. The 
two constitute the leadership of the party—together with 
the two deputy chairmen Poul Nyrup Rasmussen and 
Birte Werss and party secretary Steen Christensen. Dis- 
agreement in the leadership on the political strategy 1s 

kept within the four walls of Svend Auken’s office, where 
a tormal leadership meeting 1s held every Tuesday 
morning. Participants in these Tuesday meetings are 
Svend Auken, Ritt Byerregaard, Poul Nyrup Rasmussen, 
Birte Werss, Torben Lund, deputy chairman of the 

Folketing group, Ole Stavad, group secretary, often 
Mogens Lykketoft, Steen Christensen, Karin Sloth, 
leader of the Social Democratic Party's News Service. 
and Jacob Bukst:, leader of the economic policy depart- 
ment of the Folketing group. When the Folketing group. 
subsequently, mects to discuss the political situation 

against the background of an introduction by the party 
chairman, they do so ostensibly without a hitch. How- 

ever, there has been, and still 1s, disagreement on the 
line. It was primarily Ratt Byerregard who last fall disso- 
ciated herself from a compromise with the government, 
aiming at a general election. Poul Nyrup Rasmussen still 
carnes the concensus board. Svend Auken 1s a typical 

emotionalrst and changes his evaluations a great deal. 
Depending on who he last talked to, as they say within 

the party 

Svend Auken became untouchable as party chairman 

when the Social Democratic Party had its big election mn 
December. Hrs style in the election campaign was quict 

and restrained when talking about the broad cooperation 
and the style he has been trying to maintain after the 

election. However, there have been some misses. On the 

other hand, the Social Democrats find that ut 1s quite 

unreasonable the way the party chairman has been 

attacked by the minister of finance and Lone Dybkyar in 
connection with the collapse of the negotiations on the 
daily sickness benefits. Attacks from the outside of that 
kind are bound to cause most Social Democrats to rally 
automatically round the party chairman 

Ritt and Poul 

Ritt Byerregaard’s leadership style was in the spring 
subject to several attacks from the Social Democratic 

Folketing members, and it has, indeed, been suggested 
among Social Democrats that Svend Auken probably 
was not too dissatisiied that the powerful group 
chairman was criticized as well. However, if there are 
any who, to the outside world, stand together in Danish 
politics ut rs Svend Auken and Rutt Byerregaard. They 
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have done so ever since they split the power between 

them in October 1987 when Anker Jorgensen retired as 
party chairman. 

Poul Nyrup Rasmussen has come up against the problem 
that he 1s being praised by the government and the 
nonsocialist politicians with whom he negotiates. That 
weakens his placement within the Social Democratic 
Folketing group, and his very handling of the collapse in 
the negotiations on the daily sickness benefits has given 
him certain bruises. In the opinion of many, he was not 
quick enough to state publicly that he had failed to 
inform Svend Auken that, in the negotiations on daily 
sickness benefits, the parties had made an agreement to 
keep their mouths shut to the press. The lack of onenta- 
tion from Nyrup Rasmussen caused the party chairman 
in a mecting with the press to provide information 
which, according to Lone Dybkjar, constituted a breach 
of confidence. 

Finland 

Koivisto Ends USSR Visit, Returns to Helsinki 

L.D2506191991 Helsinki Soumen Yleisvadio Network 

in Finnish 1600 GMT 25 Jun 91 

[Text] As a result of President Mauno Korvisto’s official 
visit to the Soviet Union, which ended today, efforts will 
be made to promptly start cooperation at the govern- 

ment level with Russia. This was agreed when President 
Koivisto met Boris Yeltsin, the elected president of the 
Russian Federation. President Koivisto expressed the 
hope today that Yeltsin could visit Finland. An official 
invitation 1s likely to be rssued later A delegation at the 
ministerial level will arrive in Finland in the near future 
to prepare for increased cooperation between Finland 
and Russia. The cooperation will quite obviously be 
mainly economic. This was the first time that Korvisto 
met Yeltsin. For Yeltsin, in turn, Koivisto was the first 
head of state visiting the Sovict Union whom he has 
received since being clected president 

President Korvisto capressed great satisfaction with the 
visit during which he had meetings with the highest 
leadership of both the Sovict Union and Russia. Today 
President and Madame Korvisto also met President 
Mikhail Gorbachev and Madame Raisa Gorbacheva, at 
a private lunch. President Korvisto also met Anatoliy 
Lukyanov, chairman of the Sovict parliament. Korvisto 

stated then that [Finnish Parliament] Speaker Itkka 
Suominen will be visiting Moscow in the near future 
Koivisto also discussed economic questions today with 
Soviet Prime Minister Valentin Paviov. The presidential 
couple returned home carly this evening. 

Reportage on Visit 

HW 42006112691 

For Soviet and Finnish reportage on the visit by Presi- 
dent Mauno Koivisto to the Soviet Union, including 
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reports on his talks with Gorbachev. see the West Europe 

section of the 25 June Soviet DAILY REPORT and 
subsequent issues. 

* German, USSR Relations Seen as Model 
YIEN06324 Stockholm DAGENS NYHETER 
in Swedish 30 May 91 p 36 

[Bjarne Stenquist article: “Frendship Pact Being Reex- 
amined” ] 

{Text} Helsinki—The “Finiandization™ of German for- 
eign policy has become an argument in the Finnish 
debate over the EC. The advocates of EC membership 
say that Germany's concern over relations with Moscow 
shows that there 1s also room in the EC for Finland's 
good-neighbor relations with the East. 

People in Finland paid close attention to the talks 
between Bonn and Moscow concerning Germany's 
reunification. 

Chancellor Helmut Kohl and Minister of Foreign Affairs 
Hans-Dietnch Genscher emphasized repeatedly that a 
united Germany would not be a threat to the Soviet 
Union 

C autiousness 

“Germany 1s a leading power in the EC and constantly 
emphasizes that the EC must develop good cooperation 
with the Soviet Union. That is completely m line with 
our foreign policy tradition.” a Finnish source told 
DAGENS NYHETER 

Several observers also point out that Germany has great 
influence on the EC's foreign policy 

“Just like us, the EC's leading power, which 1s Germany, 
pursues a very cautious policy toward the Baltic states 

And in fact. 1 may be that the Baltic states would not 

become such a tig problem if we joined the EC.” a 
Finnish diplomat told DAGENS NYHETER. Opinions 
in the Finnish Ministry of Foreign Affairs are divided on 
that pot, however 

German policy on the Soviet Union was set forth in the 

treaty on “Good Neighbor Relations, Partnership, and 
Cooperation” that was formally signed by Kohl and 

Soviet President Mikhail Gorbaches in November 1990 
That treaty includes a clear nonaggression pledge which 
the two parties urge other states to adopt 

In the agreement, Germany binds itself, despite its 

membership in NATO. not to give any military assis- 
tance or other aid to states which attack the Sovict 
Umon militarily 

This means that Germany has promised that it will never 
again be a staging area for an attack on the Sovict Union 
Some Finnish observers say that that comes close to the 

actual meaning of the 1948 Finnish-Sovict Treaty of 
Friendship. Cooperation, and Mutual Assistance (VY A) 
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No Attacks 

In a special Statement written into the minutes of a 
cabinet meeting in September 1990. President Korvisto 
described “the essential nature” of the YYA Treaty as 
follows: “This means that Finland will not allow ms 
territory to be used for attacks on the Soviet Union.” 

In that same statement. however, Koivisto silently 

evaded the big difference between the Finnish and 
German treaties: the fact that Finland's treaty includes 
clauses about consultations on military cooperation if 
the Soviet Union 1s attacked through Finland. 

“It can be assumed that that silence 1s intentional and 
that 1s mmtended to show that Finland regards the 
military clauses as being excessive.” a Finnish observer 
told DAGENS NYHETER 

Now that the East European countries have abandoned 
the military cooperation called for in the Warsaw Pact. 
Finland 1s the only European country which still has 
agreements containing military clauses with the Sovict 
Union 

A debate 1s underway in Finland over whether the YYA 

should be revoked and replaced with a new agreement 
President Korvrsto said recently that there was no reason 
to change the YY A before its expiration in the year 2003 

But Finland has taken advantage of developments in the 
Soviet Union and of Germany's reunification to free 
self of part of the legacy of World War Il that 1s 
reflected in the YYA 

New Relations 

In September 1990, the Finnish Government issued a 
unilateral statement in which ut declared that all reter- 

ences to Germany in both the YY A Treaty and the peace 
treaty signed with the Sovict Union in 1947 had “lost 
their meaning” and “become obsolete” 

The peace treaty prohibits Finland from buying 
weapons, aircraft, and so on from Germany. The YYA 
Treaty refers to a German attack on the Soviet Union 

through Finland 

In the same statement, Finland also freed itself of the 
peace treaty’s limitations on the size and organization of 

Finland's Armed Forces. For example. the peace treaty 
stipulated that Finland could not have more than 60 
combat planes 

Immediately afterward. Finland also abandoned its old 

policy of dividing its purchases of weapons for the 

Finnish Armed Forces between the Sovict Union. the 
NATO countnes, and neutral states. The Finnish Aor 
Force currently consists of 40 Swedish Draken and 0) 
Sovict MiG: arrcraft 

LS. Aircraft 

Finland 1s now on the verge of buying new combat 
planes. and the Sovict MrG-29 has been excluded from 
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the bidding. That leaves the U.S. F-16 and F-18. the 
French Mirage. and the Swedish Gripen. The upshot of 

the whole operation may well be that Finland's Air Force 
will be equippped completely with U_S. aircraft. 

The German example has made an impression on Fin- 
land in other respects as well: 

One Finnish observer told DAGENS NYHETER: “If 
Helmut Kohl tried to get the Soviet Union's approval of 
unification today, 1 1s not certain that he would succeed. 

This shows that one must dare to act when the opportu- 
nity presents itself. Afterwards 1 may be too late. And 
that may apply to Finnish membership in the EC as 
well” 

Norway 

* EC Security Policy Ramifications Discussed 

VIENO6174 Stockholm DAGENS NYHETER 
in Swedish 11 May 91 p A-10 

[Bjarne Stenquist article: “Defense Being Pulied Into 
EC-Debate™} 

[Text] Oslo—The EC -fight in Norway has also affected 
the security- political debate. There are two distinct 
currents today: those who favor Europe and those who 
favor the United States. 

Those who favor Europe have warned that an increas- 
ingly one-sided dependence on the United States might 
result if Norway remains outside the EC. If the United 
States loses interest on the northern seas, the country will 

face the Russian bear alone 

Those who favor the Unuted States have countered with 
the fact that only the American flect can protect Norway 
if anything should happen. Norway must now guard 
NATO even more fiercely and not support the EC 
detense-political alliance since that irritates the United 
States 

The debate 1s based on Norway's geographic location, 
the country folds iself like a long streamer on the 
furthest edge of the Eurasian landmass. The help Norway 
expects from NATO must come from across the sea 

Shock Waves 

In the middle of the 1970's, the large Soviet naval 
exercises, among them “Okean-75." sent shock waves 
among the leaders of the Norwegian defense. For the first 
time, the Soviet Umon proved that it possessed a real 
capacity for threatening the sea lanes across the Atlantic 
Norway courted NATO and wanted the United States to 
burld larger groups of aircraft carners, strong enough to 
operate in Norwegian waters 

Norway's prayers were granted beyond measure The 
United States developed its advanced naval strategy and 
built up its Navy in record time. The main purpose of the 
new strategy was to show the Soviet Union that the 
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United States could destroy the strategic submarine 
fleet, based on the Kola peninsula, in case of a war in 
Europe. 

It was discovered in Norway that this went much further 

than the protection of some four million Norwegians. 
The waters around Norway had become an important 
area of confrontation between the superpowers, where 
the national interests or Norway might become of minor 
importance. The Norwegian attitude became one of 
“We like help from the United States, but preferably not 

too much.” 

Disappearing I ear 

The situation has changed again. Suddenly Berlin ceased 
to be the primary point of confrontation between the 
power blocs. With the Soviet withdrawal from what was 

East Germany and from Poland, Czechoslovakia, and 
Hungary. calm 1s spreading across Central Europe. The 
old fear of a Soviet rand into what was West Germany 
has disappeared 

Besides Turkey, Norway 1s the only country in NATO 
having a common border with the Sovict Union. Barents 
Sea has become the most important contact pont 
between the superpowers. That does not make peopie in 
Oslo happy. There 1s also a concern that, when peace 
spreads across Central Europe, many NATO alhes are 
going to lose interest in what happens in the northern 
seas 

The fact that the problem 1s real, was admitted by 
Norway's former commander in chief and the current 
chief of NATO's military committee, Vigietk Erde, in a 
noted speech in Oslo recently 

“Because of future reduced force levels, 11 might become 
increasingly difficult to get allied reinforcements car- 
marked for Norway and i 1s unclear how NATO's future 
force structure will affect its ability to gencrate sufficient 
reinforcements.” 

Through the Cracks 

In practice, 1 s primarily a question of American 
reinforcements, since the British. the Dutch. and the 

Germans do not have any resources to spare even today 

“Norway has every chance of falling through all the 

cracks in the future. Naturally, the EC will develop some 
kind of defense identity. If we do not take part, why 

should they be interested im the areas in the north’ It 

might also happen that the future policy of NATO wall be 

established through cooperation between the EC and the 
United States. Then it will be pust as bad that we remain 

outside.” says a centrally located security-political 
source in Oslo 
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Going the Wrong Way 

A security-political leading opinion in Norway during 
the past couple of years has been that under no circum- 

stances should the country be separated from develop- 

ments in Europe. It should not turn out that the Sovict 
Umon, without anyone paying aliention, cares out 

disarmarent wn Central Europe and rearmamient in the 

north 

“At the present time, the force situation 1s going the 
wrong way. The Soviet Union 1s transferring military 
materiel! from Central Europe to the Kola peninsula. 

That 1s why we need to be more clearly tied to the 
Stability on Central Europe that the EC has an increasing 
role in mammtamuing.” says one of those who favor Europe 
to the DAGENS NYHETER [DN] 

Those who favor the United States feel that the dangers 
are cxagecrated: 

“First of all, the reason for the transfer of equipment to 
the Kola peninsula 1s primarily one of problems with 

storage 

“Secondly. the United States 1s gong to continue to be 
interested in Norway as long as the Soviet Union, Russia 
or whatever it will turn into im the future remains a 
military superpower. When the Soviet Union does not 
constitute a mulitary threat. we no longer need the 
United States.” says another leading commentator to the 
DN 

No Navy 

“Thirdly. the EC could never defend Norway. since ut 

has neither ships nor men. Nothing rivals the US Navy. 
as they say on the United States 

“Fourthly, we have. so far. managed well in maintaining 
NATO's interest in Norway. Why should it change im the 
future” asks the same source 

The fact that the problem exists, 1s demonstrated by the 
ongoing discussions about changes in NATO's command 
Structure. A united Germany now wants the country to 

belong to one and the same military command 

Previously. the state Schleswig-Holstem together with 
Denmark and Norway constituted the so-called northern 
command When Schleswig-Holstem disappears into a 
new central command, Denmark will go along. That will 
leave Norway alone in the north which 1s exactly what 
Norwegian politicians do not want 

Outery 

A suggestion that Norway should be tied to NATO's 
Atlantic command. headquartered in Norfolk, Virginia 

on the cast coast of the United States. raised an outcry 

“That would have meant that we would have become a 
S2d state.” says a source to the DN 
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It 1s not clear where Norway 1s headed. It 1s possible that 
it will be tied to a British command or to the central 
command, dominated by Germany, which 1s a2 prospect 

that 1s not viewed with great joy in Norway 

* Brundtland Comments on EES Negotiations 

YIENO6214 Oslo AFTENPOSTEN in Norwegian 
IS May Yl pp? 

{Guest commentary by Prime Minister Gro Harlem 
Brundtland: “important Sicp Toward European Eco- 
nomic Space] 

[Text] We took an important step earher this week 
toward the creation of the European Economic Space 
[EES] agreement. The ministers from the six EFTA 
countnes and the 12 EC countries came to an agreement 
on the main clements of an EES agreement. The goal of 
signing the agreement before the end of June 1s thereby 
within reach 

EFTA and the EC set a common goal in 1989: to reach a 
comprehensive cooperative agreement with a common 

set of rules and with the necessary institutronal mecha- 
nisms for the solution of problems. The challenge was 
clear: From | January 1993 the EC will have established 

its inner market which will receive 70 percent of our 

exports. Our businesses and our places of employment 
are dependent on securing admittance to this market. At 
the same time we wish to participate in a broad political 

cooperation in Europe in areas such as the environment, 

research, education, and social matters 

Many held the opinion tt would be impossible to unite 

countries from two so different organizations about such 

ambitious goals. But it 1s possible. A comprehensive set 

of rules 1s taking shape. So are the institutions, a 

common independent court of pustice and a decrsion- 

making process securing cqual influence for all parties 
within the EES. The most difficult problems to solve 

have been the institutional ones. This 1s proncering work 
as regards European cooperation. The pieces are now 

falling into place. This underscores the political wall to 

find a solution on all 18 countries 

Common Court of Justice 

The establishment of an EES court of pustice has been an 
EFTA demand trom the beginning, A comprehensive 
common set of rules demand legal agreements for solving 
disputes and interpreting the rules) Without such 
common rules the stronger parties might take the law 

into their own hands. Then the parties’ political and 

economic weight would be the deciding factor, Thas ts 
not in the Norwegian interest. The EC has now agreed to 
the establishment of a common independent EES court 

The court's decrsions will first and foremost be directed 

toward the EFT A and EC countnes in matters regarding 
interpretations of the EES rules. This part of the court's 

activities 1s on principle no different from the activities 

of the International Court in the Hague 
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The EES agreement will result in a common set of rules 
regulating competition in business all over West Europe. 
Such rules will prevent businesses with a particularly 
strong standing in the market from abusing their posi- 
tion and harming competitors and consumers. The EC 
Commission will ensure that everybody in the EC region 
equally adheres to the rules. The EFTA countries are 
ready to establish a corresponding monitoring institu- 
tion for the EFTA region. Norway will transfer authority 
to this EFTA institution enabling i to ensure that 
Norwegian businesses also follow the rules. If a company 
should want to appeal a decision from an EFTA institu- 
tion, this could be done in an EES court. The court 
would in that case make the final decision between 
businesses and EFTA’s monitoring institution. 

Protection 

A common set of rules is in everybody's interest. Bul 
particular cases might arise in a country making ut 
difficult to live according to the EES rules. We have 
therefore worked to have a suitable protectionary clause 
inserted into the agreement. We have now succeeded in 
this. If serious problems of an economic, social, and/or 
environmental character are about to arise, we can. 
according to our own judgement, set aside the agreed- 
upon commitments. The clause 1s very broadly defined, 
giving us a great deal of flexibility to decide when we 
want to use it. 

From the Norwegian side we have attached great impor- 
tance to having included a direct reference to environ- 
mental concerns. Our endeavor met with success. We 
have thereby helped strengthen the environmental 
aspect of the international commercial rules. 

Influence 

This underlines an important point, we can contribute to 

change only by participating actively in the international 
community. When we began the EES negotiations many 
were worned because the EC's environmental standards 
were far below ours. But during just the two years the 
negotiations have been in progress many of these prob- 
lems have been solved. The EC has in many arcas 
brought their rules up to equal our level. No country in 
Europe wishes to be in last piace on environmental 
issues. On the other hand, if we want to pioneer, we will 
gct nowhere by standing alone. Through participation we 
can set the standards for other. 

Participation in the EES is something quite different 
from EC membership. We cannot expect the right to 
have codetermination in the EC. But in the formulation 
of a new set of rules the experts from the EFTA countries 
will be allowed to partic pate in all areas of EC prepara- 

tory work. This will give us quite a new opportunity for 
influencing the rules that might be in effect in all 18 
countries. The size of the country is not the decisive 
factor here. If we have sensible suggestions, we will have 
every possibility to gather support among the other 
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countries. For a suggestion to become a rule, the resolu- 
tion has to be unanimous. The EC and EFTA as com- 
munities must say yes. For EFTA collectively to agree to 
something, all six countries must agree. We cannot be 
forced to accept a decision against our will. This ensures 
us a real rghit to have a say in matters concerning us 
within the EES. 

Many problems remain unsolved in the EES negotia- 
tions. Among other things no solutions have been found 
to the problem of fishing nghts. This wall demand active 
participation from the Norwegian side in the weeks to 
come. 

But we can already ascertain that all the countnes in 
West Europe want the EES agreement. Our effort 1s 
important for European cooperation. We are creating a 
model that might also be of long-term interest to the new 
democracies in Central and East Europe. The agreement 
1s equally necessary for all the EFTA countries, whether 
they have applied for EC membership or might do so. No 
EFTA country can count on becoming an EC member 
until at the earliest 1995-96. But the inner market will be 
ready from 1993. Therefore it is urgent to get the EES 
agreement in place. We took an important step toward 
this goal Monday night. 

* Intra-Labor Party EC Opposition Discussed 

YIENO621B Oslo AFTENPOSTEN in Norweeian 

3] May 91 p 2 

| Trygve Monsen article “Weak EC Opposition Within 
Labor Party”] 

[text] We will know still more about the Labor Party's 
position on Europe in three weeks. The National Exec- 
utive Committee will then have discussed for two days 

the available information about the EES [European 
Economic Space]. Many also expect the opponents of EC 
membership to stand up. But which one of the oppo- 

nents from within the party will carry on from 1972” 

The old nay-sayers are in any case hoping that nt will not 
be the unknown Inge Staldvik. The slightly better known 
Kristen Nygaard from “No to the EC™ wall not become 
the man to inspire the opponents among the social 

democrats cither. 

The opponents of the EC process have long known that 
the Labor Party will play a key role in Norway's over- 
tures to Europe. That is why i 1s interesting when 
ARBEIDERBLADET addresses the EC opponents from 
1972 and asks them where they stand today. The fight in 
the 90's within the Labor Party will also decide which 
way Norway will go. That is the way i was im 1972. 
Magne Byornerud, at that time secretary om AIK (Labor 
Movement Information Committee against the EC) 
knew this especially well at that time. And he 1s quite 

right when he says to ARBEIDERBLADET “AIK 
ensured the ‘no’ faction’s victory.” 
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The AIK adherents have become doubters today. And 
very few should be surprised that that 1s the way 1 1s 
Some say “well, yes.” others say “yes.” When Rune 
Gerhardsen says on | May that he 1s happiest among 
no-slogans, the nay-sayers keep their fingers crossed 
hoping he will raise the banner in the fight against the 
party. But he does not do that. Other old opponents 
changed their point of view a long time ago. as Environ- 
ment Minister Thorbjorn Berntsen did. Other AIK 
adherents have left their fervent “no” and are awaiting 
the final EES agreement. 

The development in the Labor Party has gotten far along 
in determining how painful the road toward Europe will 
be. The analyses of the inner life of the party will be 
many. Many of the country’s EC opponents rallied 
around the Center Party and the Socialist Lefi Party a 
long time ago. Now only the Labor Party has a shortage 
of proper nay-sayers. 

Opponents within the Labor Party are being sought high 
and low. There are opponents in the labor movement. 
But the old network of EC opponents that split the party 
in two in 1972, 1s gone. Old EC opponents say in a 
sorrowful vowe how unseemly it 1s that Staldvik and 
Nygaard will carry on with the work of the “no” majority 
of 26 September 1972. 

The reality of the Labor Party 1s that Prime Minister Gro 
Harlem Brundtland has been compictely successful on 
her plan to vigorously pursue the goal of securing the 
country a proper EES agreement. With a large majority 
in the Storting behind her, she could take over where the 
Syse government gave up. lt became impossible for the 
opponents of the EC to protest against the plan. Scat- 
tered cries of EES as an in-between position on the road 
to full membership fell to the ground. 

EC opponents outside the Labor Party have surely 
registered the fact that their like-minded fellows within 
the party in power were unable to get together. They 
have surely, in despair, realized that the old alliance 
between the radical forces in the large cities and the 
primary industries no longer 1s very prominent. The 
alliances that were able to muster a majority against the 
EC in 1972. could probably be strengthened, but would 
this be sufficient to uphold another “no”? The opposi- 
tion to Brussels exists within academic circles and 
among public employees, but they do not dominate the 
debate. 

The lackluster mood among the opponents might be 
explained on a psychological level. The old Labor Party 
Youth Organization [AUF] rebel and EC coworent, 
Sissel Ronbeck, surely shares many of her fi. - » . 
sans’ view when beseeching the party to avord «. ay 
price getting into the same problems as in the beginning 
of the 70's. Today's AUF leader, Turd Birkeland, has 
become the driving force behind the idea that the mother 
party needs a proper Europe policy. Even if the AUF 
members for the most part are skeptical of the EC, 
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Birkcland docs not msk dangerous unrest among her own 
troops. What a difference in the AUF of 1991 compared 
to the 1972 group! 

Where will the EC opponents in the Labor Party gather 
if there 1S NO proper spirit in the younger members 
ether” No, ut will not be casy for the EC opponents to 
conquer the Labor Party from wuhin. 

If Norway's EC application appears some time after 
1993. the map of Europe might have been changed even 
more. Easi-West detente has been compicted and East 
Europe 1s tied to the democracies of the West. The 
European Economic Space has become a reality. There 1s 
a pile of applications for EC membership in Brussels. 

Everything today indicates that the country’s largest 
party will gct through its own EC debate safe and sound. 
There are EC opponents within the party. But they are 
no longer threatening and represent no alternative to the 
party leadership. It 1s permissible to be an opponent of 
the EC. This was not the case in 1972. This time a 
maticr-of-fact disagreement will not develop imto a 
cancer 

* Clash in Storting Over EC-EES Issue Foreseen 

YIENOOJTC Oslo AFTENPOSTEN in Norwemian 
31 May Yi p> 

[Geir Salvesen article: “Storting’s Fight Over the EC and 
the European Economic Space” ] 

[text] Today's European Economic Space [EES] debate 
in the Storting will probably be the great foreign policy 
fight this spring. All the EES dissatesfaction within the 
Center Party and Socialist Lefi Party wall be aired before 
the negotiations in Brussels between EFTA and the EC 
enter the final phase. Even if the EES agreement 1s the 
first and foremost one on the agenda, the great debate as 
to EC membership 1s waiting in the wings. A small taste 
of this will probably come today. The Storting will, 
among other things, consider a suggestion by the Con- 
servatives to discuss the alternatives of membership 
The answer will be no—this time. 

Driving Force on the Top 

Within the cabinet, there are several different styles in 
executing Norwegian Europe policy. Prime Minister Gro 
Harlem Brundtland is clearly both producer and 
director. Her vision as to Norway's place mm Europe 
guides the government's policy. She cleared the way for 
the EES process together with Jacques Delors, president 
of the EC Commission, and even if she cannot say so 
plainly for political reasons, she «s of the opinion that 
Norway Cnould become an EC member. She thinks that 
Norway and the other Nordic countries together will 
have real influence im the EC and she carefully links 
Norwegian attitudes to the EC to what the other Nordic 
countries do. This happened first at the Labor Party 
convention last fall. She 1s supported on that philosophy 
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by the Danish publication EL ROPEISK NYHETS- 
BREV. which 1s an organ of the EC Commission. The 
publication writes on its latest rssuc: 

“But st es given that the Nordic countries untied could 
become a very powerful region im the greater Europe 
This might perhaps be the best way to fulfill the vision of 
Nordec cooperation in practice.” 

Trade Minister Eldnd Nordbo 1s the technician of the 
EES process. She has the responsibility for the day- 
to-day negotiations. Beyond that ut 1s difficult to get her 
to put forth her point of view as to the future of Europe 
She has clung to the EES process like a shipwrecked 
person clinging to her raft every time she 1s asked about 
this. Few have any opimon as to where she stands on the 
maticr of membership. but she 1s probably scrious when 

stressing the EES as an independent alternative to the 
EC. Thas 1s still the official attstude within the party. but 
more and more of the leading figures mm the party are 
discarding this attitude, and now regard EES as an 
intermediate position before EC membership as the final 
stop. This approach will probably be central to today’s 
debate mn the Storting 

Invisible Stoltenberg 

There 1s no dow as to Stoltenberg’s position. He rs a 
fervent EC adherent and has been so the whole tome. But 
he has been invisible during the EES process. so omy sible 
that people in Brussels have started asking whether 
Thorvald has been muzzicd by the prime minister. He 
was totally overshadowed by the trade minister at the 

last cabinet meeting between EFT A and the EC. om tact a 
was so obvious that people took note of 1. Some of the 

imvisibility might be caused by the division of labor. The 
feminine duo Brundtland-Nordbo takes care of Europe 
and the EES. while Stoltenberg takes care of the rest of 
the world. Other foreign ministers within EFT A. how. 
ever, are much more aggressive in more comprehensive 
issues than he 1s. This concerns not only membership. 
but the plans for a political umon, for a common 
European defense policy. for Norwegian participation in 
the West-European] Union, and for where the EES 
belongs mm this picture 

Joint Soviet Radioactivity Measurements Discussed 

VIP OU384A Oslo AF TENPOSTEN in Norwoman 

12 Jun 91 p S6 

[Rune Indroy article “Radioactivity To Be Measured 
Jointly] 

[Excerpt] Norwegian and Sovect research workers will 
work together to measure radroactivity on the northern 
areas) The equipment and the measurements will be 
coordinated to increase their usefulness 

As carly as August four Norwegian research workers will 
be guests aboard the research vessel Academician Bors 

Petrov. In the course of a few days the Marine Research 
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Inststute of Bergen and the Vernadsky Insinute of 
Moscow have agreed to a most unusual point proyect 

The research vessel came to Bergen last week so that 
membcrs of the crew could partucipate in a conference on 
Chernobyl. Contact with Norwegian marine researchers 
was quickly established and yesicrday morning they 
called a joint press conference to announce what will 
happen 

“We look upon this as a fantastxc opportunity to gather 
accurate information on the situation im the northern 
area. The vessel 1s specially constructed for measuring 
radioactivity. The goal 1s. among other things. to be able 
to go along into Sovect territory to see the situation 
there.” Lars Foyn tells AFTENPOSTEN. He os the 
director of the chemical oceanography section at the 

Marine Research Institute 

The last days have been used among other things to 
exchange data and become more familiar with cach 
other's equipment. The vessel 1s very well equipped to 
perform the necessary measurements. The first jount 
crurse 1s bound for the area south of Bear Island im two 
months. The purpose 1s to measure possible radioac- 
tivity from the Sovict submarine Komsomolcts which 
sank a couple of years ago. [passage omitted] 

Dispute Over Northern Boundary Line Discussed 

VIP OU38S 1 Oslo AFTENPOSTEN in Norecman 

“Jun Yi ps 

[Morten Fyhn article: “Only Line of Demarcation Agree- 
ment om the North” ] 

[Text] The Norwegian-Sovect “three-fourths” agreement 
on the line of demarcation refers first and foremost to 
the we-<covered sea territory furthest to the north The 

final battle remains to be fought on fishing and the 
presumed large and usable ol and gas sources close to 
the mainland coast 

L'ntel Mikhail Gorbachey turned up mn Osio, the Norwe- 
gian authorities were not very enthusiastic about saying 

anything at all about how far the negotiations on the line 
of demarcation had really come. But when the Nobel 
Peace Prize winner surprised his hosts by saying three- 

fourths of the problem has been solved, this was wmme- 
diately confirmed by Prime Minister Gro Harlem 
Brundtland. She had not intended to go into thes in 
public 

In the wake of thes new information, many questions 

arise which no one on the Norwegian side wants to 
answer. Firstly, which portion of the long boundary linc 
it os that there 1s agreement on, and sccondly, and most 
importantly. how large of a part of the disputed arca docs 

cach party get” 

Ft nermous Sea Territory 

The disputed sca territory—that 1s to say the arca 
between the Norwegian center line and the Sovict sector 
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lune—has for vears been sand to amount to 155.(k#) 

square meters. But, om reality. that 1s only the part whack 

actually bes nm the Barents Seca nsclf, Gradually. as the 
negotiations have progressed. the partics have calculated 
it more Closely and found out that there 1s an additional 
21.00) square kilometers of we-<covered sca territory 
north of Svalbard 

In total the Norwegian-Sovict boundary negotiations 
concer an cnormous arca of 176.000 square kilometers 
m all. Gorhachey’s formulation of the three-fourths 
agreement means. therefore. that the partics are now 
disputing 44.000 square kilometers of sea territory 

Fishing, Oil and Gas 

APTENPOSTEN has reason to beleve that thes arca 
that which hes closest to the two countries mamland 

coasts. That ss especially where both countries have large 
fisheng interests. That 1s also where of 1s thought that 
large quantities of onl and gas resources le hidden on the 
shelf, resources which with today’s technology could be 
explorted) Drilling beneath we belongs to the future 
Sumply stated. one can say that the closer to the coast onc 

comes. the more difficult 4 will be for Norway and the 
Sovect U mon to come to an agreement 

Autumn |958—alter then Prime Minister Nikolay 
Ry zhkov's unsuccessful visit om January—the Soviet 
| meron for the first tome moved from the pronceple that 

the lone of demarcation would have to be drawn 
according to the so-called sector principle. But thes 
Soviet cxapression of willingness to compromrse referred 

only to the area furthest to the north and not to that om 

the Barents Sea rtself. Thes Sovict lead meant that the 
partecs were in agreement on eight percent of the total 
disputed area 

In the last few years the negotiators have been very busy 
drawing lines on the map. and that has enabled them to 
progress from an cight to a 7S-percent agreement But 25 
percent still remains, and thes sea territory's segnificance 

can be assumed to be far greater than its percentage of 
the total 

lt nhaown \ aluc 

A tg problem is that newther Norway nor the Soviet 
1 meen really knows for certain what nches le hidden on 

the bottom One can have a preconceived notion of 
where the most promising formations are found. but that 
is all on the contrary. one knows fairly much about the 

trsheng resources, which both countries place great sig- 
nifmance on 

When Mibhail Gorhaches and Gro Harlem Brundtland 

speak of “three-fourths” agreement. it says nothing 
about the partes: percentage portion of the arca Sumply 

put. these 176.000 square kilometers could be divided 

inte two equal portrons, and that would be the linc But 
ites mot that wmple It makes a tig difference whether 
the allotted SO percent les mainly on the aorth of on the 
south 
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There 1s reason to belreve that the Sovect LU nson wath ots 
deviation trom the sector line especially om the north 

expects to gct a beticr deal mm the south for ms demands 
Theoretically. thes could lead to Norway getting 6) 
percent of the total. whole the Sovect Unson’s 40 peroent 
*s far more wnteresteng from the port of vecw of natural 
resources, om any case. mm the loresecable future 

These are some of the probiematx stands which compl- 
cate the concluwon of the ncgotiatrons. Others are the 
tradithonal Sovect arguments over siratcgn micrests. a 
longer stretch of coastlnc, a large populatron m the 

north. and a tar larger coonomax presence 

Sweden 

* Arms Industry Ut ader Pressure To Restructure 

VIE NOOTS 1 Sta dtodm DIGENS NUHETER 

m Saedoh 10 11 Way ol 

[Jan Kallman article “Weapons not a Sure Thing” 
followed by entervecw with Anders G. Carlberg. man- 

aging director of Nobel Indusines, by Jan Kallman 
“Cooperaton Is Salvaton” first two paragraphs of 
artnle and terst four paragraphs of imtervicw are 

DAGENS NYHETER introduction] 

]10 May pp C14 2] 

[Text] The world’s defense indusiry 1s on the midst of 
painful cuthacks and adaptations. Despite the war mm the 
Persian Gulf, the United States 1s continuing to trim its 
detense spending. In Europe. the military mdusiry 1s 
trying to find new crvehan customers. In Sweden, impa- 

tent arms manufacturers are awaiting political dec- 
SHOMS 

In a number of artecles. DAGENS NYHETER wll 
describe the restructuring of the world’s defense 
industry We begin with Sweden 

During the 1980's. the Swedish defense industry 
invesied 4 tilhon kronor of development moncy im 

varrous propects whech have not yet entered mass pro- 
duction The firms are warting for permission to produce 
several of the world’s most advanced weapons 

“| thenk that « unfortunate What 1 amounts to 1s the 

destruction of capital, There must be something wrong 
mm long-range planning My hope rs that the propects well 

be completed If we are goung to invest so much moncy 
there must be some purpose to a And the weapon 
systems are needed by the military.” says War Materiel 
Inspector Sven Hirdman 

In the Swedish defense industry. there 1s growing impa- 
tence over the fact that umportant political decrwons 

affecting its future are beng delayed 

bor one thong. a proposed new law on arms caports 1s to 

he subrmetied thes fall And om 199). the Armed Forces 
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plan for the next five years will be submitted Those 
crents well determine the crentation and size of the 
Swedish defense indusin 

But even before those decrsons are made. the defense 
industry preparing for leancr temes involving fewer 
government orders and a tough cxaport market The firms 
are looking for international partners to cooperatc with 
Al the same lume. restructuring 1s gomng on mn Sweden 

Jobs Threatened 

Swedish Ordnance (the jornt venture between state- 
owned FFV [National Defense Industries] Ordnance and 
Nobel) one cxample. That firm will present its ratio- 
nalizatron plan in May and June. Production by units of 
the two former firms 1 now being combined and cut 
back. The same ss true of ther marketing departments 
and head offices 

lt «s not clear how many of the group's current 6.600 
employees will be affected. Activity 1s now spread among 
several towns on central Sweden. where jobs are threat- 
ened. The first decisions on rationalization will be 
announced on 15 May. And a month later. all the 
divissons will have thew answer 

The most sensitive question concerns the production of 
weapons and ammunition im Karlskoga. where there are 
3,600 employees. The production of guns. howrzers. 
and so on 1s not a big priority with the politicians. That 
activity has therefore been surviving on the big order 
from India mm recent years. Without a continuation of 
that order, there will be cuthacks 

There 1s considerable excess capacity as far as ammun- 
thon 1s concerned. Bul production 1s a priority. In a war 
situation or mm the event of a blockade, Sweden must be 
self-sufficrent. That « why production will continuc. 
although at a slower pace 

But the Swedish defense industry of the future will find 
itself occupying less and less space mm the field of trad- 
tonal war materiel! production. Its efforts mm the arca of 
guns and tanks, for example, will be replaced by imports 
to whech secret Swedish electronics will be added Coop- 
eration between Swedish and forcign firms rs increasing 
But wcapon platforms and weapon sysiems will keep 
their Swedish profile 

Technology I vchange 

Several Swedish defense firms are already cxachanging 
technology with other countries. Ericsson, for example. 
1S Carrying Out a radar proyect with Norway, Kockums is 
mvolved im building submarines im Austraha, and the 
JAS aircraft contains a large amount of foreign tech- 
nology. Among other things, its engine will be supplied 
by General Electric of the United States 

Electronics also has high priority. It will become mecreas- 
ingly sophisticated and increasingly wmportant The war 
in the Persian Gulf seemed to mark the breakthrough for 
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superciectronx weapons. But they have long been a 
feature of the Swedish defense industry. whech 1s far out 
m front mm that respect 

One cxample ss the TSA (heavy guided ai-to-surtace 
weapon). which 1s currently under development by Saab 
Missiles in Linkopong. That mussile wenghs 740 kilo 
grams and automatically homes on large targets at sea or 
on land with the help of Amik (automatec target recog. 
nition). it has a range of 40 kslometers. 

Missile production at Saab Missiles illustrates several of 

the problems cxrsting im the Swedish defense industry 
Development costs are enormous. They cannot be borne 
by mndivedual firms. At the same tome. the firms must 
have orders from the Swedish Armed Forces if they are 
to begin mass production and thus be able to export 

“Things look lean on the order side at the moment. After 
1 July we will have nothing. We must get some kind of 
program to gct us through the winter while we wart for 
long-term decisions to be made. Otherwise we will lose 
qualified people here We have 40 devclopment cng)- 
neers who might disappear.” says Jan Hammarsirom. 
managing director of Saab Mussiles. 

In cooperation with Swedish Ordnance’s Missile Divi- 
sion, Saab Missiles also produced the Siri homing 
antitank mortar bomb. it cost 600 millon kronor to 
develop. Saab Missile had hoped to have an order for 
mass production already. But that order cannot arrive 
until after the 199) defense decision 1s reached 

The proposed new guidelines for arms cxaports will be 
crucial to the Swedish defense indusiry’s opportunities 
for going abroad both to develop and to manufacture 
products 

A decison on new rules 1s a very hot political msuc 
Swedish firms will have difficulty finding cooperation 
partners if our current cxport rules remain im effect 
Hardly any foreign firm is goung to undertake a project 
with Swedish firms when it knows there will be strong 
restrictions on sales to third parties 

“We are looking for a partner enther mm the United Mates 
or mm Great Britain so we can develop the TSA. We 
expect to be able to present a concept thes fall. It will be 
a test of the politicians’ views on international coopera- 
von,” says Jan Hammstrom [variation om spelling of 
name as given) 

Fapensive Projects 

The TSA and Strix are only two of many very capensive 
development proyects in the Swedish defense mdusiry 
which have not yet entered mass production. (thers are 
Ericsson's PS-890 flying radar, a bomb pod for the JAS 
combat plane. and Bofors’ Bonus howitzer shell. In all, 4 
tilhon kronor have been sunk into about 10 propects 

Kockums mn Malmo has spent a great deal to develop the 
Stirling engine for its submarines. That engine 1s pow- 
ered by pure oxygen in a closed system. The submarine’s 
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endurance underwater rs thereby increased considerably 
Now the company wants to equip Sweden's new A-19 
submarine class with Sturling engines 

“But the Navy has not done anything to add that to is 
order becanse ut can't afford to. We are having trowbic 
exportong the Sterling engine. The reason is simple. 
When we tell how good 1 1s, our Customers just wonder 
why the Swedish Armed Forces have not bought 11.” says 
Pert: Kennunen, Kockums’ marketing director 

Despite a number of dark clouds mm the sky, the Swedish 
defense industry cannot be described as an indusiry om 
crises. Its range of products—everything from gun- 
powder to combat planes—will remain even if ut os 
restructured and grows smalicr. 

But the political decrssoms regarding the Swedish mil- 
tary 's need for materiel will decode the mssuc mm the end 
As a result of shrinking orders, the most dramatic 
scenario may be that the defense industry will be forced 
to choose between producing subsystems as a subcon- 
tractor and abandoning most of is activity. 

The conflect in the Persian Gulf showed that future wars 
will move more and more quickly. The need for mobulity 
and command systems will grow, as will the ability to 
protect oneself im various ways. Production m those 
areas will be given priority. 

In the case of the Swedish defense indusiry, «1 1s also a 
matter of shifting into crvihan production. That will be 
difficult for the traditronal war materne! industry. but 
casicr om the case of clectromics, which 1s a high-priority 
area 

And Saab’s Aviation Division 1s on the mght path. Its 
civihan sales already account for 68 percent of the total. 
Hopes are being placed im the Saab-2000. delivenes of 
whech well start mm 1993 

The boundary between civilian and military electronics 
1S a Vague one. Radar and air traffic contro! systems are 
two cxamples of products which were produced for 
military use but which can be used mm civihan life 
Among other things. Saab Combitech has produced an 
altumeter for Rb-15 murssiles that 1s also used on super- 
tankers. Bofors Electronics wants to set up the Swedish 
Civil Aviation Administration's air traffic contro! 
system 

Defense Industry | mploy ment 

Below are the employment figures for the Swedish 
defense industry by type of product and company 

Weapon systems and ammunition Swedish Ordnance 

6.706. and Saab Missiles: $21 

Weapon platforms: Saab Aviation Division: 3,000. Karl- 
skrona Shipyard: 700. Kockums 800, and Hagglunds 
Vehicle: 690 
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Electronas: BAAB-SA Tech: 600. Encsson Defense Sys- 
tems: 2.475. Bofors Electrons 1,680. Saab Instru- 
ments: $40. and Saab Traming: 230. 

Other (asrcrafi engines): FF Acrotech: 2.350. and Volvo 
Acraft Engine Company: 1.300 

Total defense industry employment: 21.592 

[11 May pp C12) 

“International cooperation ms a prerequisite if the 
Swedish defense industry 1s to survive om the long run.” 

That ss Anders G. Cartberg’s assessment of the industry 
m which he has worked since 1985. That was the year 
when he became managing director of Nobel Indus- 
trvcs—the group which has been Sweden's largest 
weapon manulfacturcr through the years. 

The Nobel chemical firm's defense component has 
grown considerably smalicr, however, partly as a result 
of the establishment of Swedish Ordnance, which took 
over the manufacture of missiles, ammunition, and 
weapons. Nobel and the FFV [National Defense Indus- 
trees] cach own half of Swedish Ordnance. Anders G. 
Cartberg «s a member of the newly established firm's 
board of directors 

“Finding foreign cooperation partners 1s a necessity for 
the Swedish defense industry mm the long term. If that 
does not happen, | belheve that we will phase out a large 
portion of our defense indusiry I behewe there are arcas 
we could not afford to keep.” says Anders G. Cartberg 

[Kallman] Which areas’ 

{( artherg] lt would be a shame to single owl any parti- 
ular ones 

But even Europe's tig countries cannot afford the cos 
today. They are jommng together m development 
proyects. Varrous consicilations have emerged om which 
everything from arrcrafi to missiles and clectronics has 
been discussed. If we want to keep a Swedish defense 
industry, we will have to find ways that are politically 
acceptable That requires changes on Swedish legrslation 
and om the way ot ns viewed 

[Kallman] Would Swedish membership om the EC also 
change the picture” 

[C artherg] If Sweden draws closer to the EC. that will 
necessary have effects on the defense industry as well It 

18 possible to umagine increased cooperation on develop- 
ment projects. It 1s a matter of finding ways of downg that 
rather than changing the export rules 

[Kallman] So the problem 1s not development but future 
sales, wnt that meh” 

[Cartberg) Ves. the tough question 1s how thers materi! 
should be used and who should be allowed to buy Ht once 
it 1s developed. The only thing | can thenk of 1s that the 
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conditions should cxrst for finding solutvons that seem 
reasonabic both to Sweden and to the other country 

[Kaliman] is that a sensitive polsecal nsuc” 

[( artberg] There 1s pustsfication for the defense industry 
only if Sweden buys from 1. nn Sweden docs not do so 
the Swedish defense industry cannot hive just On CAporis 

The chowe for Sweden that between rctamong a 
Swedish defense indusiry by finding various ways of 
cooperating with defense indusinecs outside Swcden and 
not retaming a Swedish mndustry at all mm certian arcas 

[Kallman] What about ownership” 

[C arlberg] | also feel that thought must be given to the 
ownership of the defense industry We must comseder 
whether a Swedish defense firm will be allowed to own 
stock om a foreign defense firm and vie versa 

[Kallman] What 1s your own opimon” 

{€ artberg] Absolutely yes 

{[Kaliman| Must the Swedish defense indusiry be restruc - 
tured mm several arcas” 

[¢ artberg] | beheve that Sweden 1 too wall to have. for 

crxample, two separate missile companns That has 
always been my has view In the long run. we cannot 
afford two missile manufacturers (Saab Missiles and 
Swedish Ordnance's Missile Div esson) 

[Kallman] When Swedish Ordnance was estabinshed 
Nobel held on to its electronics operation. did t not” 

[( artberg] There were two reasons for that (ine was that 
coordimation in the defense arca was the respomsibelity of 
the Kartshoga units and FFV Cirdnance There «as no 
coordmnateron with the FEV om the area of clectronns It 

had no clectronecs on thes arca The other reason was that 

there would have been a tremendous imbalame in size 

between us and the FEN if electronics had been im luded 

[Kallman] ( an you expand further om the arca of molitary 
electrons’ 

[¢ artherg] We have no plans to do w Bul we have a beg 
backlog of orders that will lawt four years First we mest 
meet our large commitments to Sweden and Austraha 
The orders covering clectromecs for Austraha’s and New 
7ecaland’s trgates alone are worth betwoen | 5 bullron 
and 2 tilhon kronor 

{[Kaliman] Is a continuation of the howrnzer order tor 

Indes crucial to the future of Swedish (rdnance” 

[€ arthberg) That 1s a question for Swedish (irdnance But 
as tts Owners, we hope of will be succewtul with that | 
thenk of well Cywsously every order ms emportant If the 

order « continued, Swedish Ordnance can echoome a 
with great satrsfaction 
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[Kallman] What 1 your comment on the fact that the 
dctense industry in Swcden has unvesied 4 billion kronor 

mn development projects that have not yet cnicred mass 
production” 

|C ariberg) That may be duc to changing prioritics im the 
meantime, lower budgets. or the fact that technology has 
moved om a different direction. There are various rea- 
sons 

But real mass production of the kund that one finds m 
civehan mndusiry docs not canst on the military wide. Here 
we are dealing with sophestecated materiel which 

produced mm small quantitecs 

But at the same tome. | would bhke to say that we m 
Sweden have the ability to dev clop advanced matcrial at 

how CoM 

There are highly qualified people mn the defense industry 
Moreover. there 1s Close Cooperation between customer 

and supplier 

In a situation of long-term Cooperation. the customer can 
make demands and be very specific about them 

|[Kaliman| How will the Swedrsh defense industry look 
10 vears from now” 

|( artherg] 1 beleve that om the final analysis. the polits- 

cams and we citizens want to have a competent defense 

mdustry on Sweden. But « well shremk and will contenuc 

to caret only om certamn priority areas. Electronics will be 
a high preority om that respect 

lt 5 also powwble to do more restructuring within cach 
field of know ledge 

We cannot have several Swedish firms competing 
domestically for the Swedish customer The competition 
must be between Sweden and the rest of the world We 

will have a very advanced defense mdusiry with the 
forcygn cooperation that will become possible thanks to 

our Closet relations with the EC. fend of interview] 

Nobel Industries in 1990 

In 1990 Nobel Indusines had total sales of 26,199 
milhon kronor and a net profit after financial costs of 

1.037 muthon kronor lt had 26.654 employees 

(4 those totals, its defense materiel operatrons 

accounted for the following sales: 5.627 millon kronor 
net profit after financial costs: 262 mulhon kronor, and 

number of employees 6.691 

Followeng the transfer of its gun messile, ammunitron 
and cxplowves operations on Karlshoga and Lindesberg 
to Swodrsh Cirdnance. the company's remaiming arca of 

activity begenning in 1991 —defemse clectronis—has 

wales of ahowt | 9 biolhon kronor and employs 2.800 

people 
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* SDP LU sing Tax Issue To Split Opponents 

VIE NOOSE Stix dholm DIGENS NUHETER 

in Swedish 23 May V1 p 8 

[Ake Ekdahl article: “Intrigucs Around the Valuc- Added 
Tax, Socsal Democrats Try To Spit the Nonsoccalests 
Before and After the Electron”) 

[Text] It os not certam that a cut in valuc-added tas on 
food will take place at the turn of the year Regardless of 
what the government promises today. the msuc well 
ultumately be decided after the chectron thrs tall 

The Center Party and the Social Democrats have turned 
the valuc-added tax on food mto a first-rate clectron 

msuc. Hf the SDP [Social Democrat Party) wens. there 
will be lower valucd-added tas on food If the nonsacsal- 

sts wen, there well be civil war om the nonsocialest camp 

Lower valuc-edded tax on food « popular with the 
comumers. In the politicians strategn delberateons. 
however, cheaper food ms of lew mmportance What ns 

important 1s how the preces are moved about om the gare 
of tactecal mmtrigucs before the clectron 

Took a Risk 

According to imtormation available to DAGENS 
NYHETER. a carctully descuwed evaluation was made 

at the Finance Minesiry that reduced valuc-added tas on 

food would force the nonsacsalrsts to act as presumptive 
government partics mm the clecthon campagn (Clot 
Johansson would be allowed to act as an aspereng 
member of government and opposition politician at the 

same time 

Thies was werghed against a calculated rk that moenesters 
who had long opposed the valuc-added proposal might 

be accused of populrwm and wend vane politics 

Ingvar ( artsson, who according to the opmmon polls rrsks 
losing the power of government thrs fall, has thus planted 
the seed for a nonsocialist spit even before the clectron 
How delicous for Ingvar ( arisson that he succeeded m 
separat*ng out cven the fourth intended governing party 
KDS [Chrestian Democratic Social Party} 

veneson says that he must consull hes party cxccu- 

matics today. Thursday. concerning the further 
‘» f ADS 

Ul... sow the government's valuc-added game has only 
meant an capresson of dewre to lower the valuc-added 
tax on food by 7 percent and ict the other valuc-added 
tax remain at 25 percent. The week before medsumeme;r, 

at the party leadership mecting in Linkoping, the detarls 
are to be given om a Law Council report According to 
practice, tax proposals are wwwally cxamened by the 
high-rankeng jurists of the Law ( ouncsl 

Clear Decision Required 

After that. the government can submit a draft in August 
on which the newly clected Riksdag must take a positron 
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Now thengs are gctteng hot for the nonwxsalets A 
credible government altcrnative mecevilatics a clear 
answer on the valuc-added tas on food. Al icaut that well 
be what Ingvar Carlson well push for at the clectron 
rales 

The mswe of valucadded tax on food canna remam 
unsolved when a nomocialist govermment takes over It 
must be included im the government declaration ( art 
Bildt has called thes situation a nearly unsotuble equation 
with four unknown factors 

The moment of truth will come om the clection Should 
one retram from forming a three-party of four-party 

government, or find a compromrnc” 

Others Can Take Over 

li +s of no help to a nonsocialest govermment to withdraw 
the Socual Democratn bell That well autormatecally 
trigger the night to introduce bills om the Riksdag Then 
the valuc-added tas could styl be passed with a maporrty 

of SDP. V [Left Party), perhaps MP [Environment 
Party} and powihly ADS 

The Center Party as a governing party could mamtam 

that the majority which cxrsts om the Reksdag for already 
submitted bills could be used regardicss of the coler of 

the governmment 

There are cxaamples of other cxrsteng mayoriiies across 
the bloc boundary which provede stability for decrsoms 
achreved by compromise between SDP and FP [L sberal 
Party] on tax reform, SDP-M [Conservatives] on the 
refugee policy, SDP-FP-M on the Oresund bridge. SDP- 
FP (Center Party] on energy and SDP-FP-M4 on the 
European policy. © why not SDP on the valuc-added 
tas on food” 

Rephed \ agucly 

Ings ar ( arlsson has repled vagucty to questions of when 
the bill emaght be submitted. before of after the clectron 
If he chooses to wart and loses the power to govern, the 
possibulety remains for a majority of parties which sup- 

port the value-added tas on food. SDP. C. V or MP. to 
reevaluate the rsuc on ther own mmetsative in parhamen- 

lary Committees 

A parhamentary majority would then once again force a 

nonsacialist government into such a painful defeat rght 
at the start. that 1 could scarcely avord demanding a vote 
of confidence 

Thus. the Socual Democrats hawe succeeded m thew 

miention to split the somsecsalrsts even before the chex 

tron thes fall. It 1 an act whech om ots Clewerness bears the 

destenct emprint of Ingvar ( arieson 
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* Ceoverament (Against forcing Rehaberg Guidelines 

* White Collar Rejection 

VIE NOOI91 Seattle DIGENS NIUHETER 
m Seadeh 15 Var Gi pc 

;Ewa Stenberg artacle: “Trades Reject Final Proposal] 

[Teat] The Sweedrsh Industrial Salaried Emplovees Asso- 

csateon [Sef] and the Civel Engineers’ Assocsation [CF] on 
Twesday reyected the final proposal of the Rehnberg 
mediators Thes threatens to foul the govermment's hopes 
for a stabulizing agreement across-the-board for the 
entire labor force 

(9m Tuesday the settlement commission. under the lead 
erstup of Berth Rehnberg. layed ots fina! proposal before 

Saf [Swedish Employers Organizatron), Sof, and CF. Saf 
[Swedish Employers Association) answered affirma- 
trvely. but the mdustrial salaned emplovees of Sif and 
the crvel engeneers of CF would not accept the mediators 

stipulation that local acgotiations showld only occur 
withen a given framework and only of both partecs m a 

companys agree to i 

Suf's choct negotiator Stig Ablen cxaplains 

“We have to reyect « because the offer docs not guar 

antec the night to local negotiations ~ 

Impertan! \greement 

As a comegucnce, the attempt to reach a stabvlizatron 

agreement tor the entere labor force collapsed The 
gov croment attached great ugnificance to an agreement 

between Sof and Saf 

Sof and ( F are now hoping to gct a better agreement than 
the mediators offer through local ncgotiatrons “Such 

kcal agreements threaten the government's chances to 

reduce inflaton and unemployment by means of a 
Matihzatron agreement tor the entere work force.” sand 

Labor Moenimter Mona Sahin as recently as a week and a 
half ago She fears that a few inflated local agreements 
can lead to other labor umons revoking then stabuliza- 
ron agreements and demanding more moncy 

if the government m serous about is threat to pul 
throwgh a compulsory law against the holdowts. of has 

tome betwcen now and 15 June when the Rekedag takes 
ts summer recess Should the government mtroduce a 
compulsory law of thes type. & would affect up to a 

mithon employees 

“ht would be fanrer for the government to mtroduce a 
compulsory law The statulization agreement is ther 
mvention, which they are attempting to make us take 
respomsitulnty for.” sand Lars Hellman. chanrman of the 
Swedish L mon of Commercial Employees (HTF) 

Demanding More 

HT? +s also preparing steclf now for local negotiations 

(mn Tuesday a directive for a meeting with an 
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ombudsman was msucd. and today Wednesday « ns 
expected that the clubs well requcst local aegotsatrons 

Commercial employees well demand wage mcrcases of 

4-5 percent. which 1s more than the Rehnberg C ommues- 
sson proposed 

“LT understand the commercial emplovees’ bitterness. but 
will nevertheless urge you to approve an agreement 

withon the framework of the Rehnberg Commrsson's 
agreement — 

Thes was the message Stig Malm. LO [Trade U mon 
Federation} chanrrman. delivered on Tucsday to the angry 

delegates of the Swedrsh Commercial Emplovees Asso- 
Clbon congress 

The Commercial Employees’ Association has already 
declared itself ready to adopt combative measures on 

order to get a menemum wage clause] TRANSLATIONN®] 
mm its agreement with the Commercial Employers (rga- 
mation, HAO 

* Law idea Abandoned 

VIE NO6I9R Sex dhboldee DOGENS NVHETER 

m Suedsh IS Vay Yi pc 3 

[Ewa Stenberg article “Sablon Says No to Wage Law 
Employers Orgamization Crcts Responsitility for Low- 
Csaems Agreement] 

[Text] The government well not introduce a wage law 
Instead. the labor menrster vs laying the entire respons- 
bility for produceng a stabulization agreement on Sal 
[Seedish Emplovers Organization} 

“Now they have to be shown that they are not post a 
political advocacy orgamization but also an employers 
orgamzation which means what says” sand Mona 
Sablon om an interview woth DAGENS NYHETER 

(in Friday afternoon the government discussed the col- 
lapse of the mediation negotiations betwcen the Swedish 
Industrial Salaned Employees Association [Sif] and Saf 
concerning the stabilization agreement Earher plans to 
mtroduce a wage law whech would compel the recalc- 
trant private-sector salaned workers, commercial and 

transportation workers to accept the Rehnberg agrec- 
ment 

Assess Damages 

“We will not mtroduce any new legrlation. The reason 
berg that we deem it empossible to pct more moncy oul 
of the local negotiatooms than the stabilization agreement 

can offer The government. employers. and 7S percent of 
the emplovees concur om then emterests and that will 

decide the msuc sand Menrster Sabin trramphantly 

‘Saf began eith exceptionally clear guidelines to compa. 

mcs NOt to pay more than the stabulization agreement 

The emplovers avsociatron has. mm addition. the oppor- 

tunity to assess damages on compatics which pay more 
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Saf 1s taking on a large responsibility now, and I feel 
confident that they can fulfill 4." she said and added: 

“Companies know also that 75 percent of employees 

already have a stabilization agreement. If the companies 
give in, all of these will feel they have the mght to 
demand the same wage increases.” 

Sahlin’s Warning 

An additional argument for companies not to raise wages 

and prices 1s the linkage of the krona to the EC value of 
the ECU [European Currency Unit], Governments can 
no longer use devaluation to extricate business from a 

CTNSIs. 

Often throughout the Spring. both the labor minister and 
the finance minister declared that no employee group 
could put anything past the Regnberg group's wage 
proposal. In a DAGENS NYHETER interview, just two 
weeks ago. Mona Sahlin warned against allowing pri- 
vate-sector salaried employees to negotiate wages on the 

local level 

“I know that the economy 1s such that many companies 

do not have the means to pay high wage increases. But 

not all businesses are dowung badly. And we have seen 

during the 1980's that if some companies introduce 
higher wages. the others follow quickly mn order to hold 

on to their labor force.” she said 

Losing Their Jobs 

“I hope that industrial salaried emplovees are not con- 

templating becoming suicide pilots and unleashing such 

a process. It will lead to their members losing their yobs.” 
said Sahlin 

Two weeks later the minister has changed her mind and 
iS hoping that the normally il-tempered critics within 

Saf will drive through the stabilization agreement, so 
essential to Social Democratic economic policy 

* Johansson’s Stand Attacked 

VIE NOOI90 Stockholm DAGENS NYVHETER 

im Swedish 17 May ¥l p 2 

|Unatinbuted editornal: “All Spring”) 

{Text} All spring Center Party leader, Olof Johansson 
has been praised by the prime monster and finance 

minister because he professed to want to pul government 

might behind the Rehnberg agreement. Now that the 
issuc has come to a head. it turns out that he 1s rejecting 

the compulsory law, and on the contrary, envisions using 
taxes as a pressure tactic, The state should threaten to 

take away the cost-of-living allowance from the income 

tax scale 

Olot Johansson could, by this move, put through approx- 

imately the tax scale the Center Party has always wanted 

for other reasons. The vast majority within the employee 

collective that said no to the Rehnberg agreement 1s 
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found in a salary bracket which would not be touched by 

the threat the Center Party leader wants to level against 
them. They are the commercial, transportation, and 
office workers within industry and trade. His proposal is 
meaningless. He merely wished to pose as a heavyweight 
in the matter of the agreement 

Basically st 1s a good thing that there will be no compul- 
sory law. Even Olof Johansson could have said that from 
the beginning. The politician from the Center Party 1s as 
convoluted and hollow as a macaroni noodic 

* Environment Party Congress Sets Platform 

* Personal Feuds Continue 

YIENOGIOA Stockholm DAGENS NYHETER 

in Swedish 11 May Yl pil 

{Kaa Eneberg article: “Temporary Truce Welcomed by 

All] 

[ Text) Ostersund (TT }—Peace and a calm working aimo- 
sphere. at least until the election 1s over, are things that 

the Environment Party can probably count on now that 
the 10th party congress, worned by dangerously low 

public opimon ratings. has given the temporary leader- 

ship group the green light to take command 

That was the general reaction at the continuing congress 

in Ostersund on Friday. One chastened veteran sand that 

there was finally a truce between “the old fundamental- 

ists and the realists.” 

The two former spokespersons, Eva Goes and Ragnhild 
Pohanka—veterans and “fundamentalists” who were 

defeated in their criticrsm of the leadership group—told 
DAGENS NYHETER somewhat doggedly that they 

were laying down their weapons for the time being and 
would continue to work for the issues they were inter. 

ested in 

Domeij Pleased 

Asa Dome. the party's big name and its capert on 

agriculture, 1s keeping a deliberatcly low protile and 

fitted out in jycans, slipping unnoticed in and out of the 

assembly hall at the People’s Palace. She has energet: 

cally tended off all attempts to ect her to run as a 

candidate opposing the two spokespersons, Jan Axelsson 

and Margareta Cissclberg 

She told DAGENS NYHETER on Friday that she was 
very pleased to have the backing of a united team in 

coming up with realistic wording for the clectron man 
festo that will be adopted by the congress on Saturday 

evening 

The changes involve a further increase in parents insur 

ance and the statutory right to a 20 or 40-hour workweck 

that 1s promised in the draft 
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She said, “The economic situation 1s so tight that 11 1s not 
responsible to go into the campaign promising reforms 
which, for economic reasons, 1 will be impossible to 

carry out later.” 

She referred to internal estimates saying that at best, 1 
would be possible to shave two hours off the workweek 
over a three-year penod 

Asa Dome, who had carher threatened to resign when 
conditions in the party were at their messiest—there 
were many who spoke from the rosirum with its dande- 
hon emblem about an acute crisis last winter—is not 
concealing her delight over the decision by the congress 
to support the leadership group. 

“Clearly. that was the most important decision at the 
congress,” she says 

Election Manifesto 

Another important decision will be made on Saturday 

evening. That 1s when the delegates will vote on the 
election manifesto. She 1s a little worrned about how the 
vote will go. The draft was drawn up by the elected 
Political Committee (PU }—a fact that bothers those who 

feel that the leadership group has seized power 

“It 1s emportant that we behave realistically and that we 

be able to crase all the old prejudices against us.” she 
Says 

Ragnhild Pohanka and Eva Goes are less pleased. But 
they both deny having had ambitions of their own to be 

part of the leadership group. They insist that the 
appointment of the leadership group is a threat to 

democracy, but they now promise to forget the quarrel! 

at least until the clection 1s over 

“| spoke my piece at yesterday's session and am not 

going to say any more publicly. no matter what Birger 

Schlaug calls me.” said Eva Goes, alluding to Schlaug’s 
earlier attack on the two female party members 

She adds, however, that within the party, she will work 

hard to see that the leadership group becomes the larson 
between the parhamentary group and the PU that it was 
intended to be. That duty has not vet been fulfilled. she 
says. She also feels that as a member of Parhament and 

convener of the internal nominating committee, she has 
had good opportunities for continuing to exert an influ- 

ence 

Spider in the Web 

“Lam a lithe hike the spider mn the web.” says Eva Croes 

pomting out that it was she who worked hardest to gct 

Asa Domey and Per Gahrton released from burdensome 

committee work im Parhament so they could devote 

themselves to the campaign 

Ragnhild Pohanka, who was spokesperson for three 

terms, sees her ow: future role a little differently. She 

wants to spend mure time out on the field continuing the 
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social work for the party which she began. A large share 
of that commitment involves immigrants, especially 

Kurds. She has spent considerable time studying the 

realities of shelter for the homeless around the country, 
and now she wants to tackle the word of prostitutes. 

And she takes the quarrel with Birger Schlaug calmly: 

“As a matter of fact. he apologized to me, so it is 
forgotten.” she sand 

Also debated at the People’s Palace were the abortion 
issuc and a manifesto of freedom which included, among 
other things, the demand for a child allowance to provide 
more freedom of choice in child care and school atten- 
dance 

On Friday. Jan Axclsson and Margareta Gisselberg were 
reelected party spokespersons. 

* EC Membership Opposed 

YVIENOGIOB Stochholm DAGENS NYHETER 

in Swedish 12 May ¥l py 

{ Text] Ostersund (TT)}—Following a lengthy debate on 
Sweden's relationship with Europe and the EC, the 
Environment Party decided at its congress in Ostersund 
to say ves to the “United Regions of Europe” but no to 
the EC 

The United Regions of Europe, an idea thought up by 
Per Gahrton, the party's member of Parhament, would 
include all of Europe “from the Atlantic to the Urals.” 

thus differing from “the umon of mch countnes mm the 

on 

But the congress did not buy Gahrton’s concept com- 

pletely. A lengthy section concerning an all-European 
decisionmaking body was deleted because the congress 
was not prepared to describe in detail how the national 

right of self-determination should be limited 

The congress clected its new leadership body on Sat- 

urday. The Political Commuitice now includes Ewa Lars- 
son, Birger Schlaug. Ann Nilsson, Bo Kayser, Fiona 
Byorling. Per Aslund, and Laila Akerberg, as well as the 
two spokespersons, Jan Axelsson and Margareta Gussel- 
berg 

The cagerly awarted foreign policy debate was started by 
Man Lofstedt of Lulea. Her speech took the form of 

poctry, and she was accompanied by two Environment 

Party members dressed as soldiers who removed their 
uniforms as her speech opposing military defense pro- 

gressed—a speech which gradually shifted to song: John 

Lennon's “Crive Peace a Chance.” 

The delegates to the congress jorned in the singing. stood 
up. and grasped cach other's hands during the song. The 
chairman of the congress then announced. to the gencral 
jubilation, that a time limit on the debate had been 
requested. But many people were already scheduled to 

speak, and a lively debate followed 
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The Environment Party already has a peace program, 
but 1 was decided al two previous congresses that the 
question of whether or not to support military defense 
would be put to a binding vote by the members. Half of 
the members voted, and the result was a bare mayority 
voting against military defense. 

“We won, but I don't want the party to split over this 
issue. That 1s why | support the Political Cormmiuttee's 
proposed compromise,” said Peter Eriksson, the driving 
force behind the peace issue and an advocate of compicte 
and immediate disarmament. 

* Disarmament Narrowly Voted 

YIENO0616C Stockholm DAGENS NYHETER 
in Swedish 13 May 91 p 12 

[Text] (TT}—The Environment Party-Greens ended its 
10th party congress to a samba beat on Sunday. But not 
all the delegates were pleased. The “fundamentalists,” or 
“sofi-liners,” as they prefer to call themselves, went 
home from Jamtiand weighed down with disappoint- 
ment and despondency. 

“The party 1s becoming an ordinary party, the green 
ideology has been watered down. The party leadership 1s 
beginning to resemble ordinary politicians, it overndes 
votes by the members but refuses to take responsibility 
for it.” says one delegate who proudly described himself 
from the rostrum as “naive” during the debate on the 
party's policy on the defense issue. 

For Disarmament 

A vote by party members on whether to say “yes or no to 
military defense” resulted in a bare majority favoring 
Swedish disarmament. 

To avoid a split, a compromise proposal for a “peace 
policy platform” was presented to the congress. That 
platform was approved by a large majority on Saturday 
night, but not until the talk about unilateral Swedish 
disarmament had been rounded out with the mmconsis- 
tent statement “to an extent to be determined by devel- 
opments in the world around us.” 

“The vote by the members was ignored. It 1s time to 
discuss whether a real peace party should be organized,” 
said a disappointed Lennart Fernstrom, one of the most 
ardent advocates of complete and unilateral Swedish 
disarmament. 

But when the question was put to him by the TT [Press 
Wire Service, Inc.], Fernstrom was not prepared to say 
that he was going to leave the Environment Party. 

“The question of whether we should continue to work 
within the Environment Party to make it a real peace 
party or establis a new party must be discussed,” he 
answered 
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The congress also decided that the peace program 
adopted previously would continuc in cffect “until a new 
program 1s adopted.” despite the newly adopted peace 
platform. 

The party's two spokespersons, Margarcta Grsseclberg 
and Jan Axelsson, were reclected by acclamation. and 
the outgoing leadership of the Political Commitice was 
granted discharge even though ut. together with the 
parhamentary group, had established a “leadership 

group™ for the clection—an action which, according to a 
minority at the congress, conflicts with “the Green party 

The party's future organization will be studied, and onc 
of the rssues to be decided concerns a proposal to have a 
party leader and party board of a more conventional 

type. 

The congress ended to the sound of samba music and 
continued singing. 

* More Units Cut in Long-Range Defense Plan 

YIENO6404 Stockholm DAGENS NYHETER 
in Swedish 16 May 91 p 12 

[Ake Ekdahl article: “More Regiments To Be Cut™} 

[Text] Another 10 army units, air wings. and naval 
commands are threatened by cutbacks or reorganization 
in the long-range defense decision to be made by the 
Riksdag im a year 

This comprehensive description was delivered by 
Defense Minister Roine Carlsson to the Social Demo- 
cratic parhamentary caucus on Tuesday evening 

He also mdicated that a reduction in Swedish defense 

industry after 1992 in practice could mean postponc- 
ment or even a halt to the second subseries of the JAS 39 

combat aircraft project 

Loaded Election Issue 

The Defense Commitice in the Riksdag recently sand 
there should be no decisions made this year regarding 
continued orders for subseries two, because of the cost 
increase 

A cutback of the Army from today’s 2! or 18 brigades. 
which the Riksdag will decide on this week, to perhaps 

10 brigades will trigger an entirely new and emotionally 
loaded election rssuc 

This year's closing of three infantry brigades in Orebro, 

Uddevalla, and Vaxjo. as well as Ing | [Svea Engineer 
Regiment] in Sodertalye, have already caused serious 
political convulsions 

On 14 June the commander in chief will submit hes plan 
in accordance with the planning guidelines issucd by the 
government. At an unchanged financial level and 
without reforming the general conscription system. the 
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design of the wartime organization and thus of the entire 
basic defense organization must be adapted to a consid- 
erably smaller framework. 

Decision Failure 

A defense study headed by State Secretary Jan Nygren in 
Roine Carlisson’s office 1s working on the foundations for 
neat year's five-year defense decision. The Riksdag will 
make a decisson in May-June of next year. 

But even today defense politicians are beginning to 
doubt that there will be a decision. The failure of coming 
to a decision last year will be followed by more, 1 1s 
feared. Today, the positions of the parties in the Riksdag 
are so locked on that a shift in majority after the election 
thes fall means that one will have to start all over again. 

To the government the Defense Commiutice 1s mostly a 
consultative organ with unclear status. Every parliamen- 

tary party has been offered a seat, but the committee 
does not work as an independent group for broad par- 
hamentary cooperation. A new Defense Commitice 1s 
sought 

The parhamentary clection and the commiutice’s ties to 

the government's decisionmaking functions has ren- 
dered all continuing planning work for a detense deci- 
sion impossible, in the opinion of nonsocialist members 
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Ferced To Trim 

Add to this the question marks regarding the shape of a 
Swedish defense with respect to which line of neutrality 
policy Sweden 1s to follow for an EC membership. 
Continued uncertainty regarding the security policy in 

our immediate vicinity and the result of the CFE agree- 
ment 1s a fourth factor which delays the work. 

Nonsocialist defense politicians say they will also be 
forced to trim and cut back defense units, but the form 
could be a different one than the one mmitiated by Rone 
Carlsson. 

Less Need 

The commander in chief's alternative for the future 
defense 1s now making the rounds of the military com- 
mand staffs for comment. No names are given of places 
which might be considered for new defense cutbacks 
The defense minister also did not mention to the parha- 
mentary group where the cutbacks are to be made. 

The discussion concerning a lesser need for Swedish 
invasion defense in the southern parts of the country 
could provide indications that this 1s where the cutbacks 

will be made 

It ss also uncertain what an unchanged level of defense 
appropriations means im terms of real cutbacks. All the 

parties have different calculations 
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Perez de Cuellar Sends Letters on Cyprus Issue 

NC2506144091 Nicosia ALITHILA in Greek 

25 Jun 91 pp 1s 

[Nansia Palala-Khandhi report) 

[Excerpt] Two days ago the Greek, Cypriot, and Turkish 
Governments, as well as Turkish Cypnot leader Rauf 
Denktas, received four letters from UN Secretary Gen- 
eral Javier Perez de Cuellar 

According to exclusive information ALITHIA obtained 
from UN sources, the letters refer to the Cyprus rssue in 
the contest of Perez De Cucllar’s upcoming visit to 
Ankara on 6 and 7 July. We were told that the letters to 

the Turkish Government and Denktas discuss the con- 
cessions the United Nations 1s asking the Turkish side to 
make on the Cyprus issuc, while the other two focus on 

the proposal for a conference on the Cyprus issuc and its 
possible composition. 

Charles Gaulkin, UN press spokesman in Cyprus, con- 
firmed ALITHIA’s information on the Perez letters but 
did not say anything about their content 

Gaulkin said to our newspaper late last might: “Yes. the 

UN secretary general has sent four letters during the past 

two days. Three of them were sent to the Greek, Cypriot, 
and Turkish Governments and the fourth went to 
Turkish Cypriot leader Rauf Denktas.~ 

Gaulkin avoided answering a question on the letters’ 
content but said that before yesterday afternoon he did 
not have any contact with Oscar Camihon, UN special 

representative in Cyprus, who currently in New York 

for meetings with the UN secretary general 

Camilion arrived at UN headquarters on Sunday 

evening and will stay in New York for ten days As 
announced, the purpose of his visit was to brief Perez de 
Cucllar on the latest developments in Cyprus in light of 

|. The UN secretary general's visit to Ankara neat week 

2. Perez de Cuellar’s preparations for the report on the 
(Cyprus issue which he will submit to the UN Security 

Council 

Rehable sources in Nicosia have said that the Perez de 
Cucllar’s report is expected to focus on procedures 

because the Cyprus issue 1s still developing. The same 
sources stressed that the report the secretary general will 
submit this fall will be more substantial [passage 
omitted] 

Government Spokesman Comments 

NC 2506168391 Nicosia Cyprus Broadcasting 
Corporation Radio Network in Greek 1030GM1 
2S Jun 9! 

[Text] UN Secretary General Javier Perez de Cuctlar 
sent letters to Nicosia, Athens, and Ankara as part of the 

mission assigned to him by the UN Security Council 
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Akis Fandss, Cyprus Government spokesman, said in 
Nicosia that the letter’s content 1s being studied. 

Charles Gaulkin, UN press spokesman in Cyprus, told 
our station that a simular letter has been sent to Turkish 
Cypnot leader Rauf Denktas. He added that these letters 
were sent over the past few days, are two pages long. and 
have identical contents. 

The government spokesman stressed that, for our side. 
the concept of political equality 1s simple and clear and 
was outlined in our January 1989 proposals. 

U.S. Reportedly Pressures UN, Favors Turkey 

VC DS0618SS597 Nicosia AHARAV YI in Greek 

25 Jun 91 pp 1, 7 

{Petros Pasias report] 

[Text] The United States 1s exerting substantial pressure 
on UN Secretary General Javier Perez de Cuellar 

regarding the report on the Cyprus issue which he will 
submit to the UN Security Council, not only on its 

timing, but also its content 

According to well-informed diplomatic sources, the 
United States 1s trying to adopt diplomatic positions 
which correspond with Turkey's views 

More specifically, the US. State Department has directly 

asked Perez de Cuellar to find a way to adopt Turkish 

President Turgut Ozal’s proposal for a four-party confer- 

ence, at least indirectly, in his report 

Available information indicates that US. State Depart- 

ment officials refer to US President George Bush’ 
upcoming visit to Ankara and say that such an action by 

the UN secretary general would help convince Ankara to 
respond to the rssues raised by Perez de Cuellar in his 
previous report to the UN Security Council, particularly 

on the issues of land and the refugees 

Well-informed sources ait the UN headquarters did not 
exclude the possibility that Perez de Cuctlar’s procedural 
report will propose a four-party summit conference 

under his leadership including the Greek and Turkish 
Governments and representatives of the two Cypriot 

communities 

Al the same tome. there was intense activity behind the 

scenes regarding when Perez de Cuctilar would submit his 
report to the UN Security Council 

As we wrote yesterday. the United States interfered and 

the UN secretary general changed his plans. While he 
originally was gong to submit his report around 10 July. 
in the end he agreed to submit it thes week and limit it to 

procedural rssucs, to avoid any criticism against Turkey 

before the US. President's visit to Ankara 

Moreover. information from the United Nations md- 

cates that of the three possible dates for the report's 
submission (28 June. | or 2 July) the United States is 
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pressing for 28 June to be chosen. The same sources 
report that the United States seeks this date because it 
does not want the report to be submitted when Cuba 
assumes the presidency of the UN Security Council on | 
July. because Cuba's position toward the Cyprus rssue 1s 
well known and favors Cyprus. 

The United States has told UN officials that they would 
like all UN Security Council activities to be frozen 
during the Cuban presidency (which lasts one month). 

‘Significant Developments’ in Cyprus Issue Expected 

VC 2406180291 Nicosia KHARAVYI in Greek 

24 Jun ¥ipl 

[Petros Pasias report] 

[Excerpt] According to well-informed diplomatic 
sources, significant developments on the Cyprus issuc 
should be expected following the visits of UN Secretary 
General Javier Perez de Cuellar and U.S. President 
Creorge Bush to the area. 

Perez de Cuellar mitially planned to submit his new 

report on Cyprus to the UN Security Council on 10 June, 
after his visit to Ankara. He changed his plans after US. 
State Department intervention. 

The sources said that in his report, Perez de Cucilar was 
determined to assign blame for the continuing deadlock 
following his contacts with the Turkish Government on 

6 July 

However, US.) State Department officials—rumors 

name Nelson Ledsky, special coordinator on the Cyprus 

issuc—asked Perez de Cucllar to change his plans and 
not release his report before Bush's visit in Ankara, 
scheduled for 17 July 

The sources say that an agreement was reached that the 
secretary general would release an interim report which 
will focus on procedures of resolving the issue. 

The report 1s expected to be submitted on 28 June or in 

early July. UN Representative in Cyprus Oscar Camilion 
left tor UN headquarters yesterday. [passage omitted] 

Vasiliou on Negotiations, Multilateral Conference 

NC 2500168091 Nicosia Cyprus Broadcasting 
Corporation Radw Network in Greek 1800 GMT 

2S Jun 9! 

[Text] Speaking at the Cyprus Chamber of Commerce 

and Industry general assembly, President Yeoryios 

Vasilrou said that the proposal for a multilateral confer- 

ence 18 not a primary goal and should not dominate the 
discussions in any case. He said that the conference 1s 

nothing more than a methodology and noted: The dis- 
cussions should concentrate on the substance, which 1s 

different. Vasihou also stressed the need for adequate 

preparation on the issues to be discussed at such a 

conference so a basic agreement can be signed 
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President Vasiliou said that Turkey should respond and 
demonstrate that 1 will be ready to move toward a 
solution when the UN Secretary General, after con- 
sulting with the Security Council members, decides on 
the form of the conference. Vasiliou said that attention 
has been focusing on the refugees’ nght to return and the 
land issue because, as he noted, the resolution of these 
issues iS a prerequisite for the federation in Cyprus. 
Finally, Vasiliou said that he is neither optimistic nor 
pessimistic, despite the fact that there has been some 
movement on the Cyprus rssuc. 

On economic affairs, President Vasiliou said the past 
year was one of record for the Cyprus economy in every 
respect. He added, however, that it 1s not important to 
say how well we did last year but that we should focus on 
where we are now and what our goals are for next year. 

Foreign Minister Views Gulf War, Reunification 

AU 2606010091 Vienna DIE PRESSE in German 

25 Jun 91 p § 

[Pia Maria Plechl report: “Hope for New International 
Order” ] 

[Text] Nicosia—The Gulf war not only resulted in enor- 
mous cconomic losses for Cyprus, 1 also changed the 
international situation of the divided insular state—but 
in what respect? When Cypriot Foreign Minister Yeo- 
ryios lakovou was asked this question, the career dip- 
lomat smiled a little: “If this is your first question, you 
hardly need to ask a second one. It actually comprises 
everything.” However, one should “not concentrate on 
Cyprus, but on the problem of Cyprus.” 

“| would not say that Cyprus and Kuwait are on the 
same level. But many people ascertained similarities.” It 
occurred to the visitor that she had seen posters with the 
inscription “Kuwait 1990—Cyprus 1974" in Nicosia 

The foreign minister continued: “The world spontanc- 
ously remembered Cyprus.” Furthermore: “The United 
States did two things that are important for us: It 
gencrally upgraded the UN resolutions and announced 
that there must be a new international order after the 
Gulf war.” This international order 1s also important for 

the mmage of the United States: “Many people say that 
the United States waged the Gulf war because of oi! and 
with a view to investments. | do not share this view. The 
Americans committed themselves to a principle, there- 

fore, Bush and Baker must make a decision in favor of 
Cyprus and we are happy that they realized the prob- 
lem.” 

Does lakovou also have Turkey's contribution to the 
Gulf war in mind? “Of course.” He also knows about the 
American-Turkish talks during which “Ankara did not 
say much,” but adds: “I have hope.” “The United States 

also know that the Turkish contribution basically did not 
help very much.” he said 
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The Cypriot foreign minister 1s on the point of imitiating 
new activities. “We suggested a conference. It 1s to take 
place under UN acgis and get its direction from its 
secretary general, who has developed several scas that 
are acceptable for us as a basis for talks. Turkey first 
rejected them. but then declared itself prepared to dis- 
cuss them with him and accepted several topics. OF 
course, they are very similar to what has already been 
said in Turkish proposals.” 

There 1s a concept for the reunification of Cyprus. What 
must be the starting point for us implementation” 
“Clearly the displaced persons. As many as 200.900 
Greek and 60,000 Turkish Cypriots escaped from their 
native places.” What 1s to be done with them and their 
property” Are their repatriation and return expected” 
“The pont 1s, above all, the nghts of these people.” the 
minister stressed. “Confiscation of property 1s clearly 
prohitiied by the Geneva resolutions.” That ts to say. 
the people are to return to their traditional places of 

residence” “They must have the nght to do this.” 

Then the question arises as to whether they want to go 
back if the solution consists of a federal state under 
Greek or Turkish administration. “What 1s more, there 
iS the second pont, the territorial question,” but “the 
constitutional clement 1s more important: According to 
the Turkish ideas, the central government would have 
little power, therefore, the Greek Cypriots are striving 
for a Greek-Cypriot administration.” 

Eighteen percent of the island's population are Turkish 

C ypriots—are they supposed to gct an adequate share of 

the area, of which 37 percent 1s occupred by the Turkish 
Army today” The minister worked out a model, noncom- 
mittally, as an example: “If $0,000 Greek Cypriots were 

to return to their places of residence under Turkish 

Cyprot administration and if they were added to the 

120,000 Turkish Cypnots, they would make up one- 
fourth of the total population. This would correspond to 
25 percent of the territory. One might negotiate on this. 
but the Turks keep silent.” 
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Does the minister have any hope at all that the Turkrsh 

side will reconsider the problem” “Turkey has greater 

imterests than Denktas’ lomited ideas. The Americans are 
pressing for a solution, and closer ties between Turkey 
and the EC are not conceivable as long as the problem of 
Cyprus casts.” 

What can Cyprus do under these circumstances” “ Above 
all, intensifying the fnendly relations with all states. It 1s 

especially important to turn to all those who help Turkey 
and are therefore also able to bring pressure to bear 
These are the United States and the EC.” 

Cyprus 1s also striving for EC membership “and the 
question of Cyprus must be solved according to Euro- 
pean principles and with the involvement of European 
imstitutions. After all, for Turkey. the EC 1s as powerful 
as the United States.” 

Regarding power and power politics, lakovou 1s asked if 
thes includes the sdca of military actions” “No, we do not 

think of such things. Now the UN Security Council must 
become active.” lakovou answered 

Is there any idea as to how long a solution of the Cyprus 
question will take’ This time. the smile of the minister 
was sour: “As a man who sees his way clear, | must tell 

you that giving you an answer to this would exceed my 
authority ~ 

Vasiliou Leaves for Rome; Will Meet Andreotti 

VC 2606073691 Nicosia Cyprus Broadcasting 

Corporation Radio Network in Greek OOOO GMI 
oh Jun 9! 

[Text] President Yeoryios Vasilou left thers morning for 
Rome on an one-day working visit. Vasilou will meet 
with Itahan Prime Minister Giuho Andreott: and will 
discuss developments concerning the Cyprus issuc as 
well as bilateral and international rssucs of mutual 
interest! 

Foreign Minister Yeoryios lakovou 1s accompanying 
Vasilou 
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Spokesman on Receipt of Perez de Cuellar Letter 

NC 2506171191 Athens Ellinthia Radhiwtonia Radiw 

Network in Greek 1130 GMT 25 Jun 9! 

[Text] The Athens News Agency has reported from 
Nicosia that UN Secretary General Javicr Perez de 

Cuellar has sent letters to the Governments of Cyprus. 
Greece, and Turkey. and Turkish Cyprnot leader Rauf 
Denktas. The letters, which were sent two days ago. 
discuss the new phase the Cyprus issue is entering 
Nothing concrete has been announced regarding the 
letters’ content. However, UN press spokesman in 
Nicosia (Charles Golgin) confirmed that the letters were 
sent 

Government spokesman Viron Polidhoras confirmed 
that the letter to the Greek Government was received 

He said that the letter was sent to Prime Minister 
Konstandinos Mitsotakis and deals with the Cyprus 
issue and that he did not know its specific contents 

Spokesman Praises U.S. Senator's Proposal 

VC 2506134091 Athens Ellinths Radhiotoma Radio 

Network in Greek 1130 GMT 2S Jun 9! 

[Text] Government Spokesman Viron Polidhoras 
described US. Senator Joseph Biden's proposal as pos- 

itive. Biden had denounced the Turkish troops’ presence 
im Cyprus and asked that the UN Forces in Cyprus 
[UNFICYP] be withdrawn and replaced with 10.000 
LS. soldvers 

Polidhoras stressed, however, that the replacement of 

UNFICYP by US. forces 1s a matter concerning the 
United Nations and the Republic of Cyprus 

Spokesman on Yilmaz Message to Mitsotakis 

NO 2506208091 Athens Ellinthi Radhiotoma Radio 

Network in Greek IS30 GMT OS Jun 9 

[Text] Turkish Prime Minister Mesut Yilmaz has sent a 
message to Prime Minister Kostandinos Mitsotakrs on 
which he said that the Turkish Government is ready to 
discuss with Greece all their bilateral problems and 
wants to solve them in both countries’ interest. Yilmaz 
added that a meaningtul and substantive dialogue should 
begin to achieve concrete results. The Turkish prime 
minister invited Konstandinos Mitsotakis to officially 
visit Turkey and stressed that such a visit might be a 
historic beginning for harmonizing the two countries 

interests and embarking on a new cra of lasting cooper- 
ation and frendship in on the basis of mutual respect 

Responding to a question on the Turkish prime minis- 

ter’s mvitation to visit Ankara, the government 
spokesman sand that Konstandinos Mitsotakis has 
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cxapressed his desire to accep! such an mviiation, pro- 
vided that the visit 1s well prepared and has the potential 
for achieving positive results 

Kurdistan Party Launches ‘Military Onslaught" 
NOC 2106154291 Istantud 2000 IAIBIN-E DOGRI 
im Turkish 16 Jun 91 pp 8-13 

{Excerpts} [passage omiticd] The military onslaught 
launched by the Workers Party of Kurdistan [PKK] 
under the code name “Spring Offensive” has a qualita- 
tively new aspect. Whenever possible. towns and provin- 
cial capitals, rather than villages. are now the target of its 
attacks [passage omuiticd] 

The most important development in the Kars-Agn-Ercrs 
triangle 1s that the PAK militants are organizing patrols 
According to available information. the number of PKK 
militants on thes triangle exceeds 2.000. Groups of 10 are 
roaming about the arca. while groups of 40 to 45 
militants are advancing on Digor region. stopping im 
villages along the way to carry out propaganda work. The 
security forces are aware of this situatoon, as it ms a 
frequent topic of conversation among villagers. [passage 
omitted] 

The PKK has launched an encircling operation along the 
Sarikamis-Grole line to link its forces with those involved 
im the encircling operation being conducted along the 
Aralik-igdir-Digor-Kagizman line. Its arm here 1s to 
extend the Mergemer Mountains-Igdir-Diy adin-Patnos 
line up to Muradiye. thus extending its presence to 
Catak. By doing so, 11 1s attempting. for the first ume, to 
youn the Hakkar-Surt-Mardin triangle—w hich 1s known 
as “Botan”—with the Kars-Agr-Van triangle Attacks 
are being organized against provincial capitals along the 
Mus-Bitirs aars between the two triangics to close the gap 
between these two triangles 

The special teams and security forces are tryeng to check 
the PKK’s advance by retarnnmng Schim and Sarkams 
villages and the Agri-Tutak-Hamur aars. Heavy pressure 
1s being exerted on the villagers there, who have become 
politicized over the years. [passage omitted] 

There has been a new development concerning the 
village guards im the Van- atak region. Nearly 400 
village guards around ( atak are participating im a new 
training program. All of them are being given commando 
uniforms and some are given the rank of sergeant or 
corporal. The objective vs to launch a large-scale opera- 
ton around Mount Kate the tallest mountain after 
Mount Cudi Small-scale clashes are taking place 
already. but the real operation will begin on midsummer 
There are also reports tht some village guards have laid 
down their arms and disappeared [passage omitted] 

In short. the PAA has launched a thrust toward the north 
from the Botan region in the south, where its operations 
have come to a temporary standstill as a result of foreign 
and domestic developments. It 1s now concentrating its 
activities inside the Kars-Agri-Van triangic 
omitted] 

| passage 
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Yilmaz Message to Mitsotakis | rges Joint Dialogue 

142806160091 Ankara ANATOLIA in Turaish 

1440 GMT OS Jun 9l 

[Text] Ankara (AA}—In a message to Grreck Prime 
Minister Konstandinos Mitsotakis, Poome Monester 
Mesut Yilmaz declared that a meaningtul and sulstan- 
tive dialogue process must be established to resolve the 
problems between the two countrics 

The prome minister sent a reply message to Mitsotakrs 
who congratulated him on hes recent clectron as Moth 

erland Party leader and his subsequent appointment as 
prime minister 

In hes message. Yilmaz sand 

“| noted with satisfaction your sMatements announcing 

that your government 1s ready to engage in a seTrows and 
meaningtul dialogue with Turkey. In line with Turkey's 
polos of devcloping fnendship. cooperation. and good. 

neighborly relations with Crreece, my government, too, rs 

ready and willing to discuss al! bilateral problems 

between Turkey and Cireece mm an almosphere of good. 
will and to exert cflorts for ther solution to the benectit of 

both counties. It 1s our sencere belief that a meanrngtul 

and substantive dialogue process must be estabirshed to 

thes end. and perpetuated with the purpose of achics ing 

results 

“Our governments may hold different views Concerning 

thes process. In our oprmon. would be beneticial to 

exchange vicws at a high political level with common 

sense. cool-headedness, and goodwill in order to prepare 

a common ground on thes rsuc. Turkey. for its part, wll 

formulate its basic views On thes maticr with a construc- 

tive attitude that will help to turther our bilateral rela 
trons. and will be ready to share its thoughts and assess 

ments with Crreece during the coming perrod ~ 

In the message. Yilmaz also mmvited the Cireck prime 
minister to visit Turkey. Yilmaz noted “lt 1s our heart 

fcht belt that vour vist could constitute a hestorn 

beginning to pave the way for a period of lasteng frend 
ship and cooperation based on mutual respect m our 

relatvons and to reconcile our miterests ~ 

Oval, Denktas Meet: Agree on Summit Preparations 

Pale 1591 Ankara TRI lelevinon Network 
m turkok 1 UWOGMTI OS Jun 9 

[Matement by Presidential Spokesman Kaya Toper 

dated 25 June—read by announcer] 

[Text] In Marmaris where he 1s vacatroning, President 

Turgut (val held a mecting with Mr Rauf Denktas 

president of the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus 
In an atmosphere of a frendly chat. the two discussed all 

the historical stages and aspects of the Cyprus problem 

The two presidents exchanged views on the preparations 
to be made for the four-way meeting. and UN Secretary 
Gioneral Perez de Cuctlar’s letter Our presedent will 

mnform the UN secretary general of hes views om a reply 

letter The two presidents reached an agreement about 
the preparations to be made for the four-way summa 

and devlared that they will contenuc to carry out the 

related work Foren Muenster Sata Garay was also 
present at the mecting 

ANAP's Situation Under Yilmaz Examined 

NC D807 11891 Itantel CU WHURIVET in Turkish 

19 Jun Yl p 2 

j()ktay Akbal column “What Can Mesut Yilmaz 
Achieve”) 

[Excerpts] “This congress ms our last chance” Yes 
Mesut Yilmaz. who 1s now the new leader of the ruling 
Motherland Party |ANAP). has sand the mght thing It 

would not be wrong if we were to say that thes 1s ANAP's 
last general congress as the ruling party. The “spirit of 
1983" has vannshed What was that “spurt” It was the 

coming together of “four trends” m ANAP under the 
military punta administration im the country [passage 

omitted] 

Was the ANAP congress the last chance for that party” 

(an the negative directron taken by that party be 
reversed by the clecthon of Mesut Yilmaz and not 

Vilkderm Akbulut as the new party leader’ Will Mesut 

Yilmaz. who was clected with 6431 votes agamnst $23 cast 
mm tavor of Vildim Abkbulut. succeed m cxtricateng 

ANAP from the umpasse in which ot has found isclf” 

Will the new 44-year-old party leader, who 1s also the 

prime monister-<desgnate, be able to push aside the yoke 

of the guest at the pressdential palace [reference to 

Presadent Turgut (zal] and do somethong for the party” 
Will Mr Turgut Oval. who os regarded as “ANAP's 
natural and permanent leader” withdraw his hands 

from party and government affairs’ Will Mesut Yilmaz 
who rs a young politician, be able to renew and democ- 

ratize ANAP”’ Will he be able to turn ANAP into a party 

that can be cxapected to come to power during the acat 

general clection” 

burst. what has created concern the question as to 
whether or not a way can be found to remove the 

divisson on ANAP. which has gone as far as creating frst 
fights among the party minesters and parhamentanans’ 

(an Mesut Vilmaz's positron as the party leader and 

prime minesict designate create unity and cohesion im 

AN AP” [passage omitted] 

Mesut Yilmaz vs the prime minister-designate of Turkey 

at the present tume He has been appomted as the prime 

minister-<designate after berng clected as the party leader 
by hall of the ANAP congress delegates. a case semilar to 

the sttuation of Turgut Oval, who was clected as pres- 

dent by the members of the ANAP parhamentary group 

He has not become a prome minister-<designate by win- 

ming an clecthon’ A prome minister cannot be created 
through the 631 votes of 1.200 congress delegates. Mesut 
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Yilmaz should have been appointed as a prime menesict- 

designate after succeeding in bringing hes party to power 
through general clections 

Will Mesut Yilmaz be able to lead ANAP to an carly 
election” It wall be on hes, and im ANAP’s interest of he 
moves to adopt a decrsion in that regard. Each and every 
passing day will be a lows for ANAP and for Mesut 
Yelmaz. Delaying the matter will make the possibility of 
a detcal unas ondablc 

(an Mesut Yilmaz turn ANAP into a party which can be 

expected to come to power through carly clectrons’ No 
one beleves that thes can be possible If general clectrons 
were to be held on September of October 1991. ANAP 
will stoll remain as the third party m the country 

Nevertheless, « will be able to have S0 oF 60 scats mm the 
Turkish Grand National Assembly 

1 am convinced that Mesut Vilmaz ms aware that ANAP 
1s rapidly losing ground every day Preventing the com- 
plete fragmentation of ANAP will be the most important 

sucoess Mesut Yilmaz can achieve. Thess must not be 

underestimated 

Demirel Queried on Agricultural, | conomic Problems 

NC SO0H08S S97] Istantud HURRIVET on Terkick 

IS Jun Vi ps 

[interview with True Path Party leader Suleyman 
Demirel by Merc Koyatas:, place and date not given) 

[Excerpts] [Kovctasi] Complaints are berg made im 
every sector, ibe villagers. shopkeepers. workers, and 
mdustnialists are all complaining. Everyone rs capecting 
something. however, the treasury « out of funds The 
State has a significant deficn. They are all calling on you 
as follows “Save us father” How can you satisfy the 

masses who address you as father when the state 
resources have fallen to such a low level” 

[Demirel] Turkey has many problems These problems 
are not on the surface but have become deeply rooted 
The people's complaints have turned into shouts. I have 
not asked anyone to call me father. [passage omitted] 

The people's demands are growing. There 1s no place for 
pessimism im social problems How can you satisfy 

everyone’ What should be done first 1s to create confi. 

dence. There 1s a parado. |[paradoks] to creating confi. 
dence, however. Confidence may turn into despair. If the 
people lose hope, then we drown in a sca of hopelessness 

A perceived improvement has to be made im the macro 

coonomic balances and om the daily life of the people | 

agree with an analysers made by several traditional coon. 
omrsts and socrologrsts. The programs and policies that 
are pul into effect must not shake the people's fecling of 

confidence for nine to 18 months Theres 1s a reasonable 

period of ime. If an emprovement 1 no achreved un the 

macro coonomi balances and in the dary life of the 

people during thes perrod of tyme. then it 1s of rous that 
there 1s something wrong in the programs of policies that 
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have been pul mto cfiect of m the cadres whach are 

responsibic for umplementing the programs and policies 

There may also be something wrong i all of them 

[Koyatass] You have sand that significant problems cam 
m the agricultural domam. You have clanmed that the 
farmers are mm a pitiful sotuation, however, various 
agricultural products are bought by the state on Turkey at 
higher prices than those clewhere mn the world [passage 
omitted] 

[Demurel] The agricultural domaim 1s the most serous 
problem in Turkey. The agrecultural policy must not be 
seen only from the pot of view of prices. The fact that 
half of the people who work arc employed mm the agricul- 
tural domain vs the mam problem im the country. Hall of 
the employed people are in the agricultural domain but 

they receive only 15 percent of the national moome This 

means poverty Had the population im the agricultural 
domain been 20 percent and had this population 
received 15 percent of the national moome. then the 

situation would not have been serious. The moome per 

capita 1s $600 on thes sector, Thes 1s the first problem 

Fifty percent of Turkey's population benefits from social 
security and the remaming SO) percent docs not No 
pension 1s pand to the people mm this S80 percent. If they 

are sick, then they have no doctors to care for them. In 

order that they may look to the future with confidence. 

they have to have many children. Thies 1s the reason for 

the 2.5 percent population mecrease in Turkey The 25 
percent population imcrease means that 800000 people 

seck employment and | millon youths seck educational 
opportunities every year. The resources of the country 
are not enough to satisfy the needs of these people Apart 

from the camsteng regime, thes the reason which 
obstructs Turkey's mmtegration with the outsede world 
Thes « the reason for unhealthy urbanization The 
peasants are not happy in the agricultural domaim. ‘So 

they ummugrate to the cries. They find themscives mm a 
worse situation there, bul they are unable to return 

home [passage omitted] 

How can you save the agricultural domam” First. a 
pelcy must be pursued to establish stability om prices 

related to the material that 1s used mm that domam. This 

should be followed by a move to make credits avaslablic 

to the peasants to merease productivity. The use of new 

seeds and agricultural equipment must be broadencd 

The agroindusinial domain must be encouraged and 
broadened. The market can be reorganized after all thes 
is achreved. [passage omitted] 

|Kovatasi] The balances must be restored in the agricul- 
tural domain. and Turkey must focus attention on mdus 

tnahzation. What 1s the policy that should be pursucd on 

industnahzation” 

[Demirel] Turkey must mdustrialize usclf m a way 
which will enable ut to compete m the world, however 

mdusines cannot be esabiished on the haws of a rate of 

micrest of 120 percent. The system m Turkey ms not the 
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market coonomy system. The country has to create the 
conditions required by the free market cconomy sy sicm 

[passage omitted] 

Turkey must benefit from forergn capital. fore. admuin- 
trative systems, and foreign technology. The Sovect and 
the Eastern European markets are now open to forcign 

mvesiment. Turkey will have to compete with them. The 
toursm domam must be mmproved to provide $10 
tilhon every year. Uniess we establish industries which 
are able to compete, we Cannot resolve the problem of 
exports and balance of payments 

Businessmen Call For Social, Economic Stability 

NC 906094091 Isantad TEROCU MAN in Turkish 

J) Jun 91 p ~ 

[Text] The cconomn« developments from January to 
June 1991 have made busemessmen feel uncasy m 

Turkey They have complamed that the cconomy has 

been “encumbered” by the high rate of inflaton and 
high interest rates and noted that the problems have 
worsened as a result of the faslure of the former govern- 

ment tO manta a consistent policy on coonom, Nat- 
ters. The businessmen also agreed that “the new govern- 
ment must rmmediately put a package of measures into 

cflect which are armed at establishing social and cco- 
nome stabulity. a package whech wall be based on pop- 
ular consensus — 

The veews capressed by Ibrahem Boder, chairman of the 

Assembly of the Istanbul Chamber of Industry. Memduh 

Hacwoglu. charman of the Exccutiwe Board of the 
Istanbul Chamber of Industry, Valom Erez, charrman of 
the Turkish Umon of Chambers and Commodity 

Exchanges. and Bulent Eczacihass. chairman of the 
Turkish Industnalists and Businessmen'’s Association 
on the coonomn situation have been published mm a 

research article om the yournal of the Istanbul Chamber of 

Industry under the headline: “The Economix Situation 

From January to June 1991." 

“Let Us Safeguard Our Industry” 

Ibrahim Bodur sand that giving priority to the fields 
which are of secondary umportance, such as the services 

domain and tournsm, and mnormg the importance of the 
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industrial ficid was wrong Recalling the latest develop- 
merits, he asseried: “Removing the present chaotic situ- 
ation depends on whether we can make radecal changes 
to restore the trend of industnahzation and protect our 

natronal wndusiry m a way somular to that om the devel- 
oped countries ~ 

“Radical Measures Are EF ssential™ 

Memduh Hacioglu said that the high rate of inflation 
and high imterest rates on credits have encumbered 
Turkey's coonomy at the present time. He noted that 
tume should not be lost om adopting radecal measures 
Hacioglu listed the measures that are required as follows 
“Sufficrent and favorable export credits must be made 
available to small and medwm-size forta] enterprises 
Sufficrent and favorable credits must be made avaslabic 
for investments armed at providing technobogical devel- 
opment and increasing production capacity The 
financing of the public coonome enterprises must be 
abandoned so that financial resources can be found for 
the credits. The support to be given to the agricultural 
field must be accordeng to the princeples of productivity 

and hased cconomn standards ~ 

“Problems Have Worsened™ 

Valin Erez assessed the pervod from January to June 
1991 and argued that compared with the same perod 

last year, the problems related to the budget deficit, 
financing by the treasury. and the management of debts 
have further worsened. Notong that the wrong policy of 
the government has upset the financial setuation of the 
public cconomec enterprises and that thers state of affairs 
posed a threat to wndustrial peace, Erez saed that the rate 
of inflatron has not been lowered to a noteworthy level 

“A Consistent Policy Must be Adopted™ 

Bulent Eczacibas: described the publec sector debts as 
the hase cause of the coonomen problems and said that 

the way to remove the budget deficit 1 to moerease tan 
revenucs Noteng that the ecconomi problems mcreased 

thes weight even before the Gulf crises began. Eczacibass 
claomed that the officials responsible for the coonomy 
failed to adopt a comustent policy. He asserted: “What 

the government should do mmmediately 1 to pul into 
eflect a package of measures armed at estabirshing social 
and cconome stabulity, a package which well be hased on 
popular Consensus 
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